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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Fatted al Two Special General Meetings of the Members, held at

27 Barley Sheet, W., on February 7 and April 3, 1876.

Objects and Constitution.

This Association is called the Musical Association, and is formed
for the investigation and discussion of subjects connected with
the Art, Science, and History of Music ; and is intended to

be similar in its organisation to existing Learned Societies,

It is not intended that the Association shall give concerts, or

undertake any publications other than those of their own Pro.

ceedings, or the Papers read at their meetings.

Members.

The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been directed

to the science of acoustics, the history of the art^ or other kindred

subjects.

Any person desirons of being admitted info the Association

must be proposed by two members.
Elections will take plaeo by ballot of the members present

at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four shall

exclude.

No newly-elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings until the annual subscription be paid.

Subscription.

The annual subscription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become due on the first of November in each year.

Should members desire tr> wit lnlni.w fioni I lie Assoi'in.l irju.

they should give notice to the Hon. Sec. on or before the 31st of

October.



Meetings."

An ordinary meeting shall be held on [the first Monday in.

every month, from November to June inclusive, at o p.m., when,
after the dispatch of ordinary business, Papers will bo read and
discussed.

An annual general meeting of members only shall be hold at
4 P.M. on the last Monday in October, to receive and deliberate

on the Report of the Council, and to elect the Council and
officers for the ensuing year.

Special general meetings may be summoned whenever the
Council may consider it necessary ; and they shall be at all times
bound to do so on receiving a requisition in writing from five

members, specifying the nature of the business id In- mm minted.

At least one week's notice of such special meeting shall be given
by circular to every member, and ten members present at any-

general meeting shall constitute a quorum.
Every member shall havo the privilege of introducing one

visitor at the ordinary meetings on writing the name in a book
provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.

Communications.

Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of any
subject connected with tbo Art, Science, or History of Music,
Acoustics, and other kindred subjects.

Papers will bo received from or through any member of tho
Association.

Experiments and performances may bo introduced, when
limited to tho illustration of the Paper read.

All communications read will becomo thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless there shall havo been somo pre-

vious arrangements to the contrary), and tho Council may
publish the samo in any way and at any timo they may think

proper.

Reports.

A Report of tho Proceedings of the Association, including
the Papers road or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of the
Discussions, shall bo printed and distributed to tho members as

soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will bo arranged and edited by tho Honorary
Sccretary, under the direction of the Council.
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EULES AND REGULATIONS. vii

Council and Officers.

The management of the affairs of the Association shall be
vested in a Council, to be elected by ballot at the general meeting

of the members on the last Monday in October.

The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents,

and ten ordinary memliiTK of the Association.

The President, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and five ordinary

members of the Council shall retire every year, but shall be

eligible for re-election.

At the annual general meeting in October, the Council

shall present a balloting list, showing tho names of the persons

whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Presidents,

and ordinary members of Council for the ensuing year. A copy
of this list shall be given to each member present.

In voting, each member may erase any name or names from
the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names of any
other person or persons whom he considers eligible for each
respective office ; but the number of names on the list, after such
erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number to be elected

to the respective offices as alx>ve enumerated. Those lists which
do not accord with these directions shall be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting papers

to be collected, and after they have been examined by himself and
two scrutineers, to be appointed by tho members, he shall report

to the meeting the result of such examination, and shall then

destroy the balloting papers. Auditors shall be appointed at the

annual genera! meeting by the members, and the statement of

accounls shall be sent by the Treasurer to the Auditors, and be

remitted by them to tho Secretary in time to enable the Council

to judge of the prospects nl' 1 1n: AssoL'ii'.i ion, and to prepare their

report in accordance therewith.

The Council and officers shall meet as often as the business of
the Association may require, and at every meeting three members
of Council shall constitute a quorum.

Enactment on Alteration of Rules and Regulations.

No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or rescinded,

except at a special meeting of members summoned for tho express

purpose, tho summons stating distinctly and fully the matter

to be brought under consideration.
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FOR THE INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION OF SUBJECTS

CONNECTED WITH THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC.

FOUNDED MAY 29. 1S74.
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Ordinary StcmLers or tie Council.
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BBPOET
OP THE COMMITTEE,

Bead by tho Honorary Secretary, Charles K. Salaman, Esq., at

First Meeting of tho Second Session, November 1, 1875.

The poriod has arrived when it becomes the duty of your Com-

mittee to present to you their first Annual Report, in connection

with, that of your Honorary Treasurer, whose statement will give

you. information us to the actual financial position of the Asso-

ciation. Whon it is remembered that tho session just ended was

the first of a newly-formed Association, novel in its objects ns

relating to musical art and scienco, and that it was devoid of thoso

practically musical attractions hitherto considered to be insepa-

rably associated with the idea of a Musical Society, your Com-

mittee venture to think that the success which lias attended their

elFurts afiurds reasonable cause for congratulation. In the volume

uf I'l'meeilinu-., l;udy issued, will be found the origin of tho

Association, its purposes, and its rules, together with a list of

Notwithstanding the seemingly unfavourable circumstance

that the Musical Association was founded as late as the 2!)th

May 1874, that it was only on the 4th of August of the same year

that it received its permanent title; that tho arrangements for

the first session. then commenced, and that between that date

and the first monthly meeting held in November, a long period

had intervened, when most persons were nbsent from London,

150 original members had become enrolled when the operations

of tho Association began. During the session thirty-five members



were elected. The strength of the Association at the present

moment is supposed to lie 175 members. Vonr Committee have

to deplore the death of three distinguished members : Mr. Richard

LhnpuB (the late organist of St. Michael's, Cornhill, and Hon.

Sec. of the College of Organists), Mr. J. Henry Griesbach, a

respected musician of high repute, and a man of science ; and

lastly Sir Charles Wheatstono, F.B.S. Candidates for member-

ship aro seeking admission, and it is believed that as the objects

of the Association become more widely known, application for

membership will bo greatly increased. Eight monthly meetings

have been held at 27 Harley Street, on the first Monday of overy

month, from November 1874 to Juno 1875. Papers have been

read and disenssed at each mooting.

Tour Committee desired to afford tlio momhers an opportunity

to meet for conversation, and appointed the evening of Monday,

Juno 28, with that view. Members were invited to contribute

ancient musical instruments. Some members responded to the

invitation of the Committee, but not in sufficient numbers to

justify them in ag;iin rucummcndiii^ a I'.'viivi-.r&uzione.

To make the Musical Association a nseful and a permanent

institution, it is essential that the members shall take a special

interest in it, and exert themselves to that end, by bringing it

under the notice of musicians, both professional and non-profes-

sional, who might become useful members.
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SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR 1870-76-

First Meeting—Monday, November 1, 1875.

Paper by Charles Kensibuton Silasus:, Esq., Hon. Mem.

Acad. S. Cecilia, Rome, ' On Musical Criticism.'

Second Meetimj—Monday, December 6, 1875.

Paper by William Pole, Esq., V.-P.R.S., Mub. Doc. Ozon.,
1 On the Graphic Method of Representing Musical Inter-

vals. With Illnstrntions of the Construction of the

Musical Scale.'

Third Meeting—Monday, January 3, 1876.

Paper by the Rev. Sir Frederick Gore Ouseley, Bart., M.A.,

Mus. Doc. Oxou., Professor of the University of Oxford,

President of the Association ;
' Considerations on the His-

tory of Ecclesiastical Music of Western Europe.'

Fourth Meeting—Monday, February 7, 187U.

Paper by Victor de Pontignv, Esq., 1 On Kettledrums.'

Paper by Professor W. H. Monk, of King's College, ' On
Some Points in the Received Method of Writing an

Orchestral Score.'

Fifth Meeting—Monday, March 6', 187C.

Paper by Dr. W. H. Stone, F.R.C.P., M.A., ' On Standards

of Musical Pitch.'

Sixth Meeting—Monday, April 3, 1876.

Paper by Lord Rayleigh, M.A., P.E.S., ' On our Perception

of the Direction of a Source of Sound.'

Seventh Meeting—Monday, May 1, 1876.

Paper by Professor William Ghylls Adams, F.R.S., ' On the

Musical Inventions and Discoveries of the lalo Sir Charles

Wheatstone, F.R.S.*



Eighth Meeting—Monday, June 5, 1876.

Paper by Lennox Browne, Esq., F.R.C.S. Bdin., Hon. Sur-

geon and Aural Surgeon to the Royal Society of Musicians,

Surgeon to Her Majesty's Italian Opera, 4c., ' On Medical

Science in Relation to the Voice as a Musical Instrument'

The Author* of the respective Papers are atone responsible for

the opinions expressed in them, as weU as for the correctness oj

the illustrations.



XuVEMtllfH 1, 1875.

Dr. WILLIAM POLE, Mus. Doc. Oson., V.-P.R.S., in the Chats.

ON MUSICAL CRITICISM.

By Charles Kk-vsinutos S.m.imis, Esq., Hon. Mem. Acad.
S. Cecilia, Rome.

Musical criticism is a subject which, I am of opinion, may be
investigated and di.-etisM.'d with iulv-jnihigo by the members of the

Musical Association. It is a field which may be thought delicate

ground to tread upon. The atmosphere by which it is sur-

rounded nmy be hnuvrjnnl pil ivilh e.vpkwiv-e matter; but I am
not dismayed from pursuing the inquiry I have proposed to my.
self. With the safety lamp of good faith and good temper, I be-

lieve that the ground may be tr.iversed without any apprehension
of danger.

Regarding music from an elevated point of view, I place be-
fore me a high standard of musical criticism. If it cannot be
reached, the attempt to arrive at it may possibly lead to the im.
provement of some of its salient features.

Musical and lilci-.try rrilieism is subject to the same rules,

and should be governed !>y l.lie like principles. The boundary of
the former is less limited, as it comprises the consideration of

both musical composition and performance. The critic of mnsic
and the critic of literature owe similar duties to the public. The
functions of the f rmer are multifarious. To discharge them
ellie;ently lie should possess many and various qualifications,

which are rarely met with in combination. The vocation of art

and literary critic is one of importance andresponsibilty. When
exercised with ability, justice, and earnestness, it is an honourable
profession.

Musical criticism engaged the attention of many writers of

antiquity known to the students of ancient musical history.

In Plutarch's* 1

nipi ixovatniic,' written about 1,800 years ago,

I find the following specimen of ancient musical criticism:

* On jlfiinV, translate by J. H. liroroliy (1B22>



2 On Magical Criticism.

' By the ancients this art, with ovory other, was employed to the

noblest purposes ; but tho moderns, ceasing to valuo those quali-

ties in which its groat excellence consists, have, in the room of

what is manly, solemn, and divine, introduced into their theatres

and public spectacles a feeble and frittered style. It is this

which Plato, in tho third book of his Commonwealth, condemns.'
' In tho present day,' continues the aneient critic, ' so groat is

our degeneracy, that we havo absolutely lost both the knowledge
and the notion of that system by which youth were formerly

trained up to honour and virtue. Tho only music now studied

and listened to is that of tho theatre.'

Aristoxenus, in his book entitled Promiscuous Banquet*,

quoted by Athenaras in *oI &ttTrvt>Boa>iijTa[,' more than 1,600

years ago, says:—'And so wo also, since tho theatres have be-

come completely barbarised, and since music has been entirely

mined and. vulgar, wo being but a few, will recall to our minds,
sitting by ourselves, what music onm was.'*

Matthew Arnold considers that criticism is ossentially tho

exorcise of tho quality of curiosity. Ho is of opinion that ' its

business is simply to know the best that iB known and thought
in the world, and by, in its turn, making this known, to croato a

current of true and fresh ideas.' ' Its business,' ho says, 'is to-

do this with inflexible honesty, with due ability ; but its business

is to do no more, and to leave alone all questions which will

never luil to have dnc prominonco given to them. Else criticism,

besides being roolly false to its own nature, merely continues in

the old rut which it has hitherto followed in this country, and
will eortainly miss tho chance now given to it. For what is, at

present, tho bane of criticism in this country? It is that prac-

tical considerations cling to it and stifle it ; it subserves interests

not its own ; onr organs of criticism are organs of men and
parties, having practical ends to servo, and with them thoso

practical cndii aro tho first thmg, and the play of mind the second
;

so much play of mind as is compatible with the prosecution of
those practical ends is all that is wanted.' f

The foregoing comments on literary criticism apply equally

to musical criticism, of which I accept the late Dr. Crotch's de-
finition: 'It is,' he says, 'the art of separating excellence from
defect ; of admiring as well as finding fault ; of discriminating

and comparing tho several stylos of mnsic, of appreciating tho

rclativo valuo on principles which are generally true as applied

to nil tho fine arts.' %
Criticism is an art. Like other arts it must ho acquired by

long and patient study. Tho simple art of judging of what wo
see and hear is a natural operation of the mind ; but an exact
judgment mnst tie formed upon recognised principles ofcriticism.

* The Deipaosophitte ; or, Banquet of the Learned, bj Atheuieus; trans-

lated by C. D. Yoogu ; book 14, chop. 31.

| A'.-™.< Hi Cri'-U-i.'i.;, i.y UiitJhon Ar:ii..l:l,

I
Lectures by Dr. W. Crotch, Prof. Mns. Univ. Oion.



Oil Musical Grilh-.iiiii.

' Refined taste,' according to Sir Joshua Reynolds, ' is tho conse-

quence of education and habit.'

Tin; qualifications which the musical critic should possess aro

manifold. They include, inter alia, a comprehensive knowledge
of every branch of musical art and its history ; an extensive ac-

quaintance with, tho music of all periods. Ho should bo gifted

with tho Diathetic quality, and with tho mental faeulfcy of analysis,

investigation, comparison, and discrimination. Addison rc'iaircs

in ;l piotl critic n cleiir uvA logical head. He instances Aristotle,

who, ho says, was ' not only the best critic, but one of the best

logicians that ever appeared in tho world.' * Music and Logic, at

first sight, may appear to have no affinity with each other. But
as judgment will naturally follow critical examination, it must bo
evi'dont that correct judgment can bo arrived at only by thoso

who have tho capacity to think and reason justly, ' A true critic

ought to dwell rather upon excellences than imperfection s>' says
Addison, 'and endeavour to discover tho concealed beauties of a
writor, and communicate to tho world Huch. things as aro worth
their observation.'

Tho musical critic should quickly perceivo and apprcciato

novelty of thought : ho should not condemn originality of idea

because it may happen to bo at variance with his preconceived
notions and favourite theories. Tho Greek comic poot, Eupolis,

who flourished about 435 years before tho Christian era, says :—
' Music ia a deep nnd subtle science,

And always finding out eome novelty

1'or thoao who aro capable; of compruhonding iL'

The critic should not forget that composers of Genins aro the

pioneers of art ; their minimi ln;inf,' (:: IcilcIi tho world. It should

In: rcmomliircd, ln^idcH, ikii nearly ovory work of entluriiig Ilium

nv.ii, at. the first, welcomed with Ciiufciim. Nispk-imi , arid distrust

;

that all innovalors on established principles of art, from Timotheus
to Wagner, havo received an amount of censure which bus risen

almost to tho dignity of abuse. The eritie should bear in mind
the unhappy fate of many illiiH.i fiuiis inventors :it:d disuovurerH,

He should, like Lady Macbeth, ' feel tho futnro in the instant.'

Tho critic should lead public opinion. If, in tho exercise of his

vocation, he display critical knowledge and honesty of purpose,

public opinion will follow him
; his criticisms will be respected

and valued, and he will consummate one of his most essenlia!

obligations.

When he deems it to be his duty to point out error, and ex-

pose demerit, let him do it fearlessly and without hesitation. Let
him use the critic's knife with effect ; but whilo operating, let

him cause as little pain as possible. Let him not dip bis pen

in gall. Let him avoid asperity of language, and abstain from

personalities. The musical critic should freely and generously

acknowledge merit; but ho should be unsparing in his dispraise

» Tlx Spectator.
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of undue pretension ; and ho should unmask charlatanism, and
every species of humbng. I would have my ideal critic, Bayard-
like, sans peitr et sans reproche.

' An indifferent poet may exert the art of criticism in a very

high degreo
;
and, if he cannot, himself produce an original work,

ho may yet bo of great service in regulating the happier genius

of another.' If I substitute for the word Poet the term Musical
Composer, I may adopt this opinion of the elder Disraeli, who
says, also, that 'the talent of judging may exist separately from
tho power of execution.' * But tho critic mnst bo freo from both

predilection and prejudice, and must altogether csehow partisan-

ship. Ho mnst bo at liberty to express his critical opinions

with entire freedom and independence. Now this condition of

honest and independent mnsical criticism is precisely what even
the most competent among musical critics, from force of circum-

stances, are' not always able to fulfil. They aro surrounded by
influences so manifold that thoir power of action becomes crippled,

thoir opinions become stifled, and their utterance impeded. Their
comments are perceptibly not spontaneous, and the party to which
they are attached is easily discernible. For be it known to all

men that music has its parties—and reiy strong onos too—no

less than politics. IVe have the musical Tory of the ' good old

times ;' we have the musical Conservative—pure and simple
;
we

have the musical Liberal, the Conservative Liberal, and the

Liberal Conservative
;
and, lastly, we have the musical advanced

Liberal, who is tho most illiberal of all the mnsical politicians.

To support his advanced mnsical opinions, he shown no liberality,

no generosity, no mercy, neither to his predecessors, nor to his

contemporaries, who presume to dissent from his musical creed.

The modern musleal critic has to contend with persuasive

external influences. There is the irresistible power of music
publishers, proprietors, and editors of journals, managers of

operas and concerto. There is also the insinuating sway of friend-

ship. Indeed, the influences by which the modern musical critic

is surrounded are so various and so numerous, that it would
appear to be almost beyond the range of possibility that he should

exercise his office without trenching upon some interest which it

is not his interest to trench upon. I am alluding to able musical

Critics who, but for these influences, would, by the efficient

practice of their profession, possibly fulfil all the conditions of

There are two classes of musical critics totally distinct, the

competent and the incompetent. The uncultivated, incompetent

critic exhibits his critical acumen by seeking for faults. He
would appear to consider fault-finding as the boginning and end
of criticism. The following fable in illustration :—An ancient

critic, having collected all tho faults of a famous Greek poet,

presented them to Apollo. The god received them graciously,

and, wishing to make him a suitable return for his labours, set

* Cariosities of Literature, by Itaac D'Israeli.
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before him a sack of wheat, just thrashed out of the sheaf. He
commanded the critic to pick out from the corn all the chaff, and
to lay it aside. He entered upon his task with alacrity

;
and,

having separated all the chaff from the wheat, was presented by
Apollo with the chaff. The learned author of ' The Curiosities

of Literature ' writes of two pleaders : of one who knew more
than he said, of another who said more than he knew.
Here we have types of the competent and incompetent critic.

The former, comprehending his art, and all its requirements

and obligations, but, under influences, knowing more than

he says : the latter, playing at musical criticism, so to speak,

saying more than he knows, and thus attempting to veil his

ignorance under a cloud of critical empiricism. Nothing is more
t'usily \:nrnt'd tilan thu use of conventional critical terms. Their

wrong application deceives only the inexperienced. ' What,' Says

Dr. Crotch,* ' can wo expect from the man whose sole quali I ication

for being a critic is having an ear for music?'...' This
self-constituted critic may find his imagination fired by powerful

effects, by pathetic expression ; but the delicate refinements of

taste escape him, and all that is scientific and learned is unre-

garded and despised.' Sir John Hawkins, writing a hundred
years ago, says :

' The prevalence of a corrupt taste in musio
seems to be hut (lie m'oi'ssaiy result of that slate of civil policy

which enables, and that disposition which urges, men to assume
the character of judges of what they do not understand.'

It is a recognised fact that thero are those who assume the

critic's office without any other qualification for it than a facility

for writing, and some musical information, generally superficial

ami limited, gamed by observation and by hearing music, and,

[i: !!.!-; lily, liy gJLllimjiL- tlic opinions of genuine musicians. These
wonld-be critics possess no sound musical knowledge, and are led

io judge of music and musicians by their individual tastes, which
may by chance be good or bad. Their verdicts are not founded
npon evidence, but they deliver them nevertheless with confidence.

How often has a professional reputation been imperilled by an
abuse of the critic's office ! How often has a musical performance
been commented upon by a critic who was not present at it ! How
often have proposed musical performances that were never held
been minutely criticised ! How often have elaborate criticisms

been written upon the authority of a programme ! If musical
criticism is to be held in esteem, and the critic respected, these

glaring irregularities must wholly cease.

There are, happily, in this country and on the Continent,

most able musical critics ; men of education and taste, accom-
plished musicians, elegant writers, with every qualification to

enable them to discharge the responsible duties of their office

with mutual benefit to music, to musicians, and to the public.

It would be invidious to name them, but I havo them 'in my
mind's eye.'

* Dr. Crotch's Lectures.
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find such a. diversity of irreconcilable opinions, wo cannot ho
KUrjirixi'd that, in mutters of taste, the most opposite views of the

musical art shonld prevail among critics. It may be asked, and
not for the first time, ' Who shall decide when doctors disagree ?

*

Lot a doctor reply !
' The opinions of acknowledged critics,'

writes Dr. Crotch," 'accumulate in time, and are compacted into

amass that irresistibly hears down bct'on; it all tho opposition of

false taste and ignorance' Until that golden ago of criticism

shall arrive ivo mnst fold our hands and look on with patience

and resignation.

It will be conceded, I think, by none more than the critics

themselves, Hint, as actually practised, musical criticism is more
a counterfeit than a reality. I have heard it statod by an accom-
plished musical critic, that thcro is no snoh tiling as musical

criticism. In a certain sense thoro is doubtless some ground for

tho statement. Musical criticism is, howevor, not a myth ; it is

an acknowledged fact. ThiB leads me to inqnire, what is its

practical use ? Its chief aim shonld be to educate public taste

in musical matters, ' to Crcato a current of true and fresh ideas.'

Another practical use is to draw public attention to the produc-

tions and performances of musicians. Without this attracting

agency, many a meritorious musical work might be

—

1 Born to blush unsiran,

And waste its swootaosa on the desert air.'

Kegarding thus its practical use, I bold criticism to be tho light

and life of art and literature. Milton's sublimo epic was compa-
ratively unknown, and all but dead to the general public, until

Addison's brilliant criticisms brought it onee more into notice,

and, as it wore, quickened it into life. Many of the inimitahlo

beauties of Shakespeare, but for his innumerable critics, might
have remained longer unrecognised. Few persons have the expe-
rience, the confidence, tho courage, the ability to form, unaided,

independent opinions, and to express tliem. Tho general public,

as a rule, had they even the power to judge, would not give

themselves the trouble to think on matters relating to art. They
are led by ' Tho Press ;

' they pin their faith upon what 1 the

papers say.' A very distinguished public man once said to me in

jest, 'The fact is, I havo no opinions, until I have read my Times'

Great is the responsibility of those who mislead public opinion!

It may be alleged that no great musical works are now pro-

duced worthy to engage the pen of an accomplished cntio.

Works of a high class do now and then appear in this country

and abroad, which, if they do not bear tho Hall-mark of genius

and the stamp ef en i ire orii,n!iuliiy, ;ut, neveri-he'ess, compositions

of considerable merit. These works receive, I presume, the

attentive and conscientious consideratioiifl of musical critics. No
pecuniary oncouragoment awaits the composer of music of a very

Dr. Crotch's lectures.
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superior character. Wo are living in a utilitarian, not an artistic

or poetic ago. This in the 1 golden age ' of royalties and advertise-

ments ! A musical composition, to bo recognised by a music
publisher as awork of 1ulj;Ii men!, nmsi pe-sse-s the inestimable

quality of immediato sale. This, from a publisher's point of
view, is, no doubt, financially correct. His mission is to sell

music, not to advance art. But what about the present and
futnru of music ? What about the music producer ? Be it

remembered that music was not bestowed upon us for mere
amusement—not for petty objects—least of all for the sole hem; Ho

of mnsic publishers and theatrical managers. It was a divine

gift, for high moral purposes ; for the delight, the solace, the

civilisation of mankind. Every encouragement should be given
to the development of these high objects. To point out this to

the unreflecting, to dwell upon the fact, to keep it in view, to

urge its unanimous recognition, might well l>e included among
the manifold duties and obligations of the musical critic.

From the dignity of a profession, music appears to bo fast

descending to a trade. Is it not a duty incumbent upon the

musical critic to arrest, as ho undoubtedly might, this downward
course ? Notwithstanding the increased cultivation of music,
the study of which, generally speaking, is more superficial than
solid, the mull ij>liei(y nf musical academies and Colleges, training

schools for music, choral classes, aud the endless opportunities to

hear tine musical performances on easy terms, aud every kind of

mnsic, from the sentimental ballad of the Christy Minstrel, to

the almost perfect orchestra of the Crystal Palace, there is no
appreciable improvement in the public taste for ' high art ' in

music. I am aware th.'it. trie desigtia! [mi ' jmlilie ' is one of wide
significance ; that it embraces, if I may be allowed tin- expression,
' many publics.' I speak of the public as a whole. Undeniable
testimony in continuation of iny assertion might be furnished by
thu ledgers of music publishers.

The earnest, accomplished musical erii.ii! sin ah i not confine bis

literary labours to the criticism of tho music of the present time

only, or even to that of a comparatively veve.nl date. In these

days of literary and musical research, inquiry, and investigation,

it would bo desirable, as both interesting and instructive, to

stimulate curiosity to have a nearer acquaintance with the great

Italian masters of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth

centuries. How few musicians know more than the names of

Palestrina, Carissinii, Cesti, Leonardo Leo, Alessaudro Scarlatti,

Jomelli, Olari, Galuppi, and other learned composers of Italy, too

numerous to mention ? Rich mines of ancient Italian music
remain almost unexplored. Musical critics of ability should

enter the musical catacombs of Italy, and disentomb their buried

treasures ; and comment upon them ; and show modern composers
of all countries how they may refresh (heir musical faculties by
an occasional draft from those pure sourees. Then, of our
own great musicians and their works—the illustrious Church
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composers of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries

—Low little is known ! Here, also, is a vast field for exploration,

a glorious opening for musical research and criticism. I shall

be reminded that many of these immortal productions have
already been criticised by musicians of n by-gone period. I shall

not stop to question the estimate which Buniey and the critics of

his day put upon the music and musicians with which and with
whom they were acquainted. They indeed by (be li^'iit of their

experience, which, compared with that which has been since

acquired, was vory limited. The compositions of the ancient
masters of Italy and England will again bear critical examination
by :.!ie 1 if.'b t of modern magical science.

Let the critic of music emulate the critic of literature ! See
how lie turns and returns to the writers of antiquity for themes
for his critical pen ! Will Homor and Horace evor cease to

furnish employment to literary critics? Will Shukspeure ?

Will Dante ? Will Schiller and Goethe ? In like manner
might masical critics be engaged ! Then would the area of

musical literature he enlarged; then would musical knowledge bo

diffused ; thou would Lhe musical critic's vocation bo honoured !

A few comments upon the criticism nf musical performance
will tiifiice. In this department of musical criticism we might
wcli expect to find a more than ordinary diversity of opinion.

Technical knowledge and long experience are necessary to those

who would attempt to guide public opinion in its estimate of its

executive merit. I have often marvelled at hearing what I have

considered very inferior musical performances enthusiastically

applauded, and warmly commendod by masical critics. Indis-

criminate applanse and undeserved commendation tend to bring

the critic's office into disrepute, and to render all applanse and
all commendation worthless. If musical criticism is to be of any
practical utility, the critic mnst perform his task, albeit an
unpleasant one, fearlessly. A delicate duty should be delicately

perl'iit'iiied
;

the. critic owes it to the public. I shall, perhaps, be

told that we are not living in Utopia, and that, as the world is

constituted, a state of ideal perfection in musical criticism is not
to be attained more than in the ordinary ufVuirs . 1 'i:c.

In the .ir •(. .V«>'.'<:7? iifi'
:

yi!:;[';.p, com me need in 1818 and
ended in 1828, are to be found some very excellent specimens
of musical criticism. The HarmotUcon, a once popular musical
journal, whoso existence terminated about forty years ago, con.
tains also some critical articles el gri'iix inleri'sl and worth. The
late George Hogarth and Henry Cberley were aimqigfit the best

modern musical critics. The former, an iiccoinplislied musical

historian, as well as an acute critic, added to the stock of criticism

by his well-expressed opinions, based upon strand musical know-
ledge and experience. The latter writer, eccentric in his views
and in his mode of expressing them, was more i;er:et'ally correct

than incorrect in his e.sliuiate of musical talent. Berlioz, in

France, and the older Fetis, in Belgium, have left rich legacies in

musical criticism, although the accuracy of some of their musical
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judgments is open to question. The Gesammelte Scltriften Tiber

Musik und Husiker, von Robert Schumann-, published in two
volumes, is a valuable contribution to musical criticism. That
gificti composer and admirable writer evinced an appreciation

of the late Sterndale licnncit's com posit ion a, no less creditable

to the German musician and critic than to the English musician
in; su <z_i ui-i'dusIv iiiiii so ably judged.

This leads me to refer in the unpardonable ignorance displayed

by the Germans on the subject of English Music and Musicians.

They ignore the immortal compositions of our great Church
composers ; of our madrigal end glee writers ; and they seek no
acquaintance. wii.li the music which British composers have pro-
duced during tho past half century. This is certainly discredit,

able to the German musician who assumes to have a comprehen-
sive knowledge of music and its history. The musicians of

Germany are now occupied only with themselves. By their

writings and their performances they arc sli iviug to force into

undue prominence the compositions, of the mi idem I lerman, or the

so-called ' higher development,' school of music. Herman musi-

cians of advanced opinions already regard as etfete the glorions

Works of their most renowned masters. There are some musical

advanced liberals who would even presume forsooth to lay their

sacrilegious hands upon Beethoven's scores, with a view to their

improvement.
Doubtless, tho well-known epitaph upon Shakspeare's tomb,

in the church at Stratford-upon-Avon, is yet in tho memory of

my auditors. It is this:

—

Blest be tbe man vho spares mesa stones,

And curs'd be he who moves my bones.'

Might not the s/-ir!l of Shakspeare's epitaph, if not its wordB,

be aptly applied in these meddlesome limes lo JSeethoven's scores ?

Forty-five years n<ro Mendelssohn wrnie : 'Certainly Germany is

a strange laud, produein;.' great people, lv.it not appreciating Uicin.'
' When a German liku I teel-hoveii v>rilcs an opera, then comes a

German like Stontz or Poissl, and strikes out a riltinrneUe
;

another German adds a trombone part to his symphonies ; a

third declares that Beethoven is overloaded : and thus is a great

man sacrificed,'" We may, I think, congratulate ourselves that

there is yet in existence a strong musical conservative opposi-

The taste for musical ugliness appears to be gaining ground
rapidly amongst, a certain section of modern German musicians.

I judge so by the enthusiastic admiration I hear expressed for

music whose discordant edicts— defects would be a more apt

expression—are simply hideous. No amount of novelty, no new
harmonic: com In mil ions, no ingenious instrumental contrivances,

no increase oi orchestral noise, can compensate for the absence

of musical ideas, pure melody, musical elegance and grace, and

* Mendelssohn'a Ldttrt, 1st Sarins.
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masterly symmetrical construction. Nothing is impossible !

Musicians in general may, in the course of time, learn to discover

beauty as well as sublimity in ugliness. Whother in music or in

personal appearance, ugliness is, no doubt, an acquired taste, Ufco

the teste for tobacco, and similar nauseous appetites.

We bave able musical critics, who advocate and uphold many

of the wild musical doctrines and theories of modern German

musicians of advanced opinions. Wo havo others of at least;

equal ability who persistently oppose and utterly condemn them.

The controversies of art critics shonld not bo discouraged, tor

benefit to art, and artists may accrue therefrom, and in tho end.

riL'lit principles generally prevail.

In bringing the subject of musical criticism to your notice, my

aim has been to draw forth opinions. ' By discussion truth is

elicited.' I trust that tho correctness of this ancient Oriental

aphorism may be exemplified by actual eiperienco.

Mr Artbuh Coleridge Baid ho had been very much interested

with Mr. Salaman'a paper; but wished to say a few words in.

defence of tho Germans, whom ho thought Mr. Salaman (bad

been rather hard upon. Ho did not say this without some httlo

experience, having only recently returned from spending three

weeks in Leipsic. He there found that great interest was

now being taken by Germans in the English composers. Mr.

Sullivan's works wero carefully watched for and examined, and

the meeting would be glad to hear that at Hamburgh some of

the best English madrigals were being now reprinted, and

practised by some of tho leading societies.

Mr. Osborne had always thought it would be a very great

advantage to this country if they could havo as mnsic publishers

gentlemen, who understood mnsic, but ho fonnd that was not

always the case. He thought tho sun of music had really dawned

in this country, when some yoars since a first-rate musician, no

longer living, became a music publisher. He congratulated his

friend, and told him ho had no doubt in a short time he would

be receiving a considerable number of oratorios, symphonies, and

other first-class works. His friend replied tlml, he did not pro-

nose being a publisher in order to ruin himself. On looking over

bis catalogue after two or three years, he found that there was

very little in it to show any support given to those men who
wrote such works as they all wished to see published. But what
coold a publisher do ? He could not spend his money for the

purpose of educating the public. Ho rrally thought it would bo

a, very good thing for musical critics to open tho books which
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bad been written npon the great men of Jays ^oi-.r by, '<> briu;;

their merits prominently forward, no tliat there might be an
ind.nviMmif for young composers to follow in tlieir footsteps.

Major Crawford said it was quite correct, as Mr. Salaman had

well known on the Continent as they ought to be. To some
extent, however, that was our own fault, because we ourselves

bad not taken care of our great men. If wa wanted to know
anything about a Continental composer, there were plenty of

works to give us minute information. We could find all the

particulars of his life from the cradle to the grave, and probably
at the end of the biography a carefully digested catalogue of
his works. But if we wished to know anything about an English
composer, it was very difficult to get the information. With
regard to the great Church composers, everyene referred to the

pagesof Sir John I lawkies, anil almost all laser biographies were
Condonsed from him, wish very probably several errors added.

It would be well, therefore, to begin at home, and record the
facts and incidents of our own composers' lives, and then the

public would have the proper materials placed before it.

Dr. W. H. Stone was happy to say that, although at present

there was no such work as the last speaker had referred to, there

wonld be in a short time, as una was being brought out nndor
the auspices of a Vice-President of the Society, Mr. George
Grove. It had been a very laborious work to organise, but it

was now in progress, and a part was in the press. The difficulty

of getting np such a work in an eflkeent nuii liberal way was
very great. In the first place there was the difficulty of securing

writers who would not be biassed, and then that of persuading
them to write, which was still greater. With regard to the very
able and sensible paper of Mr. Salaman, it must be remembered
that in musical criticism was included not only music, bnt
criticism, the latter being at all times hard to get fairly and
equally done. It was always open to the sneer, to some extent a
true one, propounded hy present I'remior in his recent novo!,

that critics were the men who had failed. If yon did not want
men who had failed, but successful men, it was all but impossible

to find those who were at once competent and unbiassed. Indeed,

there was not work enough, even on a large paper, to occupy the

whole time of a musical cril ic ; it must to a certain extent be

delegated to handy men, so to say ; in consequence, it was often

done in a very perfunctory manner. There were excellent

musicians, musical critics to leading papers; at the present timo

one at least was really a very learned musician, also editor of a
musical paper, besides acting as musical critic to one of the

largest and best daily journals. He was perfectly fair and
unbiassed ; no mercantile considerations conld be said to interfere

with what appeared either in the paper which he himself con-

ducted or in the journal with which he was connected. On
the other hand, critics could be named who, although sonsiblo
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literary men, knowing how to write a very pretty article, able to

put words together, were quite unable to dissect musical notes.

Such men wore in the habit of going about to concerts and.

picking up information in the best way they could on mnsicai

matters. Any gentleman who had been ho ' drawn,' to nse a
common expression, would perhaps be astonished the next morn-
ing to find in a daily paper, very nicely put together, the exact

opinions which he bud impressed the evening befdre ; sometimes

it was most interesting to read the articles thus concocted. On

speak so kindly. First of all, there was what be should call the
' Musical Flibbertigibbet,' who went dancing into a concert room
and laying down the law in a most flippant tone. For
instance, there was a paper which, to avoid naming, he might
designate as the ' Dancing Barber,' the musical critic of which
seemed to come prepared to settle everything and everybody in

and out of the art witii a flourish of his pen ; he hiring at the

same time jH-ri'. >-!.
ly

ignorant, of u ni ( hing co an ivied with it. He
even criticised iirst-rnto performers in the most uncalled for and
unjust fashion. In such oases, tin; only proper thing to do was
to throw the paper in tin; lire ni:d irive orders to vour bookseller

not to send it any more. Then there was another class of Critics

who did not deserve much greater sympathy, whom he might
designate as the ' Hog in Armour ' critics. This kind of gentle-

man wanted everything exactly as it was lifty years ago:
everything was wrong except that to which hi! appended his

own particular stamp. He seemed to write as if ho were really

out of temper at having to criticise such rubbish. He put
himself in a false position altogether, and destroyed a-prU/ri the

first idea of criticism, which should be impartiality. Quite
recently a criticism of their own good-natured anil well- intended

Association hail appeared sot, nit hing after this fashion, in which,

from the first line to the hist., i|. ivas perfectly obvious that the

critic was out of temper with them. This kind of critic, shielded

in the anonymous impenetrability of his hide, only showed the

more plainly the swinishness of his nature. To all Bach criticism

they should show no mercy, bub should endeavour to prove that

they had a spirit which could rise above all comments either

flippant or ill-tempered. Where they had simply to chronicle

mistakes inide by persons who really could not avoid Ihem,

having perhaps been employed for a year or two as musical
critics atid then sent abroad to chronicle political movements in

Paris, a little forbearance might he exorcised, since it, wasobvionsly
unreasonable to expect persons so situated always to produce
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first-rate criticism. If a blow could be struck at dishonest,

fliijiiisli, ill-nnl need, or culpably incompetont criticism, it would
do doubt be a good thing for music and musicians generally.

Mr. Lennox Bkowne would lite to draw attention to something
which might lie done in the way of remedying unfair, biassed, and
venal criticism. Ho had hoped that Mr. Saluuian would have
endeavoured to suggest some remedy by which the criticism of

[iiiiiitiiisjs, theatres, and everything else might ba made more un-
biassed. He thought one reason why criticism was so defective

w&b that they were living now in so much smaller a world than
"was formerly the case, because even-body seemed to know Jones
on the Times, Smith on the Standard, and Robinson on the
Tidctjroph. it appeared to him that it would be preferable if

the proprietors of journals took a mora independent tone by
paying for the seats of their critics. If critics were allowed to

shield t.iiemsek-t-s behind t.heir anonymity, ho bolieved their

criticisms would be more impartial.

Mr. Chakt.es Mackeson said he had heard so much which
was to a great extent adverse to the critics, that, as he enjoyed
the pleasure of the friendship of no small number of them, he
might be allowed a few words— not in defence, for he did not
think they needed it—but in explanation of some of the anomalies

which had been spoken of. He took it that Mr. Salaman spoke
from the standpoint of a professional musician, and, as such, critics

would be very glad to hear what such an authority had to say.

But at the same time critics might retort—at any rate those who
had the conduct of musieid jminiiils entrusted to them—that the

prcl'^s~ioiLiL: iiLLLHL'i;LTi was pei-hips a little to blame for the some-
what low standard of the musical journalism of this conntr-y. He
knew from personal experience the tronblo there was to get pro-

fessional musicians to take up and support musical papers.

Probably their retort would be that of Mr. Salamao's, that there

were not on the staff of such journals men of the highest ability,

and therefore musicians could not be expected to Support these

papers. It seemed to him, however, that this was a very poor
exeuse, and that the true way to raise the standard of musical

journalism in England would bo for professional musicians to

give theso papers the benefit of their opinions and of their know-
ledge, and if the critics engaged upon them needed Betting right,

to take the earliest possible opportunity of doing so. He regretted

to have noticed the somewhat personal tone of Dr. Stone's re-

marks, because, if individual cases were to be given, it would have-

been as well to point out a few of the good specimens of musical

criticism. Ho did read some j-i il?J ii -1
1

, :io doubt, but at the same
time he read a good deal of musical criticism which was fully up
to the standard of the literary criticism of the present day.

In somo quarters he had been met by sound criticism of a very
high order, and he could not help thinking that it was simply

from lack of demand that there was not more. If high-class

musical criticism, including analyses of different movements of
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symphonies and sonatas, wero to bo given in tho columns of the

daily newspapers, how many readers woald caro for it? Before

such a thing could bo expected, it woald bo necessary to provide

for increased musical culture amongst tbo people, and if bo might

offer a suggestion, it would bo that musical professors who had

bold of the present rising generation should impart to them somo
of their own tasto for the higher things of tho art, and thus he

believed thoy woald create a demand for that which he was quite

snro newspaper proprietors would bo perfectly ready to supply.

"While he agreed with much that Mr. Salaman had said, he was
not displeased that the present generation did not point back to

Barney and other old writers, as if they over-topped everything

in tho present day. Ho confessed ho had moro plcasuro in reading

somo modern articles than in turning to thoso musty old authors.

No doubt tho present generation lacked their erudition and
historical knowledge, but at tho same timo they bad a real

practical acquaintance with music, and that bright stylo of writing

without which there never would bo any readers. Ail these

things wero increasing, and if tho musical culturo of the people

were advanced, would go on increasing still more. One of tho

groat difficulties which conductors of newspapers had, was that

which a late editor of the Sti!»rthi;i li:-i-irw pointed out. Ho said

that ho tried to get on able staff of critics on almost evory con.

ceivablo subject, and ho succeeded in utmost evory one except

music. There, howovor, though ho could get very intelligent

musicians, and somo of tho highest professors and composers were
critics as well, ho always found a difficulty in obtaining tho

highest musical knowledge combined with tho gift of literary

ability—not that they conld not writo, but they wero not

practised journalists. Tbo combination desired wna a man who
had boon trained professionally as a musician, and who was also

trained pr'jfk^i.iiuilly as a journalist. When such a man was
found, no doubt ho would bo appreciated. Ho 1 bought ho know
ono or two gentlemen who would, before long, bo able to take

such a position, and possibly the Musical Association itself might
be able to develop something like a musical journal, conducted on
such principles as men of this stamp wonld approve.

Mr. Sslamas, in roply to Mr. Coleridge, said that the remarks
ho had vontured to mako on tho indifference observed by Gorman
musicians with respect to English music, and their unacquuiiitiiTieR

with tho works of our past great composers, wero based upon a
very long experience, acquired not alono in this country but in

Germany. Ho was pleased to learn from Mr. Coleridge that the
Germans are at length beginning to tnko an interest in tho sub-

ject, and that they nro desirous of extending their knowledgo of

English music. Mr. Salaman would remind Mr. Mackeson
that ho bad borne testimony to the undoubted fact that
there aro in this country, as well us on the Continent, many
thoroughly able musical critics—musicians of education and
taste—who, being at the same timo elegant writers, perform their

Digitized by Google
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honourable vocation with efficiency, impartiality, and justice. On
the other hand, it cannot be denied that there are gentlemen who
presume to exercise the profession of musical critic, without
possessing the necessary qualifications to fit them for the delicate

and responsible duty. In selecting for his discourse the theme
of musical criticism, Mr. Salatuan's object was to endeavour to

elicit opinions which might tend to ita improvement.
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ON THE GRAPHIC METHOD OF nEPRESKNTlNG
MUSICAL INTliIiVAI.8. WITH ILLUSTRATIONS
OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE MUSICAL
SCALE.

By William Pole, Esq., T.-P.It.S., Mob. Doc. Oion.

'fur. object of Uiis paper is to explain n method of reprrsenlin;.'

Musical Intervals, which is very useful in the higher class of

musical investigations, from the easy and definite manner in

which it enables relations, usually considered complex and
uhsnir'c, to lie [;i'i\".i'iili'd tii the mind.

If wo think a little, we shall find that we havo a natnral

pudency to compare the positions of musical notes with positions

in space. It is not clear that there i* any 1 1 physical or phy-
siological connection between the two tilings; hut it. is certain

that tiie idea of such a connection has, somehow or other, become
implanted in Onr minds.

Por example, wo call a note with very rapid vibrations a
high note, and one with slow vibrations a low note; clearly

referring them to comparative positions in space. I do not
know whether it has ever occurred to yon, that these expres-

sions, high and low, arc purely arbitrary and conventional ; there

is no natural justification for them, bat they have existed almost
ever since music took a definite form, and they clearly illustrate

the analogy I am speaking of.

Now further, if a. rn put -vibration note is nailed hi:;;!, and a
slow-vibration one is called low, it follows that the niiLwcnJ id--n

ly" distance., or what we rail the musical intcrra!, between the two
notes may be considered as having an analogy, in our minds,
with the interval in <;>; r<* between i be l.igb position and the low
One. And we can easily imagine that if the musical distance

between the two notes is greater, it may bo represented by a
greater interval of apace, and vice versd.

In other words, it is possible, and consistent with ideas

already existing in onr minds, that representations of mnsical

intervals should bo made for the eye, so as to convey ideas of
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....h these intervals m
This I call the graphic method of representing intervals;

and my object now is to show how this mode of representation

may be reduced to rule and system, and put in a practical shape

for use.

I shall have, by-and-by, to give you an illustration of the

system in the graphic representation of the musical Scale
;
and

1 may at once remind you that the idea of such a represent a.urm

is embodied in the very word itself; for our term Seals is derived

from the Latin limit, "which means a ladder or staircase ; and this,

of course, implies that the intervals of space between tho various

steps of a ladder have been considered, from very remote anti-

quity, as corresponding will) the nuttiait intervals between the

various miii-s of the scale.

Mr. Hnllah has long ago given a practical form to this idea,

by using the symbol of a ladder in some of his elementary
books, to represent tin; diatnnie major sealu ; and there is a point

in his diagram which specially bears on my present subject,

namely, thai lie has made the intervals between the third and
fourth, and between the seventh and eighth steps of his ladder,

only half the length of the other degrees, thereby expressing,

in a graphic mode, the distinction in magnitude between the

whole tones and the semitones. This is really the germ of what
I am now going to show yon. All I profess to do is to establish

the mode of representation on more definite principles, and give
it more capability and more accuracy.

Suppose we were to attempt to lay down two distances on
paper, representing two intervals uf difl'i.Teut magnitudes. On
the principle of i ip-.-il ('•wpiyamciil, this would be very easy; for

as every interval is assumed to consist of a certain namber of

semitones, we should only have to take a certain nnit of length,

say one inch, to represent a semitone, and we should have

—

An octavo ... 12 inches long.

A fifth

A fourth

A major third

But now suppose we want to go more accurately into tho
harmonic relations, by representing the magnitudes of true

intervals, or intervals perfectly in tune—how should wo set

about this ? Or, indeed, since it is not at all necessary to the

philosophical definition of an interval that it should be in tune,

or should be of any particular magnitude whatever, let us ask
the more comprehensive question, What guide or ralo have wo
for tho graphic representation of an interval generally ?

The problem then is, Given any two musieal sounds, by what
rule shall wo find a distanco in space representing tho interval

between them ?
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Tho first thing is to dofino accurately, in some scientific way,
the petitions of Iko natci ; and the simplest way of doing this is,

by thoir vibration-numbers.
Suppose, for oxamplo, that tho npper note is duo to 200, and

the lower one to 100 vibrations per second, tho musical interval

being, as wo know, an octavo. Then, tho difference between
these being 100, it would bo very natural to say, ' Lot ns take

any space represented by 100 inches, or 100 equal parts of any
sort, and this shall represent the octave interval between those

But tho simplest mode of procedure is not always the right

one ; and that is tho case here, as can easily be shown. Let ns

try, on the same plan, tho interval between two other notes, of

200 and 400 vibrations respectively
;
which, as you know, will

also be an interval of an octave. Hero the difference will bo
200 ; so that if wo measure by the number of vibrations, wo get

two different values for the samo interval, in different parts of

tho scale.

Of course this will not do ; tho same interval conveys the

same musical idea of distance, wherever it bo taken, and there-

fore any rulo which is to determine its representation by apace,

must give, under all circumstances, the same value.

Thero is such a rule, but it involves a hard word ; as it re-

quires the use of what mathematicians cull hnjn.,-itltm<. But the

difficulty is moro in the name than in the reality, for although

the theoretical nature and construction of logarithms require

somewhat high science to understand, yet fortunately tho prac-

tical use of them (which is all wo have to do with bore) is ex-

tremely easy—as easy, in fact, as a child's sum in arithmetic.

There aro published what are called 'tables of logarithms,' by
which tho logarithm for any number may bo found by simple

inspection ; and with tho aid of these tho rule for representing
tho exact magnitude of any interval becomes very simple

Find in the table, first, the logarithm corresponding to the

vibration number if Ike upper not?, and then that for the

lower note. Subtract the latin- Itxjiirltinu from the former,

and the remainder will be a number which viill correctly

represent the interval desired.

To show you how easy this is, I will apply it to tho two
cases above named. I may say that the published tables give

the logarithms in several figures.—live, six, seven, or more ; but it

is only the left-hand ones that are of importance for our purpose.

Tho right-hand ones arc of very small significance ; and if wo
take enough from the left hand to give the required interval in

three figures, it will be sufficiently accurate.

The first case was for notes having the vibration numbers
200 and 100 respectively:
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The logarithm of 200 is foand by tho table to be* . 2,301
The logarithm of 100 is 2,000

Hence tho interval of an octavo is expressed by the

number 301

The second case is for the numbons 400 and 200

:

Logarithm of 400 2,602
Logarithm of 200 2,301

Interval of tho octave as beforo 301

Take another example, say from middle C, of 264 vibratio7is

to the G above, which has 396

:

Logarithm of 396 2,598
Logarithm of 264 2,422

Hence the interval of a fifth will be expressed by tho

number 176

This is tho general rale.

Bnt for ordinary intervals, wo may further simplify the

operation. For instead of taking tho vibration numbers of the

two notes, wc may simply tako the two numbers forming what is

called the ratio of the interval.

As a farther example of this, I will now not only calculate

the valuo of some of tho best known intervals, but I will proceed

to give them actual dimensions before your eyes on this sheet of

paper.

For the Octavo.

Ratio 2 to 1.

Logarithm of 2 301
Logarithm of 1 000

Interval of the octave 301

For the Fifth.

Ratio 3 to 2.

Logarithm of 3 477
Logarithm of 2 301

Interval of the fifth 176

* The operator must recolltcr tlio unuii m!.', to put b,J'u; she t.uinLcr fuiud

in the table, anoilitr mini !,]-, bi-ing <-ai; lrss [lim; tiiu number of figures in [lie

vibration number.
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For the Fourth.

Ratio 4 to 3.

Logarithm of 4 602
Logarithm of 3 . . . . . .477

Interval of the fourth 125

For the Major Third.

Ratio 5 to 4.

Logarithm of 5 699
Logarithm of 4 .

' 602

Interval of the major third .... 97

For the Minor Third.

Ratio fi to 5.

Logarithm of G 778
Logarithm of 5 699

Interval of the minor third .... 79

For the Major Sixth.

Ratio 5 to 3.

Logarithm of 5 ... . 699
Logarithm of 3 ...

. 477

Interval of a major sixth .... 222

For the Minor Sixth.

Ratio 8 to 5.

Logaritlim of 8 903
Logarithm of 5 699

Interval of a minor sixth .

And so on for any intervals whatever, no matter whether
consonant or dissonant, or even whether they belong to the scale
at all. If wo only can identify tho two sounds, wo get fay thia
Dimple process an accurate representation of the interval
between them, in a way far exceeding any other method in
intelligibility and practical clcarncsa.

Yon may npw see for yourselves how admirably these results
correspond with the innsician-s ordinary practical notions of
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For sample, add some of the intervals together

:

Added to a fourth

Make an octave

A major sixth

Added to a minor third

Stake an octave

A minor sixth

Added to a major third

Make an octave

A major third .

Added to a minor third

Make a fifth

A fourth .

Added to a major third

Make a major sixth

And so on ; these determinations representing most accu-
rately the idea of the magnitudes of the various intervals, as we
are accustomed to know them by their relations in practical

harmony.

{The above remarks were, illustrated by diagrams.)

ILIUSTBATION OP THE CONSTEUCTION OF THE MUSICAL SCALE.

I propose now to give you a more extended practical examplo
of the graphic method of representing intervals, by applying it

to the construction of the modern musical scale, which I shall

effect before your eyes.

I have already alluded to Mr. Hullah's ladder. I am going
to make a similar diagram, only I shall endeavour to do it more
accurately, by giving to each of the steps the exact and proper
length it ought to have. I shall draw it also to a pretty large

size, so that the minute shades of difference may he made very
distinct to yonr apprehension.

Now, settling the exact notes of the scale is not quite so easy

a matter as is generally supposed. I avoid at present all reference

to the scale of keyed instruments ; wo may take it for granted

that they, however well tuned, only give nn approsimation
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to correctness. If an. accomplished vocalist or a violinist woro
asked to sound the scale, wo should probably got it nearer ; but
we want now positive definition and absolute correctness.

Tho first thing, therefore, wo have to do is to settle some
principle on which, we must proceed ; and after a good deal of

consideration, the only one that seems to mo to be trustworthy
for onr modem music is,

That every note of the eeale must haw some definite harmonic
relation to some other note.

This would seem obvious enough
;
but, as I shall show you

hereafter, it leads to some points of controversy, and has bean
dissented from by good practical authorities. I must, however,
adopt it here, as I do not hoc on what other principle wo could
construct a scale of true intonation.

The next question is, What harmonic relations shall we make
uso of in forming the scale P Omitting the octave, which we may
consider as a duplicate of the key-note if self, wo only require

two, namely, the two which are given by natnro in almost all-

musical sounds ; which were taken by Eameau, the founder of

the modern theory of harmony, as his basis ; and which have
formed ever since the iir;f elements of harmonic science. These
are rlic fifth, and the niaj./r ih!r<l : forming tho triad, or common
chord. With these wo can do all that is necessary to form, not
only the diatonic scale, but all the accidentals adjoining.

Thus, taking C as the key-note,

A fifth. above C gives . . G
A major third „ C „ E
A fifth „ G „ D
A major third „ G „ B
A fifth. below C „ P
A major third above P „ A

{The whole of tliei't: dt'lvnuiiiationi: v;are illuitratcd by

diagrams. *)

We have thus got the whole of the Diatmiir Majw Hcah: ;
and

we shall find, for the most part, the harmonic relations between
its several notes well preserved.

Bat in somo cases this is not so. For example, the interval,

D — A
is found not to be a true fifth ; the A being one fifth of a semi,

tone too flat.

If we were to alter the A by making it a true fifth to D, we

* DinfiriLiiis (if iifinel^r v.nhirv, on! riijiih :! !.j thf aullmr of this paper, will

be fouod in an appendix to Sir V. A. G. Or-dey's Ty.alhc on Harmon;/.

Although our modern musical scale may be taken to be constructed on har-

monic principles, as here laid down, yet it must not be forgotten that a scale

very similar was in use for centuries before what we now call harmony bud
.my practical existence. The origin of this ancient melodic series of notes

involves some very interesling but abstruse speculations, which it wonld be
.

impossible to Introduce, hero.
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should put it out of tune for tho sobdominant chord FAG. If,

on the other hand, we altered the D, we Bhould spoil the chord
of the dominant, GBD; and as both theso chorda are of such
importance to the harmonies belonging to the key, it is better to
retain them, pure, leaving the erros in the less important fifth

DA.
Wo shall also find that from D to P is not a true minor

third. To remedy this wo must either sharpen the F, which will

spoil tho snbdommant fifth F C, or wo mnst flatten tho D,
which will spoil the dominant fifth Of D. Bnt both these are so

important, that they mnst remain trao, and honco we must put
up with a bad minor triad on the second of tho scalo : bad in

two ways, both its third and fifth being wrong.
Before we go farther, a remark or two on this imperfection

present themselves.

In tho first place it gives good evidence, to my mind at

least, that the diatonic scale is a conventional and artificial series

of notes, and not, as many people suppose, one dictated by any
natural, physical or physiological laws. If it had been so, it

might havo been expected to bo perfect ; whereas it is essentially

imperfect, by its very nature and construction. Wo aro so

much accustomed to it, that we are apt to think that it is the

trno natural foundation of musical melody. Bnt there are many
facts which oppose this idea, and this is one of thom. It is

true that it lends itself easily to certain naturally harmonious
and pleasant combinations ; and this is, I believe, all that can be
said in favour of such a view.

Secondly, in these out-of-tuno relations between D, F, and
A, wo come upon the first and simplest of the difficulties in the

way of getting what is called put or true intonation on. keyed in-

struments. It is clear that no instrument with seven notes in

the diatonic scale can bo always in tuno for that scale. Wo want
other notes in addition, namely, alternatives for D, F, and A.
Wo shall find other difficulties develop themselves as we proceed.

I will now go on to put in some of tho notes called acciden-

tals—sharps and flats.

Although theso do not belong to the key in which we have
been working, yet, as wo must determine on some way of de-

fining their places, tho rulo before adopted will still hold good

;

they must have harmonic relations with some of tho notes in tho

diatonic scale. And, as wo shall see, the same simple relations

will suffice ; in fact, with the major third, wo can do all that is

necessary.

For Ike Sharp).

A major third above D gives F H

„ A „ OK

» s »
s»
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For the Flats.

below D gives Bb
„ G „ Bb

C „ Ab
F >. Db
Bb ., Gb

and we might go fnrther in each cose, if desired.

Wo have, however, in the nlaovo list got all the mont common
eiirematic tidies b.il I am Iiinuif hero, n c;imiI ::r n'lil tiuniPfes.

to nior.tiou an f abjection that ban been raised to the accuracy of

these dctcrmiiistiiauH.

The diagram* will show tim'.. ciircipirir.L: the l«,> divider.; ids

Cj and D?, or U; and Ab, thoflat now is much the higher of the

two. Now, if there iaar.y violin playerpresent, lie wiUatonce say

that this is contrary to what ho has been taught, and what ho
practises. It is, I believe, one of the positive instructions to

violin students that the Cj must bo the nearest to D, and the

Db nearest to C.

Berlioz, no mean authority, considered the discrepancy bo

important and so positive, as to throw doubt on the whole
theoretical system of harmonic relations ; and an excellent

little book on the elementary principles of violin playing, lately

published under tho saiictinn of no less n ;:i::'.-;onuge. than Herr
Joauhim, embodies tho instruction i lh to Iht' ruhaivi; position of

the two notes in unequivocal terms.

I have felt tin;; in be ;i vary tenc-us difficulty ; fur it would ho

out of the question to ignore tho opinions of well-educated instru-

and havo been so clearly proved, both by theoretical and practical

considerations, by every invest i^L'.or. from PvlkitiOiiLS to Helm-
holtz, that it wot)Id bo equally out of the question to controvert

them. I have never seen any attempt to explain or to reconcile

this enrious discrepancy. I havo some ideas on the subject

myself, but it is too complicated to enter into now : possibly I

may state them at some future meeting of this Society.

In the meantime, as in duty hound, I mention the difficulty,

and commend it to the attention of thoughtful musicians.

Recurring now to Our scale, you will begin to see further tho

complexities und difficulties of true intonation. We have already
provided for eleven keys, and havo got seventeen different notes

in an octave ; but to get the accidentals required for modern music
we onght to have gone still further. Moreover, there is another
kind of difficulty. Even the keys that we have nominally pro-

vided for are not in tune; for it' we test the series of notes just

found by the diatonic scales of different keys, we shall find

Rome such result as follows:

A major third
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A tho intervals of the 2nd will be out of tunc.

D „ 2nd, 5th, 7th

A „ 4th, 6th

B „ 2nd
F „ 4th, 6th „
Bb „ 2nd, 5th, 7th
Et> „ 2nd
Db „ 4th, 6th

It is evident, therefore, that to get perfectly just intonation in

all these keys, we must, in addition to the seventeen notes actually

drawn, have many of them in duplicate or triplicate ; and hence
it is that all tho science and industry of Col. Thompson, Mr. Ellis,

Mr. Bosanquot and others, havo been exerted to establish various

systems of intonation, with tho object of producing music perfectly

or approximately in tnno.

Now, I need hardly tell you, that in order to get over all this

fearful complication, some ingenious person, a long time ago,

was clever enough to see that by a process of compromising, it

would Ik possible to .simplify rjnoyir.ui-.sly the construction of tho

scale, particularly in its chromatic parts. He saw, in the first

place, that the distance between E and F, and between B and C,

was iifnrhj half that between C and D, or G and A. Ho also

saw that CH and Db, Gt and Ab, &c, wore not very different

from each other ; and putting all tbeso things together, he saw
that if he divided (he cjct;\v(: in\o [iViivc equal j;arts, ho would
produce a set of note; not much differing from the true ones,

and with the wonderful simplification of being applicable to all

keys. Hence arose the Modem Piano:'':) !o Clavier, and the system
of rifi'il t::iit}>crir„ici:t, so well known.

I will now construct, graphically, an equal-tempered scale,

and compare it with the one already before you. And this is the

easiest thing possible : I havo only to divide tho octavo ink)

twelve equal spaces, and the thing is done. Each of these Hpaccs

represents a semitone, and two of then: make a whole tone.

(This was dene on a diagram.)

It is now very easy to compare the equal-tempered with the

just scale, in order to see tho nature and magnitude of the errors

resulting from the compromise. The most important are as

follows :

—

In the key of
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I have no wish, in this paper, to lead to a discussion on the

vexed question of temperament ; I will merely state, in a few
sentences, what my own general views on the subject are.

In the first place, I do not agree with the thorough -goin;;

theorists who delight in reviling n:ul despising the unfortunate

eqnally tempered scale. On the contrary, I hold that it has

been one of the most happy and ingenious simplifications ever

known in the history of music ;hat this simplification has been

the means of advancing the art to au incalculable extent; and

that tbo modern enharmonic system, founded upon it, is so

thoroughly incorporated into modern music, that it is difficult to

imagine how it. could he now abandoned. And then as to per-

formance, one fears to think of the complication that mnst ho

entailed on keyed instruments if equal temporament were for-

biddon. The pianoforte, to which we are indebted for perhaps

nine-tenths of the music in the world, could hardly be said to

exist if it were attempted to put it in mathematical tunc.

But having said this, T am equally at variance with that

other extreme party who would force upon us the equal tempera-

ment in cases whe.ro perfect intonation can bo obtained jdst as

i asilv, !ui.melv, as in sErifi^'i d instromi nis, or pure vocal music.

I hold that the too-sfaarp third, whatever may be said for its

great utility, is still harsh and disagreeable, and ought never to

bo tolerated in sustained tones, if tho natural and true harmony
can be got. It is the possibility of getting this which gives Such

an inexpressible charm to stringed and vocal harmony when
unaccompanied by tho intractable keyed instruments ; and in the

tree interests of sweet music, this kind of perfection ought to be
encouraged by every means in our power.

The equal temperament is to a large extent a necessary evil

;

but no evil ought to be tolerated when it is unnecessary.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. de Pontigny said that ho was delighted to hear a scientific

man admit that tho equal temperament scale was possible. They
had had much discussion on the subject.

The Chaiku an said that there had been frequent allusions to

him in the paper, and it was rather unfortunate that the atti-

tude which he, amongst, others, had taken up with respect to

this question should he, as ho conceived, entirety misunderstood.

He had never said that, a tempered scale was impossible, or that

he did not use it himself. He had alwnys said and maintained that,

for many practical purposes, the tempered scale must always be

used ; bnt why should they shut their eyes to all other possible

forms P Why should they not develop the resources of their art F
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In optica many minute questions were debated by the intellects of

tho country, and debated with sueh a power of thought that one

would think that they wore questions of national existence,

while very often they had not evei

Very often questions exactly of the

but thoy were capable of practical application; and certain per.

sons had tried to investigate them, and to put the difficulties

before people, in a simple manner, and show that these questions

wore not devoid of practical application. But when this was
done it was immediately said that they wished to overturn the

whole system of music as it at present existed. Nothing could

bo farther from the thoughts of himself and others who took up
such questions. What they wanted was, that the material of

music should he studied, and when that point was attained it

was always followed, in the long run, by some practical advan-
tage. Seeing that Hiem were at present most interesting problems

ieli had been dealt with in the paper,

e were jnst one or two little points that he should like to

mention. Throo or four years ago, in giving a small coarse of

lectures at Oxford to some musicians, he found it rather a good
opportunity for ascertaining what was the best method for

graphical representation—exactly (he very point which Dr. Pole

had been bringing before the Association : and he hit upon a
method which he found extremely successful. He sketched an
ordinary pianoforte key-board, in very light lines, upon a very
large sheet of paper, the scale i>f the drawing being immaterial

;

and he shaded in the black keys very lightly. He then took the

middle point of each key to represent the pitch of the correspond-

ing note, and whatever lie wanted (o lay down he laid down from,

that as the scale. For instance, for harmonics he divided the key-

board into portions corresponding with the number of octaves, and
introduced lines corresponding to the harmonics. The result was
that he had the whole of tho harmonic scale mapped out, with
every note in its exact place upon the pianoforte key-board—

a

representation which every musician knew intimately the meaning
of, and which could not possibly be misunderstood. He never
had any difficulty with the harmonic scale after that. Another
point which struck him was as to the way in which the sharps
were derived. Of course, historically speaking, they were in the

first instance derived, he supposed, from what was called the old

Pythagorean system, which was always that the sharps were in

the ascending system of fifths, and the flats in the descending.

Then gradually tho Bfths were flattened, and in the sequence
they always retained the same value ; bnt it was only when the
fifths became flattened, as they were in tho mean-tone system,

that it was possible to use the C sharp as the third to A. They
could not do that in the old Pythagorean system

;
but it was
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merely a question of general usage, and ho thought that if they

looked to tho books which were said to bo authoritative on theso

points—thongh, for himself, ha did not profess to know anything
of authority—thoy wonld find that tho only meaning that was
attached authoritatively by modern musicians to the symbols of

sharps and flats was that they represented proceeding upwards
or downwards in a consecutive series of fifths. In the papers

that he had road about this subject he had invariably employed
equal temperament semitones as the unit of interval. Of coarse

that arose out of tho employment of the graphical method which
ho had just been describing. When he found that it was easy to

show tho intervals by laying them down upon tho scale of piano-

forte keys, it was the simplest thing in tho world to find rules

for expressing intervals in numbers having relation to that scale.

That is to Bay, he always regarded the perfect fifth as seven

equal-temperamont semitones and a fraction. Thus;

—

7-01955 or 7^
Ho had got bo accustomed to this that it scorned probably more
simple to him than to other peoplo ; but ho thought that, while

tho numbers of tho logarithmic scalo conveyed in themselves no
idea to the practical musician, unquestionably the numbers of

a scalo such as he employed did convey the idea in a way most
easily and clearly understood by a practical musician.

Dr. Pole said that he had really nothing to say in reply,

because there was nothing in which ho disagreed from Mr.
Bosanquct. It must not be supposed that in any remarks he had
made in defence of tho equal temperament he depreciated what
Mr. Bosanquet and others had done. As to the relation of
the true notes to each othor, and tho systems and modes of tem-
perament, all that Mr. Bosanquet had written was exceedingly

good, and deserving of study. He (Dr. Pole) merely wished to

put on record his idea—which Mr. Bosanquct himself admitted

—

in a ( .rat". icul jiuinl of i it; w Lijiial temperament had almost
incalculable advantages ; and that to it they were indebted, very
much more than they considered, for the extension of the art of

music. As to tho use of the pianoforte keys, taking the equal-

tempered semitone as the unit was a very good simplification
;

but he was not quite sure that a quantity like 7'0195E, used
to represent the perfect fifth, was a simpler thing than the
logarithm scale. However, that was not very important, for if

the thing wns to be done graphically it must be founded upon
logarithms in some way or other ; and therefore there was really

nothing in dispute. As to the remark made about the sharps,

when, with some hesitation, he drew his diagram, lie said that
he did not exactly know what C sharp was, unless it was the
major third to A ; and therefore, in drawing C sharp, he did not
know where else to put it. He was aware at the time that it

was open to objection
; but still, what was one to do ? Lot

thorn ask a musician what C sharp was, and if he could tell
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them anything else than tbat it was Die third to A, lie should

be rather surprised, because that was the musician's idea of it. If

it was not that, what was it? It might be one of a series o£

fifths derived in a roundabout way, but the musician never
thought of it so. He thought of A flat as a third below C. It

was exactly in these points tbat doubt arose. He had taken the

notes in the diagram in the simplest way he could ; but that did

not affect the principles of the Paper, for if anybody had any
other way of defining C sharp he could do it just as easily on his

(Dr. Pole's) method ; and he claimed for this plan that it was a
mode of representing to tho eye the relations of (he intervals in a

way corresponding to the impressions they made upon the ear

;

and therefore it was useful, as it gave them, as they had found

to-night, the opportunity of reasoning about the things in a better

way than they could do by abstract words.
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CONSIDERATIONS on the HISTORY of ECCLESIASTICAL
MUSIO of WESTERN EUROPE.

By the Hov. Sin Frederick Gore Oubeley, Bart.

H.A., Mus. Doc. Oson., Professor of tho University of Oxford, President

It has boon suggested to mo that tho subject of Ecclesiastical

Music treated from tho historical point of view might provo
suitable and interesting for a paper to he read before this Asso-
ciation. It appears, however, too largo a snbject for a single

paper, and moreover there are some branches of it which trench
too much upon questions of religions observance to bo fitting

matter for such a meeting as the present. Under these circum-
stances it seems best, on the whole, to confine our attention, this

afternoon to a few important considerations arising out of tho
historical aspect of Church Music, eomo of which, as it appears to

me, havo not hitherto received that amount of attention which
they deserve.

The first consideration which I would lay before you is tho
question, What is the connection between Christian Church
Music and that of ancient n;iiiu:is, whether Pagan or Israelite,

before tho Christian era. On this puiui moiv 11 hid one theory has
been maintained. The celebrated Padre Martini, of Bologna, in

a dissertation contained in the third volume of his well-known
1 History of Music,' contends stoutly for a theory first broached
by himself, that the Ambrosian chants were traditionally derived
from the very mitts composed and sung urijriiiully to the Psalms
by King David or (.he other authors of the Psalter. Considering
the stale of musical knowledge, and especially of the knowledge
of Oriental music, which existed in Martini's days, It must he
admitted that his theory was bold, clever, well argued, and not
improbable. Subscqaeut research, however, has brought to
light many facts which aro utterly irreconcilable with such an
idea. Let us devote a few minutes to tho consideration of some
of these facts. Now in tho first place it will he conceded on all
hands that the ancient Hebrew music must have been esstmtially
Oriental in its character. Tho only time in the history of the
Israelites in which they had ever had an opportunity of hearing
any other than strictly Eastern music was during their sojourn
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in Egypt. Before that time, if they had any music at all, it

must have been Chaldean. We may form some idea of its

character by studying tho scales and melodies of the modern
Bedouin Arabs, the descendants of Ishmael, and of all people in

the world tho most tenacious of old customs and habits, and
consequently tho least likely to vary the style and system of

their music. Whatever the music of these Arabs is now, such

must it probably have been in the days of Ishmael and his
tt l: *_J ?r -I T-1 1 . 1 -1— -P

his brother Isaac. We cannot imagine two brothers adopting not

only different melodies, but a different division of the mnsical

scale. Snch a thing is inconceivable. Each would sound ab-

solutely out of tunc to tho other. Each would deem his brother's

ears false. Tho family of Abraham must have had but one scale-

system, and ono only. And that scale-system must surely have
been the same which has been banded down from father to son

by tho descendants of Ishmael, oven to the present day. It is

almost needless, bofore such nn audience as the present, to define

what I mean 1)3" tho- oxjives.-iion 'a scale-eystem.' Suffieo it to

say, that whereas we divide our octave into tones and semitones,

the Arabs use smaller subdivisions. so ;h;tt our semitones arc out
of tune to their ears, while their intervals an: no less abhorrent

to ours. This was pnt to the test oi.ee by If. Villoteau, who wont
to Egypt with the first Kapoloon. He was it good musician, and
wanted to learn some of the Arab tunes. lie therefore secured

tho assistance of an Arab singer, and tried to learn his songs by
ear. Bnt tho lesson had hardly begun when tho Arab stopped

tho Frenchman, telling him he was singing out of tunc. M.
Villoteau was equally certain that his teacher's intervals were
false. And thus for soino time they conld make nothing of one
another, until at last, by way of final test, they had recourse to a
kind of stringed instrument of the guitar kind, in use among the

Arabs, of which tho ncok was divided by frets, accurately giving

tho trnc intervals of tho Arabian scale. Great wjis M. Villotcan's

astonishment when ho found that these intervals were not semi-

tones at all, but thirds of tones, eighteen of them making up the

octave. Of course tho whole difficulty of tho vocal intonation

was instantly solved. It was not merely a question of new tunes,

bnt of new scales, of a new system, of an entirely different music,

of a differently derived melody. And from this it followed that

any representation of Arab melodies by modern European nota-

tion conld be but an approsimation at best. All that can be

dono is to substitute tho nearest notes we possess for tho true

Oriental ones. And so it comes to pass that whenever we sec

a transcription of any of theso melodies, or hear an attempt to

execute them on any of our instruments, we may be quite sure

that the real tune is not exactly the same, but would probably

strand absolutely out of tune to us if we conld hear it performed

by a native musician.

It is true indeed that since fhe lime of Villoteau wc have
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learned much more about Arabic music, and probably his con-

clusions, as reported by Fetis (from whom the account you have
just heard was derived), are not altogether trustworthy. But
Btill the fact remains that the ancient Oriental scale wan very
different from our own: bo different that no melody conld by im-
possibility be common tu both. The other fact also remains, that

this same system was almost certainly that, which was exclusively

used by Ishmuel, and therefore also by Isaac, hy Abraham, by
the old Patriarchs in general. Nor is it likely that during their

sojourn in i'igypt t.l n.-y can have unleariie-d ilieii' own system of

music, although perhaps iln-v may have develi iped and improved
it. No amount of assticiat iors with l! lt v [>1 itir: s or Kuropcans has

made modern Arabs abandon their ancient, scales, and it is

unlikely that the children of Isaac should have been less conser-

vative in such n mutter than their cousins, the sons of Ishmacl.

Moreover, even if the Israelites had adopted the Egyptian
system of music during their residence in that country, it would
not have made very much difference to my argument. For the

Egyptian scales were as unlike our modern music as were those

of the Chaldeans, wit.li whom t hey bad much in common. It is

known that some of the ] 'calms were written by Moses; it' he

also composed the music to them, it must, have been of a similar

nature, as to its intervals, to the Oriental or Kjryptian mnsic of

which I have been speaking. Nor does it appear possible that

the Israelites altered their system of music between the times of

Moses and David. David's music was unquestionably Oriental

in every respect. His melodies therefore conld not have borne
tin: slightest resemblance to the melodies of the ancient Western
Church, founded as these were on the Oreck system of tones,

semitones, and superposed tctrachords.

If all this be so, then it necessarily follows that the whole of

Padre Martini's argument crumbles to dust. The Ambrosian
and Gregorian melodies, it' derived from ancient sources at all,

must have been Greek, not Hebrew, and so far from liaving any
claim to Divine inspiration, were purely Pagan in their origin.

The probability indeed is that SS. Ambrose and Gregory did

exactly what has often been done since
;
they adapted popular

and secular tunes (o sacred wurds, ornhaolv syst.'iaat,\s\!i;r ar.d

simplifying them in the process of adaptation, and thus adopt-
ing the most obvious and the readies! means of securing congre-
gational sieging, lloreovei' there can he no manner of doubt
but that St. Gregory thus actually secured for the use of the

Western Church absolutely the best music which was available

in those days. It were much to be wished, then (if I may dare
to say so), that those who now so strongly press upon us the

almost exclusive adoption of what is now called Gregorian music
in our churches, would rather follow .St, Gregory's example by
selecting the best developments of the art of music for that

sacred purpose, instead of pursuing the very retrograde course
which they so strongly prefer. And what makes my case
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stronger is tbe doubt which exists as to the antiquity of many of

the melodies which go by tlie name of Gregorian, the vast

difficulty of deciphering the early Christian notation in use for

mnsic, and the consequent probability that what we aro accus-

tomed to call Gregorian mnsic is, after all, quite a different tiling

from what was sung in the cliurclies of Europe in the Tth cen-

tury. I do not wish, however, to push my remarks further in

this direction to-day, only it seemed a good opportunity for

throwing out this consideration, involving as it does some of the

most important historical points connected with our art. Let us

hope tlnil il. itiav clie;t further ri'si.-ai'ck and more distinct know-
ledge of what really was the system of sacred soDg in use during
tho earliest ages of tho Western Church.

The nest consideration which I wish to lay bofore this meeting
is that of the various ways in which the musicians of former days
dressed up the traditional plain song of the Church. Now it is

almost universally admitted that in the seventh century all

Church music was sung in unison and unaccompanied by instru-

ments of any kind. Indued what we understand by harmony did
not exist for several centuries after this in southern Europe. It

is very probable, nay, well nigh certain, that harmony was used
and cultivated at a very remote period by the nations of tho north.

It is needless to go into all the proofs of this fact at present.
' Summer is a-coming in' would go a good way alono to prove
it. So would some curious pieces of Welsh harp music given ill

Buruey's History. So would the testimony of Giraldus Cam-
brensis. Tho argument to this r; fleet is well worked out in tin;

' Discours Prcliminaire,' prefixed to tho 1833 edition of Fetis's
' Biographie des .Music.) ens.' But although it may bo assumed
that tho nations of northern Europe were acquainted with har-

mony from a very distant epocb, perhaps as early as the com-
mencement of the Christian era, yet it is none tho less tmo that

no attempts were mado for several centuries to engraft this

secular harmony upon the melodies of tho Church. If wo turn
to the ancient treatises on music, as reproduced in Gerbertus and
De Coussemaker, we shall see that tbe first attempts at harmony
practised by the ecclesiastics who wrote these mediaeval books
were composed mostly of consecutive fourths, fifths, and octaves,

of so crude and inharmonious a character, that it is a mnttor of

astonishment how any ear could have tolerated such hideous

sounds. It is perhaps hardly correct to consider these rude
attempts as being harmony at all. Imagine a body of voices

singing a piece of plain song in unisons and octaves, whilst a few
picked singers sang the same melody a fifth higher or lower.

"We naturally shonld shrink aghast from such cacophony. Tet
our ancestors thought such music a wonderful and beautiful pieco

of art, and had great respeel fur the cicver people- by whom it was
developed. I know, indeed, that Dr. Crotch and many subsequent
writers havo imagined that the plain song was sung by such a

powerful body of voice that the comparatively feeble intonation
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of the fifths and fourths (called in those days tho ' Organnm '),

produced an effect analogous to that of tho mixture stops in an
orgau, tho object of which is to strengthen tho harmonics of the
foundation stops. But I confess this idea scums to me to he
utterly untenable ; for in order to prodnco such an effect as is

imagined, tho various harmonica must be introduced in the right

place, i.e. at tho same intervals above the fundamental soond as

the natural harmonics of a string or tube invariably occupy. In

fact they ought to be placed at tho same distances of pitch as are

tho principal, twelfth, and fifteeuth in an organ. It is perfectly

clear, however, that suck was not the case in the days wo arc

now considering; for the organum was sometimes a fifth or a

fourth ahovo or below the Cantus Firrous, and therefore utterly

utilise, tins Hl'rc.t produced by tho mutation stops and mixtures of

an organ. Wo may therefore conclude that the earliest attempts

at ecclesiastical harmony, or diaphony, as it was sometimes
called, were utter failures, and only produced effects which would
drive any modern musician distracted. Gradually these long
periods of perpetual consccutivcs were diversified by the cautions

admission of other intervals than mere octaves, fourths, and
fifths ; and oven these were exchanged and varied among them-
selves. Thus arose the old art of descant. Tho treatises on
music of the twelfth and two next centuries contain a vast number
of minute rules for 'descanting' on a plainsong. Sometimes
this descanting was extemporised at the moment of performance,

and would be what tho Italians called ' cantrappunto alia mente.'

Sometimes it was carefully elaborated and written down. And
we must observe with respect to this improved harmony, that it

does not appear to have been borrowed at all from secular music,

but arose gradually auiomr irccln.s:;i.-1ical musicians as time went
on. Wo must also observe that it was modified, improved, and
ultimately perfected, through the invention of signs to express

the various duration of notes—called ' Musica Mensurabihs.'

To this wo undoubtedly owe tho origin and rise of counterpoint.

Like all new fashions, this art of adding florid counterpoint to

tho ecclesiastical plainsong was carried to an extravagant extent,

and grossly abused. Nothing was thought of propriety of aenti-

211 e i it., of Mo propt:i- adapt!*.; ion of music to words,—the one
object seemed to be to clothe the canto fermo with such com-
plicated and artificial ornaments aa to render it nearly inaudible,

nearly unintelligible, and utterly unmeaning to tho uninitiated

hearer.

This, then, was tho way in which the old ecclesiastical melodies

were treated before the days of Palest rina. Ofcourse wo know that

they never ceased to be sung also in unison and octaves, and that

there were somo tolerably plain and decently correct harmouisa-
tions of them in the days of Jusquin Despres and his contem-

poraries. Still the custom was to prefer tho complicated and
artificial harmonies to which I have allndcd, and in the elabora-

tion of which no one displayed more skill than Jusquin himself.
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With Palestrina there was introduced a much more simple and
effective way of composing contrapuntal music on t.ho old canto

fermo. The melody was no longer smothered up in the intri-

cacies of its accompaniment, hut was rather brought out and in-

vested with fresh beauty by being woven into a network of

melodious part-writing. Nothing can be more pure and elegant

than the Italian school of Church music in the days of Palestrina

and his successors. It was withmi t instrumental .accompaniment
of any kind, and was analogous to the madrigaliau style of the

same period, though of course more solemn and sublime than
any madrigal, so as to suit the words. Palestrina and his school

did not by ;iny means confine themselves fo composition on the

plainsong of the Church. Much of their music was l>nn"< fnh:

original composition. Still it alwiiys laMrelv partook of t lie style

proper to counterpoint on the plainsong, on account of its being
written in some of the old ecclesiastical scales, for the moat part,

vclopmcnt, when the relations of tho' key-note' to tho dominant
chord, tho force of tho leading note, and the possibility of real

modulation by the use of the; dominant seventh, had begun to bo

recognised,—ifc followed, of course, that tho style of Chnrcli

music in Italy underwent considerable modifications. And
another thing which contributed not a little fo this change of

style was the universal adoption of some sort of accompaniment
to the voices, either the organ, or a small string hand being so

employed.
But still the ecclesiastical musician.- uf Italy continued to com.

pose on the basis of the catilus ierinus, though in a somewhat
freer manner than formerly. Ami jua[_'ui[irctit, specimens of the

oiieels they succeeded in t.lius producing may be seen in the
works of such in™ as Leo, Clari, Scarlatti, I .ott i, ifcc. &c. In.

Spain Church music ran a parallel course. In the 'Lira Sacra
1 lispana' of Hei'ior Ksluva arc. contained a very line series of com-
positions for the Church by nil tho best. Spanish composers, from
tho 15th to the 19th centuries. And it is interesting to observe
f.lie analogy which appears always to have existed between the

Italian and Spanish Church music, while at. the same time there

is suilicient dtll'erence between the two I o mark very clearly the

character of the two countries, in I'ranee ecclesiastical music
was not raised to anything like i in- pilch of perfection to which it

attained in Italy and Spain in the ,--i\u:cnth ami seventeenth cen-

turies. In Belgium, Orlando di l.ussu and others might be said to

rival I be. schools of southern, fin rope, i n Germany also were many
jjond composers wbomorc ia' less followed the same track, ami may
belooked npon as the germof the great German classical school of

a more recent period, lo which all others hail eventually to give
place. During; tin? Elizabethan period we in England had a
school of Church composers eijual to any then in [he world. But
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owing to the Reformation and the translation of the Church
service into the vernacular, we do not find either in their works,
or in those of Protestant composers in Germany and Holland, the

same plan pursued as to the retention of the old Church molodies

as tho groundwork of elaborate and contrapuntal works. Not
but what wo have some specimens also of that, e.g. Tallis's Har-
monics for the Responses and Litany. And it would not be
difficnltto name many of our best English composers at the present

date who have pursued the same course with eqnal success.

Wo have now followed tho history of the musical treatment of

tho old ecclesiastical melodies from mediojval times down to

nearly onr own days. And the consideration which I wish to pat
before yon as a deduction from this history is this—May it not be
a very useful exercise for yonng composers to practise composing
fagal music on ancient themes r There is, as it appears to me, a
growing tendency in' these days towards secularising Chnrch
music. I mean making the style of music for the church and for

the concert-room almost identical. It has occurred to mo that

one antidote to this 'tendency would bo to encourage all young
musical students to give much miirr timn tkm they usually do to

tho study of counterpoint on a plainsong. No one would com-
pose worse secular music for Laving undergone this training,

while all who wished to write music for Divine service would un-

questionably feel the benefit of such a course.

All the greatest foreign composers up to some fifty years ago
lintl been t e_t'j 1 1 more or less on this plan, and it cannot be said

to have produced any but good results in their ease. If any one
wishes for good examples of such music, I should recommend him
to try and procure a copy of Padre Martini's ' Escmpkro di

Ct:nti;ip[>uiUo sopru il Canto Fermo,' 4to. Bologna, 1 773 ; and
also Pnolucci's ' Arte pratica di Contrappunto," 4to. Venice,

1765.
I now come to another cor.s id i ration nrising out of the history

of ecclesiastical music. I alludo to the uso of various musical
iiiKtrnmor-i-J in church. It is r:ot intendi d. hoivever, to take np
the time of this meeving by reviving the old and well-worn con-
troversy abimt 1 hi - lawfulness of fir:/ a: is in churches. If any one
hero holds the view entertained mostly (if not exclusively) in

Scotland, and in tho Greek Church, that pure vocal music alone

is admissible in public worship, let them not listen to the remarks
I am about to make—they are not addressed to them. The con-

sideration which I wished to lay before this meeting is this

—

Whether all the arguments which can be adduced in defence of
tho accompaniment of vocal music by the organ, during Divine
service, do not equally vindicate the uso of other instruments
also. It is easy to understand a line being drawn between pure
vocal music imd msmmn'Tital accompaniments. But it is {as I
think) quite impossible to draw a line between the exclusive use

of the organ, and the employment of a full band. If we go to

Scripture fur examples, we are at once confronted with the
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enormous orchestra which played at the dedication of Solomon's
Temple. We have to face llie headings or dedications of many
ol David's E 'siilnis, wherein not (inly are (he various instruments

named by which tliey were to be accompanied, but tin: names of

employment of a largo orchestra n'_'iiii) bv K i 1 ie/ekiah, coupled

with the erpreaa declaration that it. was "all done according to the

express command of God. (2 (!hron. xsix. i'>—28.) We
cannot in the faco of such evidonco as this condemn the use of

instrumental accompaniments In ! iivioc service as on-cripl ural.

At any rate, it is amply sanctioned by the Old Testament, and I

defy any one to find a syllable in the New Testament which has
the least appearance of ctainlrneandiin.- "V forbidding the esta-

blished custom of the Jews in this matter. Our Lord attended
this services in the Temple, and thence drove out, the hovers and
sellers, and exposed every prevailing abuse. Yet he never once
said a single word against tho use of Church music. In this, then,

as in other matters, wo may its! assured that ' the Old Testament
is not contrary to the Now.' And to corroborate this argument
still farther, let ns remember the many passages in the Book of

Revelation, which speak of ' Harpers harping with their harps,'

as seen and heard in a vision by St. John at Patmos. Were I

;>re:ichiug a sermon instead of reading a. paper, I could go on at

length to bring forward argument upon argument, and fact apon
fact, to establish the Scriptural noss and cunsc^aent lawfulness of
instrumental music in public worship. But, as it, is, I must not
enlarge further on this theological point. Suffice it to observe
that the vast majority of passages which may be adduced re-

ferring to musical instruments in llic Hible, referred to stringed

instruments of various kinds, and others to trumpets—a very few

what we call organs, for these had not ihen been invented. Of
all instruments, then, it may be said that organs are among
the least Scriptural, while the tmrp might be defended with
much more success were all arguments coidined to the pages of

Holy Writ.

Seeing, then, t hat t here is Scriptural authority for the use of

an orchestra in Divine service, but none for any particular in-

struments, and certainly none for the exclusive use of tho organ,

I think tho consideration fairly arises whether these who object

on Scriptural grounds to instruments in church, but make a
special exemption in favour of the organ, a ro not illogical and
inconsistent. The real question at issue is bet ween ni instru-

ments and oil)/ instruments. The tireek (!Uurrh and the Scotch
I Yeshyterntis are fur the former plan; the Western Clnii'ch fur

tho latter. The exclusive use of the organ as an accompaniment
to tho voices in church is of very modern growth. Apparently

it has arisen from two causes— lsl, That organs are otien avail-

able when a fell band is not
;
2ndly, That ot all instruments none

is so well suited for the purpose, when used alone, as is the
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organ ;
but neither of these reasons constitutes a valid objection,

to the employment of a full band, where such an accompaniment
can be obtained. It is, of conrse, obvious that snch an expen-
sive and troublesome appendage as a band of performers can only

bo procured on rare special occasions. It is also no less certain

that when it is available it must be hedged in with many pre-

cautions in special rules to secure reverent demeanour and good
discipline. Still all this may be done, and has been done, and
the occasions on which it can lie achieved an 1 daily becoming
more freqnent. St. Paul's Calhedral and Westminster Abbey
have set a good example ; several liondon churches have worthily

followed snit. Nor can it be said to be an innovation. Every
great composer in France, Ilaly, Spain, Portugal, and Germany
for the last 250 years has left behind him full scores of orchestral

masses, motets, cantatas, and hymns. Oratorios in Latin,

Italian, and German, including Hack's Passion Music and many
similar works, were all intended for performance in chnrch, and
as an act, of worship. Nor have we been withont instances of

Church of England services with hand accompaniment at the old

Festivals of the Sons of the Clergy in St, Paul's Cathedral, and
formerly also on the first days of (lie Triennial Choir Festivals at

Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester. Many compositions exist

by old English cathedral composers, expressly intended for the use

of the Cliapel li'iyal, in which mil i>:ily the organ but also a string

hand is employed. Among these we may enumerate works by
Gibbons, Weelks, Estc, Parcel!, lilow, Croft, Greene, Uoyee, and
others. We must especially remember I'lircull's grand lh.nm
and Juhtiale. in I), Handel's Te Denm and Jubilate, and his

Chandos Anthems, not to menlion the anthems composed for the

coronation service by Ulow, Purcell, Handel, Attwood, and
others, and the Funeral Anthems by Handel, for Qaeen Caroline,

and by Bononcini for the Duke of Marlborough, all which com-

so performed. We see, then, that the traditional use of the hand
in church has never been given up, although its use lias become
exceptional of late years. As to military bands, of coarse they

have been used continuously to accompany military services, ami
no one has ever found fault with them. The miserable string

bands, and still more distressing clarionets and bassoons, by
which the services in country churches used formerly to be ac-

companied, can hardly be quoted as an example to be followed.

Still, even these have their force as an argument against those
who wonld tolerate no instrument in a church except an Organ,

Or its wretched substitute, a harmonium. Surely, the best rule

is to seii-.o on all (hat. is most perfeel, in this as in every other

art, and devote it lo the service of the sunctnary.

If I am right, then, in hoping (anil assuming indeed) that the

introduction of the orchestra into our churches is likely to

become a more frequent occurrence than of voce, then we are

brought face to face with a new difficulty—I mean the lack of
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good English Clmroh music at once orchestral and ecclesiastical

in character. Of this there is comparatively, as yet, very little.

Sorely this opens out a new and promising field of work for

young English composers, in which great things may he done.

Let me earnestly recommend it to their special attention. It is

hard to imagine any theme more inspiring, more likely to evoke
real scintillations of musical genius, than the glorious Te
~Dewm. Difficult I allow it to be—difficult hoth on acconnt of

tho intrinsic sublimity of the words, and also because of the

natural diffidence which any modest composer must feel when
he knows that his work will be compared with the Te Deums
of Purcell and Handel. But neither of these difficulties are in.

surmountable. I abstain purposely from naming any living

composers, but a very lino orchestral T11 Denm has been com.
posed, and performed, not in church, indeed, bnt in the Crystal

Palace, within the last lew years, with no inconsideruhl t: MiciifMH.

The other canticles and hymns of the ^Church also present

most favourable opportunities for similar, and equally successful,

treatment.

These, then. uvu the t'ousidiTiiliuDH, arising nut of the history

of ecclesiastical music, which it appeared desirable to lay before

you to-day. That I have done this very imperfectly indeed, I

am only too sensible, lint such as it is, I am not without hope

that this paper may bo of some use. It is a subject which has

not hitherto boon broached at any of these meetings, and it is

possible that subsequent discussion upon it may bring out some
useful facts, some practical hints, seme novel ideas, some neces-

sary cautions, all in the service of our art, and therefore welcome

both to ourselves and to our friends ontside. In that hope, let

me commend the subject to your best attention,

Mr. W. Chappei.i. said that some of the conclusions in the

paper appeared to depend on the account given of Arab music
by M. Fetis ; bnt that gentleman's history did not go very far

back, as it began with the treatise of Abd-el-Kadir, which was
written, not in Arabic but in Persian, about the commence-
ment of tho sixtconth century. M. Fetis might have adopted a
farhotter and higher authority for Arab mneic, in El Farabi, the

Arab philosopher who flourished during tho reign of the

celebrated Caliph Haroun Arrnsehid, whose name would bo

familiar to many persons from their bnving read of him in tho

'Arabian Nights' Entertainments.' El Farabi died in tho

year 339 of the Hegira (onr tenth century), and Abd-el-Kadir in
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the ninth century of the Hegira. Having recently examined the

elaborate treatise of El Farabi upon music, through Kosegarton's

translation from the Arabic into Latin, he was able to state that,

in the reign of the Caliph Haroun, when Arab civilisation was
perhaps at its highest point, Arab music was essentially of a

Greek character, with tones and semitones, and like music in a

minor key ; and that it was founded on the Greek scale. In the

two-octave scale it had the major and minor tone alternately, eo

as to make the intervals of Third* perfect, mislead of tho old

(lit ones of I'ytliagnras, which were dissonant from consisting of two
major tones : hut upon the common Arab Kithara, the ditone was
then still in use. The origin of thirds of tones was not to be

traced back to that date, bnt seems to have been derived through

the inflnenco of later Persian music. Tn the time of Bl Farabi

the ' Medina Persarum ' was an interval of a semitone. Up to

the period at which Islamism had attained its full strength, the

songs or chants of tho.Arabs arc said not to have been in musical

modes. The study of music, as an art and a science, resulted

from subsequent civilisation, and the still later use of such un-

musical intervals as thirds of tones might bo looked upon as a
sign of decay in that civilisation. Tho next historical point was
as to tba question of tho kind of mnsic in use at and from the

time of St. Ambrose to that of the great Pope Gregory. St.

Align slim; was t.hn p-ipll of Si. AiuliiTise, and he, as well OS Basil

and others, gave !i nir.,^1 important account of the introduction of

what is now called antiphonal singing, which was derived from
Syrian and Jewish use. Choral mnsic was preserved in the

hook called the ' Antiphonarium,' but he believed it did not
originally mean singing from one side to the other, by two
opposite choir.-;, a- is now umierstoo;!, lint was thrived from the

Greek word antqihim, and really meant the combined singing of

boys with men, according to the definition of Aristotle. If St.

Ambrose had introduced any new kind of music for tho Church
it mnst havo been well known to St. Augustine, who wrote sis

books npon the subject of music, but in none of them was there

an allusion to anything of tin: kind, neither is there in tho volu-

minous acconnts of the life of Gregory. Between the timo of St.

Ambrose and tho lattor were Cassiodorus and Bootiua ; and
after Gregory his young friend St. Isidore, of Seville. All

those wrote works about mnsic which are still extant, but they
teach only tho Greek system, and not a word iibont Gregorian
music in any of them. He had carefully read through the life of
every Pope, from Gregory, down to Vitalian, for tho purpose of
tracing any indications of change iu Gharca niosic. Agatho
sent John, tho arch-chanter of St. Peter's at Rome, to the north
of England, at tho request of Benedict Biscop. About 170
years after Gregory, Adrian became Pope, and by him singers
were sent to the Emperor Charlemagne ; and then arose
the notorious contention between the I'Ycnch and Italian singers.
He had not yet gone through the entire history of those times,
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but each are the earliest known indications of any desire to

change or to regulate the style of Church music. The intro-

duction of a complete system of Gregorian music could not have
taken place before the time of Adrian, because the ecclesiastical

notation for moro than a century after was only by accents and
elongated signs called nenmes, as shown in the numerous speci-

mens collected by the Padre Martini,byM.de Coussemaker,and by
others. Thoro aro a few lincsin tbo ' Microlcgus,' of Gnido d'Arezzo,

in which ho alludes to this kind of notation as of no musical use,

bocauso it was like a well without a rope ; there were marks to

show progression of the voice up or down, hut no singer could

tell how far to go, at what pitch to begin, or upon what note to

end. Another point to be noticed was that Notkur—a writer of

the tenth century upon ecclesiastical music, whoso work is

printed by the Abbe Gerbert in his ' Scriptores do Musica
Ecelesia) ' (I. 95)—gives the ecclosiastical tones as ending on
BP, C, D, or B, instead of upon D, E, F, or G ;

thus varying tbo

positions of tones and semitones from tho scales of later use.

Gregorian music differed from all other by changing the posi-

tion of tho somitones in every scale or mode, and its ei^ht scale:;

were derived from one Greek scalo and its dominant. The
Greek Hypos or dominants were tho same as onrs, bat taken a

Fourth bolow tho key-note instead of a Fifth above it. The
hypo of the Greek Dorian, or D minor, was A minor, each having
its minor Seventh. It was from these the Church tones or
modes were constructed. The only difference of note between
the two scales was tbo B flat, derived from D minor in the second

octavo, and tliat was the only accidental ii; Li :vj;orian music or

(as ho preferred to call it) Plain Chant. Such a system of music
could not havo been intended to charm, but to disenchant tho

ear. It was originally sung without harmony. Ho could only

look upon it as having emanated from Church discipline when
conducted in the ascetic spirit by which monachism bad beforo

beon engendered. It taught that man was to avoid all present

pleasures and gratifications, oven of a harmless kind, and study

to make himself miserable here in order to bo made happy
hereafter.

Dr.STAlNEBSnidhe honestly confessed that soroeof the Gregorian
music was very pleasing to him, and he had never heard any-
thing to suit one of the Psalms, in particular, so well as the Tonus
Pwirinu*. He thought tho claim of Gregorian music to oonsidcrri-

tion had been rather strengthened by the argument brought for-

ward by Mr. Chappoll, for it' the Gregorian tones were not written

by Ambrose or Gregory, who did writo them-1 His own im-

pression was that they were the growth of people who had bar-

barous music at tho time, and did the best they could with it,

though no doubt they had not reached us in anything like the

form in which they were first promulgated. The question then
arose whether they should bo discarded because they were old
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and barbarous and were not Gregorian ; and this opened an
entirely new question. The question of their being barbarous
was a mere matter of opinion. His nerves had been more
shocked by some of the progressions in early English Church
masic than by anything Hri.r;ii:\;iTL liiut as regards the very
general opinion now entertained that the early music must have
inspired horror in those who heard it, ho thought that was a
great mistake. All ideas of tho beautiful must bo relative,

and the proper frame of mind in which to view that music was
that it was purely historical. Some people when they went to

the National Gallery entirely passod by tho early paintings,

because they did not como up to their modern ideas, bnt ho con-

sidered anybody who could not stop and appreciate tho beautiful

paintings of tbo 15th century to be deficient in culture. Every
one should as far as possible cultivate such a framo of mind as

to appreciate boanty in different ages and under different phases.

A very important question was opened by the President as to

how far the Gregorian tones were now rendered in the way in

which they were written, and ho confessed be had great doubt
abont it. He was quilc clear that the laws of rhythm of those

days was not now understood, and his own opinion was that they

never sang rhythmical words to such totally unrhythmical

mnsic as it was now considered faahionablo to associate them
with. In the words they sacrificed almost everything to

rhythm, perpevr.itir.>; d' 1
- most frightful false quantities both in

Latin and Greek in order to obtain rhythm ; and that being tho

case, he could not believe they associated those words with
music which had no rhythm at all. He considered that, to bo a
logical dilemma for Gregorianists to solve if they could. As to

requiring pupils to write on a Oante Fermo, he considered it

rather a retrograde movement in tho present day of free modu-
lation and beautiful forms in mnsic. At tho samo time he
should like everybody who had any pretensions to bo a thorough
musician to have gono through those old writings, and to have
some of them at his fingers' ends. Bnt to entertain tho idea of
bringing up a pnpil to consider that not as a moans, bnt as an
end, be boliovo'i to bo vinous. Let it be a part of his musical

education to treat Cantti F,rnnn:-, but still let it be subordinate to

something higher to be attained afterwards. With regard to

the introduction of orchestras in chnrch, ho thought all would
agree, although peoplo had somotimes rather confused notions

as to what an orchestra was. Tho other day ho received a
letter from, a clergyman who said ho had always boon in tho

habit on the Odd Fellows' P3te day of having tho brass band
play np to tho church door, which he did not very well like,

because thay only played secular music; he proposed that ncit
time they should go insido and piny sacred music, and wished
him to writo something appropriate for the occasion. Now if

it were a very \zcv:,d brass band ius did r.ot so much object, bat if it

was an ordinary Odd rVllov.'s.' baod. Ik; tlionirlit tbey bad better

stny outside the church doors.
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Mr. C. B. Stephens said lie quite sympathised with Sir

Frederick Ouseloy with regard to Gregorian music, and
thought Dr. Staiiier's remarks were rather inconsistent. Iu the

first place Dr. Stainer said we should revere this music as a
relic of the past, while in the next breath he admitted that what
wo now call the ' Gregorian tones ' are not at all what they were
originally, so that the ground on which Dr. Stainer advocated
them was thus at once cut away.

Sir F. G. Ouskley said the givat principle he put forward,

following the example set by Gregory, St. Ambrose, and the

originators of what was now called the plain chant, was to

choose the best they rouki fur (he servk-eof tho Church. There-

fore, nntil he was convinced that Gregorian music was the best,

he was not prepared to agree with those who voted for its ex-

clusive use. It was not a question of the beauty of any of these

particular tones, but of the exclusive use of them, which he was
arguing against, and the Superior advantage el taking t iie best

in overy stylo of art. It was certainly trno that they did not
know what theso tones were originally, they did not know what
the rhythm was, or the accent, and lie did not suppose they ever

should, because they had no notation to express it; it was pro-

bably a something traditional handed down fium. one to another

and was now irrecoverable, and modern students eonld only at

best conjecture what it was. Therefore, when people talked

about tho antiquity of those old plain songs they really did not

know what they wore ; so that there was really no antiquity left.

It was tho mere skeleton of former days which wo had now to

clotho with our own inventions, and therefore, as presented, it

was probably totally different from the original. The argument
really reduced itself to a nutshell ; if anybody would show Mm
exactly tho very note.-, the accent, and the time in which theso

tones were sung in tho seventh century, they would have a strong

argument on the point of antiquity, and tho deference due to

antiquity : but he defied anyone to do so, and therefore tho

argument came to nothing.

Mr. W. H. Ci'mminos said that many musicians who ventured
to question tho beauty of Gregorian music were put down, not
answered, by being told that it was undoubtedly derived from a
Divine source, and thereupon, of course, they had no more to

say. Ho begged to thank f;i:' Kredemlc Ouseiey very much for

having brought forward this paper, which had set tha: (pavfien

at rest. Ho thought they ought to take the best music from
every source for Church purposes. As to tho introduction of an
orchestra in churches, there would be probably few in that room
who would dissent or object, if it could be obtained in perfection

;

but sometimes it must have been their lot to have heard an
organ and an orchestra associated when the effect did not at all

tend to edification, either musically or religiously. There were
questions of quality, quantity, and expense : if the cathedral bodies

were prepared to get an orchestra suitable and adequate to tho
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Bcrvico of tho Church, by all means let them do bo ; but cer-

tainly to have an orchestra out of tune, and when it did play
almost drowned liy I in: m-gaii, was not a thing to be desired.

Mr. W. Paubatt raid, as regards the 7'.i, (.. l',-n'ijrhi»a, it would
bo rather remarkable if, with all the Gregorian mnsic, they did

not sometimes blunder into something lit to be heard. The
fact whs, musicians did Tint, so much object to Oregorians in

themselves, but because they were dressed up in modern ways
and associated with modern harmonies. Ho hail heard Gre-

when it was sung In unison with only the aid of one brass instru-

ment, which also played in unison with tho voices ; and ho did

not say but that if they had music of that sort occasionally it

would be very effective. He hardly thought Dr. Stainer's analogy
of old paintings and old music could hold good. Mr. Hullah
hail pointed out in his hook that music hail been tho very last of

the arts to bo brought to anything like perfection, and he believed

the mnsic of tho Gregorian times was parallel to the stage of

pictorial art which might In: found on n Chinese tea-chest. He
entirely sympathised with Sir Frederick Ouseley in his wish
i hat people sin hi Id si inly the art of writ iug on tlie Cnnti J'Vrmn

;

and probably Dr. Stain or hardly knew how much he owed to this

practice, and how much those owed to it who had the pleasure

of hearing his compositions. He was in the position of con-

sianlly hearing both the old and the now music, and while he
could goon hearing old things over and over again with no
sense of weariness, lie must say he got excessively bored with
the constant free modulation now so much introduced, in which
freedom was certainly carried to a great excess. With all the

sensational effects introduced in modern services, he must say

that the more he heard of old music the more he liked it;

and if people would only cultivate the old stylo a little more,

and add the orchestra to it, introducing effects which the old

writers were not able to do, they might be able to found a new
school of Church music of which they had not yet soen any signs.

Sir F. G. 0 uselev, with regard to tho introduction of an
orchestra, said, in many cases a powerful string band might be

very well combined with an organ when wind instruments could

not. The strings could always bo tuned to the organ if the

temperature altered the pitch.

Mr. C. Macktsox said otic point occurred to him as bearing

npon the question under discussion, naicciy, whether Church
composers of the present day snlticiently bore in mind that what
was wanted now to a much greater extent than formerly, was
music for the pcoplo rather than music for the choir. It was
new to him to hear that Gregorian mnsic was attributed to

l*i vine a'ltboi .ty, ah!r.a^;h n wa> -aid '. c.t l:ni-'e roues were sung
by the Jews i:i the wilderness. He believed the rvuunn they had
liecn so much defended by many writers and practical mnsicians
was, that they did meet a great modern want

;
(bey were like
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some old-fashioned articles which came again into use and met
a want whioh was perhaps not in the first instance their

design. They were especially suited for popular use. If yon
went into a cathedral at tho time of a Great Festival and ex-
pected to hear tho voice of a great multitude, you very often

found something very much like silence instead ; and he could
not help thinking, that if this idea woro worked upon by those
who were well able to do so, they would bo conferring a great
benefit not only on music, but on tho Church.

Mr. Cuumisgs said ho had quoted from a Report, printed and
published at Truro, in Cornwall, of a lecture delivered by a
clergyman, who was the Precentor of that portion of the Dio-

cese, in which ho positively asserted that Gregorian music was

Mr. Pakratt remarked that Anglican chants had never been
tried i:t unison as (1 regorians were. At the same time he be-

lieved that in tho very churches to whioh Mr. Mackeson
referred he wonld find a congregation singing tin: hymns, which
were probably modern, with quite as much heartiness as the

Gregorian chants. Mr. Hopkins had now published a volume
of Anglican chants suited for unison singing, which ho believed

would be sung with much greater heartiness than Gregoriana.

The Chaihman said there was one point especially referred to

in the paper that had been read, on which he should like to say
a word. His musical studies had led him to set little store by
musical tradition. He greatly distrusted it even in relation to

national melodies, and he distrusted it entirely in regard to any-
thing like a system of musical scales. He thought, therefore,

the assumption that the present Egyptians or any other ICastem

people had preserved a particular kind of scale through long

periods of time, was one which oughi. to l>u supported by other

than 1 traditional ' evidence, and ho <iid no;, see "here such evi-

dence was to come from. All he knew with rugard to keeping
in mind, even for a few years, melodies constructed on a system
npon which all were agreed, continued his distrust in musical
tradition of whatever kind ; and ho could give a good instance

of this in his own case. A great many Teaia ago he was occa-

sionally in the habit of singing many of -Moure's Irish Melodies,

and he went on doing so, without reference to copies of them,

for perhaps twenty or twenty- live years. One evening Mr. Moore
himself, in his last days, was brought to his houso by Mr.
Eogers, and after asking him (Mr. Moore) to sing, whioh he
declined to do, he (the Chairman) asked to he allowed himself

to sing one of these Irish melodies. He did so, choosing ono of

which he had not seen tho notes since he had first committed
it to memory. Mr. Moore, after expressing very politely tho

pleasure which he had felt, and so on, ns an amiable old gentle-

man of his character would bo sare to do, said, ' I see you have
fonnd out it does not do to sing them as they are written.' Of
course ho waa Tory much horrified, and after Mr. Moore had gone,
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ho looked at tho book and discovered that tho melody before him
certainly had the same sort of outline as that which ho had just

sung, bnt that he had altered its details very considerably indeed.

With regard to tho sources from which, modem harmony was
derived, it was generally understood to have corao to us from the

Northern nations. On the other band, it was assumed that the

Eastern races had no harmony, nor could they have had any, if

their scales were of the nature described by Villotaau. Now it

was generally understood that tho Northern people eama from

the East, as did also the great Celtic race, whoso music, or at

any rate something which was supposed to be their music, was
older than that of any other people, and more beautiful than that
of any other people bo old. The Celtic race and the Northern,

people both coming from the East was something like an argu-

ment in favour of \hi- probability fi: harmony being very much
more ancient than was generally supposed. He bud made a note

with regard to the use of wydidViw in thr Middlu Ages, bnt Sir

Frederick had almost :'i irestal I>::1 him in the very words be should

have used in respect to it. Tho practice was identical with that

of combining the composition slims with the diapasons of the

organ, and he confessed he thought an exceedingly beautiful and
similar effect might be produced by employing a very large body
of men's voices on a plainsong, and a very few of women's or

boys' singing consecutive fifths and octaves above them.
Sir P. G. 0useley : How about the fourths ?

The Chairman said be would not be responsible for the

fourths. No one was more competent to try sueh an eipori-

ment as that to which bo had referred than Dr. Stainer, and ho
hoped he would do so. Ho thought the French musicians in

early days had been rather depreciated, because many of those

described as Belgians were really Gallo-Belgians. The distinc-

tion between secular and sacred music was a very nice question,

and be was not sure it was possible to trace it. At any rate, it

was quite certain that in the finest ages of mediaeval architec-

ture both houses aud cathedrals were mull, in exactly the samo
style. Something was said, too, about Scotland not having in-

strumental music, but he was happy to say that organs were
being introduced as fast, as possible, not only into the Church of
Scotland, but into the Free Church as well. He was extremely
desirous of seeing orehesi rus

i
ni rod need into churches, but for

the present he thought, ii. would be desirable to limit them to

stringed instruments. That might be done with great advan-
tage, and he hoped they would have music written expressly for

the purpose, with the proper organ and si.ringed instrument parts.

Willi reference to that subject, he. was inclined to think that in

thegreat Church movement of forty years since, out of which a
great, deal which wa^ now going on with reference to music had
arisen, the clergy laid been rather in ton great, a nuny in gelling

rid of parochial orchestras. In closing the music galleries, they
had driven out of church a great many worthy people who had
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worshipped with their clarinots and bassoons for many years
;

and they had given great offence and had done a great deal of

mischief thereby. The thing to have done would have been to

improve, not destroy, those orchestras, and he trusted they mi^ht

yet seo small bodies of instrumentalists in churches, a UtH le better

governed than (hose ho could remember. A remark had been

made with respect to ancient and modern music
;
by ancient,

he referred to that of the sixteenth century, heating Orlando

Gibbons (who lived into the seventeenth century) as perhaps

the last of our old masters. Whilst he could quite understand

anyone not liking ancient English or Italian music, and could

allow for their taste in Hint iuatlei', lie could not understand the

possibility of anyone getting tired of Gibbons in P. They might

as soon become- tired of tho air, tho clouds, the trees, or their

daily bread, or anything else they met with every day. It

seemed to him to be tho most healthy music it was possible to

conceive, and a little more study of that kind of music, rind

perhaps tt little less of the ultra-modern— espee i ally tlie I'Veneh

—school would, he thought, lead to a higher style of ecclesiastical

music than anything we liad yet seen.
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FmnciBT 7, 1876.

WILLIAM CHAFPELL, Emj., P.S.A., in the Obaib.

ON KETTLEDRUMS.

By Viciob de Postigsv, Esq.

The earliest mnsical instruments were most probably those of

percussion, Music consists of two parts: rhythm and tone.

To produce a tone requires a certain amount of constructive

ingenuity; to obtain a variety of tones from one instrument

requires considerably mine; whereas rhythm may he produced

hy beating together any solid suhstanees, or even by clapping

the bands. By (Ii^itcs, various as web as improved qualities of

rhythmical Bound would be discovered; and the st.rele.hing of

skins over hoops or hollow vessels would soon suggest itself. In

the latter case, especially, a musical tone or note would be the

Various materials, as wood, pottery, and metal, have been
used for making the vessel or body of this kind of instrument.

There is in the Indian Museum, at South Kensington, a red
earthenware pan, hemispherical, like a modern kettledrum,

with a skin stretched over it; and here, as well as elsewhere,

there are drums of fantastic shapes, some with one head (or

akin) and some with two. Most of these drums have no con-

t rh-anee for i i^lituniufr iIih heat I. Oet-e si.rvlulied by the maker,
so it would remain. Tliis was probably of no inconvenience
where the pi I Hi or ael mil nolo was of no eci [Sequence, and there-

fore did not require changing. Nor would the quality of the
sound be subject in deterioration in the warm, dry climates of

the East. Very different would it be in this country, where,
with all our modern mechanism, drums lose their quality if

exposed to the damp. Animal membranes are very good hydro-
meters ; and I Could sometimes \k.\'i: (old the stale of ihc external
atmosphere merely by hearing the flabby tone of the kettle-
drums in the Crystal I'alaee oreho.-i ra. when thev have accident-
ally been left uncovered f„r a day in damp weather. The same
occurs with the side drums of a regiment.

I hardly know how to draw the line between tambourines and
drums. It may bo said the tambourine has only one head and
is open at the bottom ; but so arc some of ttie tubular drums to
be seen in various museums. So also is tin; ;;i(.Mnt.h: tambourine
called the gong-drum in modern orchestras, which is used ns a
convenient Bubstituto for the bass drum, because it takes less
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room, though very inferior in quality of tone. Tlie tambourine
is a skin stretched on a narrow hoop, light enough to ho carried

in one hand, and beaten with the other. There is in the Crystal

Palace Museum a modem Egyptian tambourine ; and as fashions

remain unchanged for ages in the East, it is probable that

Miriam's timbre!, :1,oXMi years ago, is practically identical with
(ho tambourine used nightly by the Christy Minstrels at St.

James's Hall.

I have no intention of going seriatim through these 3,000
years ; but will rather at once come to the subject of the modern
kettledrum, the only really musical instrument of the drum
family. Very lit Ho has been done Inwards investigating the

theory and practice of kettledrum making. It is well under-

stood that the instrument is to be a metallic vessel, like a pitch-

kettle or cauldron, covered with a skin or head of vellum, and
wiib sundry strews to vary I lie tension of ihe skin, so as f.o tune
it to the required note. These screws work upon an iron ring,

round which the skin in a nioist state has been securely lapped.

Hut tliu exact shape and size of the shell seem to be left rather

to the fancy of Iho coppersmith than In the scientific musician.

Now the best shape or curvature of the kettle, or shell, as it is

called, and indeed the exact function of the shell, are subjects

requiring seieniilie investigation; and my principal object in

sponkiug nf drums has been the hope of inducing some of our
members to give us an explanation of the true theory of the

functions of the shell. For if the theory of the shell can be
r.i ojicrly ascertained, it might bo easier to decide npon the best

shape to be given to it. At present, as I hare said, it is a matter
of fancy. Either a hemisphere, or a little less than a hemisphere,

or one of these forms with a cylindrical addition, are the usual

varieties. Sometimes the shell is even semi-oviform, which gives

two varieties; for amongst kettledrum makers there arc big-

endians and little-endians, as in Laputn. The head alone gives

a good musical sound without iinyshcll at all ; witness the drums,

exhibited by M. Sax, the celebrated brass-instrument maker.
But the addition of a shell unquestionably improves the quality

of the sound.

The size is a much easier question than tho shape ; it depends
merely on tho range of notes required. Now what is that range ?

A drum may be fairly expected to give, by moans of its screws,

a fifth or five notes of the diatonic scale, all of good quality ; and
every orchestra has two drums, one larger than f ho other. Tho
two combined can therefore be made so as to give a complete

octave, one overlapping the other by a whole tone. But which
oetavo is it to be ? It appears to be well understood abroad,

though ignored by English drummers and drum-makers, that E
below tho lines to F on the 4th lino (bass-clef) is the octavo

required

:
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and foreign drums are made of the requisite sizo to produce this

octave. This point may lie skilled beyond dispute by referring
to Beethoven's works. In his 8th and 9th Symphonies he has-

m .... I ^iS^i IP=fc

I wonld observe, on the authority of Horlioz, that tliese are the
real notes sounded (the lowest violoncello I'' and i'.s octave above),

and not the octave below that. raii^e. .as s:>iuc |>e:'|>le think.

It ii
.

. .
.

such an onoraiDua pair, and he said lie had bju^iu t:ie largest

ho could find. Somo say that a very large orchestra should have
large drums. But I would jii-i a d« whether, in it baud of several

hundred performers, the violoncellos are replaced b3' double-

basses ; or whether, instead of each bassoon, you would uso Dr.
Stone's splendid coutraJagotto ? Certninly not; yon. would
double the number of bassoons, as is done at the Opera in Paris,

and double or treble that of the kettledrums, as in tho Handel
Festivals at tho Crystal Palace ; but excluding, I hope, the

monster drums, which only produce a kind of thunder undistiu-

guishable as musical notes, and which juis>hi- just as well be
performed on one bass drum as on two kettledrums.

Another disadvantage of having drums too large, even
when they do retain their value as musical miles, is that they

may frustrate the intention of the composer. I remember being
at a rehearsal of Ifeycrbeer's " Crociato in I'lgitfn " at the old

Opera House in the Hay market, between forly and fifty years ago,

when ISoelisa was Hie cninlaoloi', and Goodwin, win ml we all know
as a copyist and librarian, was at the drums. The passage (solo)

imediatoly screamed out,

' Then, sir, you can't have it,' answered Gtood.vi

could not Uocbsa have it 't Simply becauso tho \<
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so large that it could not bo screwed up to the higher E Hat,

and therefore that noto had to bo pot from the larger drnm an
octave too low. whereby (he passage became necessarily inverted,

With proper drums, P to F, all would have gone right as the

composer intended.

So drnm ought to exceed twenty-nine or thirty inches in
diameter. Wli::t then ousrhl t:> be the si/e of the smaller dram,
if the larger is thirty inches ? Hero wo wan: some cxprvbncnls
mi Hie vibrations of membranes, for I cannot find in Chladni or
elsewhere that any theory has been established. The diQieulry

of obtaining homogeneous membranes may liavo deterred

philosopher, front proseeutin;; i hi: sub/ce!
.

Meanwhile we may
assume as probable that the number of vibrations per second of
membranes (timsioii being equal) is inversely as their areas,

whieh in the ens:! with metal plates of (he same thickness. In
strings we know it is inversely as the lengths, Xow we have
seen that the two drums combined extend from F to F, and that

each one can have a range of a fifth. The larger drnm can
therefore give every note from the lower F to C,

and the smaller one nil notes from B flat to the upper F,

that is to say, the smaller drum is a fourth higher than thelarger,

Bnt the numbers of vibrations producing two notes at an
interval of a fourth are to each other as 3 : ! ; therefore, the areas

of the membranes or the squares of the diameters of the two
drums must bo to each other as 4 : 2 ; and the diameters them-
selves as : V3, which is as •>: 1732, or very nearly as 30: 2G.

This comes true in practice, for the drums at the Into French
Opera House were 29 and 2o£ inches, and those lately at the

Crystnl Pnlnco 28 and 24* I would again observe that no
drnm should exceed 'j'j inches or thereabouts.

I have said iu an earlier part of this paper, that kettledrums

are tuned by means of screws, generally about eight to each, a

key being applied successively to each screw. This takes somo
time, besides causing a slight metallic noise, quite audible if the

orchestra is playing softly. Foreign drums have a fixed

T-shaped key to each screw, which avoids this, and also eaves

time. Bnt these fixed keys tire in the performer's way in

passing from one drum to the other, nnless a few of them, at

what I may call tho tangential point, arc made to turndown.
Composers should always allow a snllicicrt number of bars' rest

for tuning, and conductors should remember that the drums
cannot bo ready if there is a change of key between two move-
ments of a symphony, unless they allow sufficient time between
those movements.

e 2
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Thoro are also several inventions for tuning by means of one
motion. An iiJL'eiiiou:; musienl-iusnomen: i ; i a 1 : i_- 1', the i:ito Cor-

nelius Ward, took out a patent in 1837 for this purpose, the

specifications of which may bo seen any day at tlie Patent Office

in Southampton Buildings, An endless cord passes ovor pulleys

attached in a few places to the iron ring round ivhich the head is

lapped, and thenco from the outside to the inside of the drum,

where a long horizontal screw, ivorked by a handlo outside, is

made to tighten or slackon the cord, and so tune the drum.
Tho tuning is done so rapidly that it is possible to play ' God
save tho yaeen' on a single drum. Tho tension of tho cord,

shown by a spring indicator, is read off outside; so that (ho

drum may be tuned by the eye as well as by the ear. For the

note dopends on the tension of the head, which is shown by that

of the cord,* The patent having expired, these drums can be

made by anybody that chooses. Potter makes a drum in which
curved bars come down outside from the head to the bottom of

the shell, where they are tightened or slackened by a screw
turned by the performer's foot ; or else by turning tho whole
drum bodily round.

Einbigler, of Frankfort-on-the-Main, has a contrivance con.

sisting of a movable hoop just inside the shell, which can be

pressed upwards more or less, so as to vary tin: tension of the

skin. This is worked by a handle outside the shell. I heard

these drnms last summer in the theatre at I'rankfort, and they
seemed to answer very well. The price was 400 florins

(about J.;i4) Tor ilio pair. I( is very desirable in any contrivance

of this sort to have small screws all round, by which i-tjitirfttij of

tension may be secured. In ordinary drums, if carelessly tuned,

we often find Hint diii'rront.. parts of the circumference present a
variety nf iliQcrcnt notes. And even if the tension is equal, a
si:i;li:. (lilTi'ri'iitv n!' thickness in any pan. of the head would
require a slight correction of tension in order to obtain equality

of pitch. It is not to bo expected that any membrane Can be
perfectly lidnmiroueous. l'!iubi«icv'.s drums possess t his moans of

ruijrir.t n:in;1
. lint a wide field remain-, for inventors to improve

upon these several plans.

Kettledrum.! avc paiei/ally made of copper in this cirauuy,

and of brass abroad. No particular reason beyond habit is

assignable for this difference. As regards the heads, we gene-
rally see a thick opaque white skin used, abont the colour of

ivory. Bnt a thinner and more transparent skin gives a far

finer tone, and such should be always nsed.

Another important point is the choice of the sticks. Tho
old-fashioned ones have a globular knob, about the size of a
small orange, and do not bring out tho true ringing tone.

Those ending in a disc of felt are much better. But the best

" Mr. Ward told me that in the oiuriw of his experiments he hud found
:h.it ihu note piven by n drum under a tension of 3" cut, ivub an octavo above
tint givim liy ihe sum- drum with a tension of only 11 owt
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of all are those having wooden ends in the form of a button,

covered with a thin piece of very fine sponge, the stick itself

being of whalebone- It is not always easy to get whalebone
thick enough or sponge tine ciimisrli, and both are always dear:
I have therefore devised, nnd Hudall it Co. have made for me, a
snbstitnto in which whalebone is replaced by vulcanite and
sponge by felt, but. without any interior button. The felt should
bo either in one or three pieces, otherwise u zone of hardened
cement as well ns the felt will slnke the drum. These two kinds
of sticks answer very well, and enable the performer to producu
the loudest as woll as the softest effects. The heads of all sticks

should be of a very moderalo size, not exceeding inch in

diameter, so that only a small surface may come into contact

with the head of the drum. The quality of the sound is thus

clcaror and. more definite. It is true that ft sphere can only
touch a plane iu one point theoretically ; but that refers to a

solid sphere and plane, whereas in our case both are of yielding

materials.

Kettledrums shonld be placed in a slanting position towards
the performer, as the blow then falls easier to the hand than
when they stand horizontally. They should never be struck in

the centre, hut at a point distant about one-fourth of the diameter

from the circumference. Tho bass drum, which is a largo

cylinder with two heads, must on the contrary be struck in the

centre of one of the heads. Tho stick ends in a soft round knob.

The side drum is of similar shape, iinlv very nine]; smaller, and
is struck in the centre by two sticks, made entirely of hard
wood, ending iu a small knob. Across the lower skin aro several

pieces of catgut, called snares, which rap against it at every
stroke, and merely produce rhythmical noise without tone. The
kettledrum roll is produced very differently from that on the

side drum. In the former each stick gives a single stroke alter-

nately, but on the .side drum i-.-.i-n gives :ilu-rnniely tin; strokes,

Commonly called ' daddy-mammy.' This latter is very difficult

to acquire, ami must be learned al an early age.

The kettledrum roll is not so difficult, but still everybody is

not able to do it. It is quite a falkiey to suppese I hat any fool

will do to put at the drums. I have seen a yeomanry corps

march into a town, headed by its very tolerable band ; but a

youth was pul on horseback (o beat the drums, who had not the

remotest idea that it coald signify which drum he struck; so he

flourished about, right and left, in the most picturesque manner
ho could, as often heating the right, note as the wrong one.' And
at a professional coucert in a fashionable town near Loudon, with
iin excellent, orchestra, a boy was set to play i lie drums who could

not even be made to beat a triplet in time. A kettle-drummer

ought to bo an excellent musician as regards time, both when
pi uying as when counting some 50 or 100 bars' rest ; and also

able to feci exactly what bis part, is coutrihiiling to the effect, of

the whole score. The late Mr. Hogarl h siiys that el single stroke
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may determine the character of a wholo movement, and the

slightest hesitation, or the misapprehension of the requisite

degree of force, may ruin (he design of the composer. Even the

late Mr. Jenkinson, the chief drummer of his day (the prede-

cessor of Chipjj), once came in a bar too soon in a chorus of

'Joshua,' and was so mortified that lie inflicted summary punish-

ment on himself by beating his own head with, his sticks. Fetis

says that thore is a notable difference between drnmmers that

have been taught iu the same school, and that a certain tact is

required which cannot be analysed, but is nevertheless essential

and real. Another difficulty is that of tuning the drums, as it

requires some experience to appreciate the exact note sounded.

To illustrato this, allow mo to ask, how many of the able musicians

in this room would undertake to tune tlio last four or five strings

in the bass of their pianos P

The old practice of writing drum parts invariably in the key
of 0, liko trumpets and horns, is very inconvenient. For in-

stance, if the composer writes

Tiuip. iu G.

the C becomes a G, and tho 0 a D ; and as tho G is too high to

be got out of the smaller drum, it must be taken an octave lower

on the larger, and the real notes will be

inverting tin; jmjsii.u'o : l; n 1 confusing the performer. If tho same
passage is for Timpani in F, there are two possible ways of exe-

cuting it, viz.

:

and if for Timpani in B^, also two ways

The compose i- ^honld therefore indicate wlccli n\' the two ways
he wants, by writing tho real notes. {It will be remembered
that tho united range of tho two drums is from F to F, one
octave.) When three drums are used together, as in Spohr's
HistoHcii! riyni|inuny, no oilier mi-ihoil oi v.-niitii; would bo in-
telligible. Tho same with ^ kmdi-lssol Cupriccio in B minor,
whei-c tho drums are in D and B, a most ingenious contrivance,
whereby they arc available, without any ehantrc. in the key of li

minor as well as in that of U major.

Drums are heavy and inconvenient to more about, especially
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in travelling ; but hy takiug off the head of the larger, and Screw-

ing the. leaser firmly : i s

i

l! i of it, and putting on the head again,

the built, at least, may bo diminished.

If I thought copyists i lt :d engravers could hear me, I would
entreat them lo discontinue spelling timpani with a y. The word
is Italian, and the letter ij docs r.oi exist in that language.

I would just mention another instrument of percussion—the

triangle ; the shape and size of which, in this country, seem to

be left to the blacksmith's taste. But. I have here a very good
one of French manufacture, such as is used at the opera in Paris.

It is an isosceles triangle, of which the height is 7 inches, and the

base G^. The heater is tapered, so as to produce loud or soft

tones, according to the part used. This instrument suits all keys,

for it gives out many subordinate tones (not harmonics) besides

the fundamental one, and thus produces an indefinite clang like

cymbals.

To sum up, these are tin' points [ wish to insist upon :— 1st.

That no drum should exceed otl inches in diameter, and that the

range of the two drums together should be from F to F. 2nd.

That the trimspam it 1 1 i l it vellum heads should be used instead of

the thick opaque ones. 3rd. That sticks with small knobs of

sponge or felt should be adopted.
If the Association sees lit to supportmy views, the uncertainty

in the make of these instruments would cease, and their effect

become generally improved. In conclusion, I would repeat the

hope that some one will undertake to explain to us, theoretically,

the way in which the shell of a kettledrum modifies and improves
I lie tone of the head, tlxperlments are a!so winded to determine

the best shape for the shell. Knelt I nvest |i_'at it ns are perfectly

legitimate objects of our Association, and wo fortunately possess

many members highly competent to carry them out.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Stone said the subject was one of great importance, to which
lie bud ejiven anno ;i(f cut ion. ;i:id perhaps it was ono which had not

hitherto received sufficient notice. Ho wrote to Mr. dePontigny,
asking him what wa; the literature cm the subjeel, and received

as reply, time it was a blank ; which be found to be the case.

The •iilijt ijt was an exceedingly difficult oue, incompetent to bo
met by mathemai :: :!

'. ievesi Nation, Here and there a proximate
lb ran. 'a miL-ht be found ; Ijil; wit boa; irein^ ialo abstruse points,

he would like to mention one or tivo matters, and before doine;

so would say that he thought Mr. do Pontigny had done good

agree, he thought] fhattho function of drums of aU kind's was to

orchestra. Besides this, there was their melodic use, and there
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wero many speciraons of this in Beethoven. The case of Bochsa
whs that there were only two drama presont, and thus the first

had to bo inverted for that which belonged to the third. What
was wanted was a third drnm in tho interval, to bo written with-

out tcanapoaition. In tho case of the raolodie instrument, tho
time-keeping was done by the side-drums, which kept up a sort of

terrible noise, made more craannnt by adding a piece of catgut,

and by a bass gong and drums of various kinds, which uttered

is sort of boom. Tho drnm, as a melodic in tftrnuicnt, he thought,

should bo on a sistocn.feet tone. Ho had a very old hobby on
that subject : ho considered himself tho apostle of the sixtccn-fect

tone—tile thirty-two feet tono, if possible. It would be agreed,

ho thought, that when they got a fine tono in tho sixteen-fect

octavo, it supported everything, and seemed to give a foundation
which hardly anything else was compotent to give. In the

double basses and trombonos you might take half in the sixteen-

fect octavo, and half in the eight.feet ; but no doubt drums
ought to be of size enough to bring out a good sixteen-feet note.

His own experience was that in our largo orchestras, like tho

Sacrod Harmonic, the Crystal Palace and the Handel festival,

the drums did speak a sixtcen-fcet note. If so the drums
sounded in unison, and were not playingan octave above. Thoro
should oo. 3k; thruiL'hr, a great predominance of the :-ix;een-fcol

tone, the eight and twelve coming in to give tho namo and the

chat-actor to tho note. Then, as to mechanical construction, we
were inumsety behind. They were playing the music of tho

futuro with tho drum of the past. Owing to tho unfortunate

mechanism, tlie drummer had to go round ticking, and making
a nasty noise, which ought to be exorcised and driven out of tho

musical world as soon as possible, llr. Cornelius Ward's plan

was very good, except that in about one evening in three it broke
down. There was a German plan which he believed was much
the same as Potter's, and also a plan by which there was a lover

under the drum. The drum was very difficult to tune ; it

required great, experience, and a Certain knack had to be acquired.

Perhaps tho drum, from its very compound note, was even mora
i!iH;oiiil (lain other bass notes ; he thought a good deal might be
done towards getting an accurate note, by attend"')!; to i ho con-

st rucliou of the kettle, which seemed to ho made rather by ft rule

of thumb. He had had el good many experiments made, and was
now continuing them, ihe result of which lie hoped to communi-
cate to the Association on some future day. He believed the

oe:aU|ilKT : eal shape answered very well, and also the cylindrical

shape. Why they should not make tho ket lie a regular shape,

and tune the kettle so as to consunate with ihe membrane, he did

not know. The difficulty in appreciating what the drum was
doing, arose from the fact that, it was doing two things at ono
time. The membrane was doing one ihinfj, and ihr kettle another.

There was a difficulty in tuning the kettledrum, because it was
somewhat unwieldy ; and he would suggesl, as you could tune a
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cavity, by opening tliat which connected the cavity with the air,

that there might bo a closablo cavity, nod thus a drum could bo

made to vocaliao as the lips of a speaker vocalised. There should

bo some- standard of pitch, by which the drummer should bo
guided, and it should not he loft merely to the car. He believed

a good deal might be dono if the drnmmer had beside him a set

of reeds corresponding with the possible note to which the drum
should be tuned. If the drummer had a simple octave of tcciIj,

ho conld take a reed, comparo tbo note, and bo able to tune his

drum accurately.

Mr. at POHTKUTC thought the idea of being able to open tho

cavity would yield good fruit, and hoped some one would go
minutely into tho functions of the sholl, because ho believed

there was much to bo done.
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WILLIAM CHAPPELL, Esq., is the Crura.

OX SOME POINTS IN THE RECEIVED METHOD OF
WRITING AN ORCHESTRAL SCORE.

By Professor W. H. Monk, of King's College.

I very much fear that the observations I have undertaken to

bring before you to-day, under the dignified title of a ' Paper,'

may be disappointing, for more reasons than one. I fear that

they should have been illusiralod liy diagrams, for ono thing;

but I fonnd that their adequate illustration in such a manner
would have been too cumbrous for this, or any other like room,

since they have to do with an nrrhest score. Then I fear yon

may think Die very revolutionary ; for I am proposing to qnnrrel

with old-estahhshed customs : with the way in which the pitch

of certain orchestral instruments is represented on paper ; and
with which I cannot, probably, give any very scientific reasons for

quarrelling.

In tho short experience which -his Society Iiiip, up to this

time, given us, wo have enjoyed a succession of papers remark-

able for tho width of their scope and for the completeness with

which they have beon treated.

It appears to me, however, that there may be found many
points in the theory and practice of our beautiful art, which
would afford intorestn:;; iopies of discussion here, and on which
we should derive great, advantage from an interchange of

opinions; which are yet not of the importance to occupy an
entire sitting. Take the doctrine of forbidden consecutives ajf

an instance. Every wriler in music lias Ivied his hand at a
definition of the rule, mi this subject : what the forbidden tiling

is, and why it is forbidden; but there seems, in practice, to be
anything bnt agreement about it.

It has fallen to my lo;. dui -a^.' the lr.sr, ten or I wclve years, to

receive almost a house-full of contributions of the shorter kind
of sacred musical compositions, on which it was my duty lo

express an opinion. I do not speak of tins voluminous contri-
butions of amateurs, in which every conceivable progression was
licensed by the writer for tho occasion; but of the Work of
acknowledged musicians. Occasionally an insiance of such

made inquiry of the authur, a-s io his indentions : and he invari-
ably said, ' O yes, I know all about this : it is quite permissible,
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in this way : pray allow it to remain. I take all responsibility :

'

and 80 on. Oouplo with this tho fact, that when 1 was rrjuitiL.-

ing tho Chorale from Ilnndelssohn's ' St. Paul,' ' To God on High,'

1 was recommended by one of the highest musical authorities in

this country to ' correct ' the consecutive fifth to bo found in it.

Ton will then perhaps agree with me in thinking that there must,

ho underlying the iiivcti rales on this subject .some principle

of good or bad, allowable or not.' the exprentum of which wo
have not yet been happy enough to discover; and thai in dis-

cussing such (minis in ;i in eel in \i like 1
1

j i .-=
,
mi mi; word or thought

jnijrhi escape, which no .should In: glad (n sci/.o ;i:ul appropriate

as tho right way out of tho difficulty. For that there is a

difficulty in persuading a young student that a rule is jnst and
necessary, which lie sees, and you have to confess, lias not been
always acted upon by the grant masters, all who have any cx-

udl i

inllh

apai

i-day a different

its importance

i cling to

what I he

entirely ftO]

If thero is a part of

bring into unison with
is in the exactness, or t.rnl hl'ulness, in which t

shall represent Use performed effect. I imag
upon this. Though there are some who 11

invent a new system oi writing music whit
this pictorial quality, the advocates of the o

it because it claims to represent to the sense

sense of tho car is to expect. We derive i

pleasures from the perusal of the scores of works which we may
never actually hear, and it is a matter of importance, therefore,

that the relation between eye and ear shall lie as closely main,

tained as possible; especially when it is remembered that the

posers, and that the score becomes, correspondingly, more intri-

cate to read. 1 hope that we may not bo exposed to blame if

some of us should think we have fallen into a method in which
eye and ear rceasinrially perplex and even contradict earl) other.

The question which 1 venture to ask yon, then, is this : Is

there any good or sufheicul reason why (ho parts to be played on
' Ti-ausposinL- 1 r.strametits ' such as clarinets, horns, trumpets,
drums, should not appear in the full score at the pitch we are to

hear them played ? I maintain that such a plan would greatly

simplify the perusal of the score; and that it can be done with-

out sacrificing any advniinq'e n: t Sic present custom: indeed, I

doubt that any sneh advantage exists.

Tho transposing instrument which plays the most important
part in the orchesl ru is ihc clarinu:. .Xo more important addition

has ever been made to the old original orchestra of violins and
hautboys than this lovely development of the ancient chalumeau.
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We all know that a passage written in the key of C would, on
the C clarinet, sound us it stands:

On tho A eluinet. a minor 3rd lower.

On the B flat clarinet, a major 2nd lowor.

On tho small £ lint clarinet (used only in military bands), a minor 3rd
higher.

To assist those who may like to atari from the beginning-,

and to trace the connection between tbo natural instrument and.

the way in wliirh if; nvnfie lins come ::"> bo '.vrii.tei:. let us snpposo
that the clarinet was originally long enough to sound the note

C. It was then a tube, bored on a plan to produce a scale of a
certain number of notes. In such a tube, giving tones of a
cc-rtiiin dcMiivl i]i::ilitv, nomo notes are much more difficult to

produce than others ; 'and thero lias always been an endeavour
by all concerned to add to the compass, both np and down.

Still preserving the desired quality of torn?, it U p:;tibk, by

lengthening the tube a trifle, to make it sound B flat, a tone
below the normal pitch, and even, by a still further addition to

its length, to add anothor semitone to it, A. Farther than this

it would not bo possiblo to proceed, without destroying in the

upper part more than was gained in the lower.

But, this having been done, it has bean found that certain

notes arc best on the C clarinet, certain others on the B flat,

certain others en the A ; and this is one of tho reasona why,
instead of making ! he Iiiql.'l"' rhnuf't :lih1 bs'ln^ ^Ltisfied with it,

we have retained all three, which is accomplished by manufac-
turing a C clarinet, and then furnishing the. performer with a

varying set of tubes which, fitting into the parent tube, so to

speak, produce it to- the B ilat or to the A length, at pleasure.

This has the great advantage of assimilating the fingering of

the three sets of scales which can bo best commanded by the

three lengths of tube respectively ; of making, for instance, a

scale which would be very difficult on a 0 clarinet, easy on that

in A.
It has thus arisen that the C cluriiiei. considered the normal

instrument, and because of the fingering and plan of the boring

and keys being the same, the scale of C has been also considered

the normal scale ; and tho scale of the B flat clarinet, and of the

A clarinet, lifts been also written as C, with a special direction at

the beginning of tha movement that the B flat or the A instru-

ment is to be nsed. For all, the player Angers as for the C
clarinet, but the varying length of tubing at bis command
enables him to arrange tho instrument so as to speak at the pitch

required. Now all this is perfectly natural, simple, and inevit-

able, unless we are to be satisfied with such sounds only as are

given by the parent tube.

The 0 clarinet would thus play all the music written, as

written : but the B flat clarinet would play a tono lower, and the

A clarinet a minor third lower, the difference in pitch between

C and tho A below it. To look at the same fact in another
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application of it : if wo writo a passage for the C clarinet wo
writo tho notes wo expect to hoar ; hut if we prefer the tone of

the instrument in B flat, wo write as much higher than the notes

wo eipect to hear, as tho instrument is lower than C, i.e. a tone

(or in the key of D), and if wo prefer again tho charao tori sties of

the A instrument, we writo as much higher than the notes wo
expect to hear as A is lower than C, i.e. a minor third (or in the

koy of B flat).

Tho skill of tho composer is shown in hi B choice of that

sometimes changes his ckrinet in the course of

This is part of that large knowledge of effect which a
judicious uso of all resoiirvi'S of dm oivhusf ra implies, and the

study of which, in all its endless variety of detail and combina-
tion, can only terminate with life itself.

For those to whom Lhe i'oi is iteration of this process is new,

it may be permitted to add. that the working of it throughout
all keys brings tho signature of the part for the B flat clarinet to

represent always a key a major second above that in which tho

parts for the violin quartet (or for the oboe and other non-
transposing wind instruments) appear ; and that for the A
clarinet a minor third above. For a composition in C (or A
minor) the C clarinet would bo written in unison apparent, as

well as real, with the violin quartet. But if the II flat clarinet

be used, as is frequently the case, even for the key of 0, then
the part would be written a note higher, with the signature of

tho key of D (two sharps).

If the composition bo in B Cat major (or G minor), the sig.

nature of the li ilm liliirimH jiart would be that of the natural

If the composition he in !' (or D minor), tiio signature of the

B flat clarinet would be that, of G wiili one sharp.

If the composition be in B flat (or C minor), (lie signature of

the B flat clarinet would be that of F (or D minor).

If the composition bo in D (or B minor), the clarinet in A
would be employed, and its signature would be that of F, with
one flat.

What I ask you to observe is that the apparent difference be-

tween tho key signature of tho composition and tliat of tho

clarinet is continually changing ; and tho connection between
the sense of the eye and car is as often and as variously contra-

dicted.

I have confined my statements purposely to the two clarinets

most in use : it would be interminable to recite examples of the

transpositions of tho D clarinet (not mnch used, however) and
of tho two small clarinets used in military bands. Tho case of

tho corno di bassetto, and of the corno Inglese is, of course,

similar.
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Tho transpositions of tho born are more numerous still. If

a. given parage in tlic natural key were played on tlie B flnt

alto horn, il would 1m; trampled second below if on tho A
horn, n. minor third ; if on the G horn, it fonrth ; if on the F
horn, a fifth ; if on the E horn, a minor sixth ; if on the E Hat

horn, a major sixth ; if on the D horn, a seventh ; and if on tho

C horn, an octave beluw : sn that a wril ten passage of t lie horn
part may lie itiiylhiinj I'-ilhin an ih-tara luiecr than it limit—nay,

within :l niiuli, ibr I have omitted to mention the B fiat basso
honi, which transposes tn that inl •i-vjiI. ^Moreover, when the

pair of horns is doubled, two are usually in the key of the tonic,

and the other (wo cither in the key of tho dominant or of tho

iijsivuini hi-. w!;i-]ici' :iic ni'r^s-ii v (;t n limi;! hi'iu-il tuhe in the

clarinet, and of ft system of crooks in the horns. What I com-
plain of is, that as soon as we gel. a new length on to (lie tuhe,

or a, new crook on, we have- a now notation of the instrument.

Nor should I object to this, if it were carried out only in the

printed 'part' used by the performer ; but why it should ever

have been brought into tho score is a thing I cannot conceive
It is ft matter of the structure of tho tube and of its influence on
(ho details of the fingering, and it ought never to have made its

mark elsewhere. You will say, perhaps, that the natural imper-

fection of the instrument should follow it, and be represented

in the score : that wo should be reminded by tho very appear-

ance of tho line of its part, that it has imperfections ; but this,

to my mind, is an exceedingly fanciful and sentimental argu-

ment, and one in which I can Bee no force.

Compare the ii'aii:;;;osi'.iuiis made ii: l-iu tuhe of (he chii'inct,

or by the crooks of the horn, with those of tho mutation stops

on the organ. Hero we havo stops either sounding one, two,

or three octaves above the notes played, or a 12th, or a tierce

(major 10th) in combination with it. Each note of the most
simple, or of (he most lar.fcld-.ed hininmy, is accompanied by
these harmonics. Each note becomes a prime or root bearing

its Own invariable accompaniment of 5, 8, 12, IS, 17,19, 22. Do
we expect to see all this on paper ? It belongs to the mechanism
of the instrument, by which its effects hit produced ; and so do
tho crooks and (he tubings of the orchestral instruments of

which we speak. What wo want to see is what wo should be
expecting to hear.

But I antii-Lpiln tlio possible statement of a difficulty as (o

(be intention of the composer, were these parts written into the

score as they should sound. How nhnnl- tliep< rfonner ? it will be
naked. Let him bo provided, I reply, with his part, exactly as at

present, copied and transposed from the score, nndor tho eye of
the composer. No difficulty will be experienced in this our time,
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in finding a copyist fully equal to the task. Sucli people make
transpositions of all sorts, every day, and many of them are com-
petent for much moro than this mechanical omployment. I see

no reason why the performer himself, in a constituted orchestra,

should not do, or superintend the doing of this, which involves

no labour of which a musician need be ashamed, or think be-

neath his attention. If the part bo printed, once right, should

bo always right: and if not, the first rehearsal wonld find all

faults : and then again, once right always right. If what I re-

commend bo on improvement, no clerical objection like this

shonld be a serious hindrance.

Nor shonld it bo supposed, cither, that I am desirous of
sacrificing anything in tho scientific exhibition of music which
is worth preserving, or of reducing the intricacies of the art to

a supposed lower standard of intelligence ; of 1 popularising ' tho

art of reading from score. On tho contrary, I am dosirous of
undoing much that has been done (I am sure, unwillingly) within

the last century in that direction. I regret, as uttorly uncalled
for, the exhibition of the alto and tenor ports of tho vocal score

on the treble clef, as if tho man who has any capacity for sus-

taining the part can have any difficulty in seeing it in its proper
character, and in its true relation to other vocal parts. There
e.tisis no small quantity of vocal concortcd music in which it is

difficult to say by what voices the various parts should be per-

formed, for tho want of tho propor clefs ; and I need hardly
mention, in this connection, tho absurdity of some pianoforto

scores of operas, in which evon tho bass voice part is printed,

like the rest, in the treble stave.

For the samo roason, I should prefer to see the upper part of

the violoncello part printed with the 0 clef, in -its proper register:.

not with the U clef 'to be played an octavo lower.'

So with tho lowest octave of the clarinet part,—the chain-

mean part, as it is tormod : let it go on to tho stave with tho

C clef on either the 3rd or 4th line as may be best.

And I doubt whether we have not lost something of 1 vrai-

serablance' in thu disuse in the vocal score of the soprano clef

on the 1st line, for wo lose tho disiinction between it and the
' violin' clef, that of G on the 2nd line.

But we should not, on the other hand, needlessly encumber
any portion of science or practice, so as to deter tho moderately
informed amateur from further study. There is many a man
who connot play a note, who can yet make out very fairly the

intention of a vocal score, to whom the transposed lines of a
full score are as a tall dead wall in tho middle of a mountain
ramble, not to be seen through mid p;u I irul.ulv di-iigiTdihJi? to

climb over. Amateurs of our r.n tire valuable to it in proportion

to their acquirements ; and the time is past when in every
inquirer a professional clique saw an enemy in disguise.

That there ought to be no objection to what is proposed on

Digitized by Google
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tho scientific side, however, may be considered proved by the
simplo fact that it has been done already, and that, among others,

by one of tho very few musicians who have earned lasting fame
;ls r:. i j.'ij :!!..-(! ft i I as r, i in <. 1 incur: i hr> ilia si rious (

' h t
f • r~ 1 1

j

t i
i

.

His colebrated ' Requiem,' tho opera ' Les deni Journees,' the

Mass for three voices in P, and the opera •Anacreon,' all present
examples of the clarinet parts printed without transposition. In
the latter is a part also for the ' cor Ingleso ' {which transposes

a fifth), printed also in the playing key.

Nor is this the only illustrious name to bo cited of men who
have in their published, works shown the possibility and reason-
ableness of what I advance. Boieldieu, in his ' Caliph of Dag-
dad' (of which two editions wero published in full scorn within

two years), and IKhnl, in his 'Josoph,' and in 'Ariodant,' an
opera dedicated to Chcrnbini, have pursued tlio plan desired,

apparently without accident to tho performed effect of their

works, as assuredly without injury to their own reputation.

There exists, indeed, ono small opera, which from our point
of view is a curiosity. It is entitled ' Bayard a Jfezieres, opera,

comiquo cn un acte
;
musiquc do MM. Clu'nibini, 'Boif-!(iii':i,

Nicolo ct Oatel
;
represento pour la premiere fois a Paris, sur le

Theatre Imperial do l'Opera Comiqtie, Samedi, le 12 1' [Wrier,

1814.'

It was a work commissioned hy the Government to inflame

tho military ardour of tho Parisians, and consists of an overture
by Nicolo, and of ten vocal numbers, of which Chernbini wroto
three, Boieldieu two, Nicolo two, and Catel three. In tho pub-
lished full score tho clarinet parts are printed in the playing
key without transposition, in the numbers contributed by Cheru-
bini and Boioldieu, while in those written by Nicolo and Catel
they are transposed.

After this it eannot be said that there is anything scientifi-

cally wrong in my proposition ;
it ik ;it ? rcdueod to a ror.rror

of indifference ; and if I show a convenience and a truthfulness

on tho one side of tho revolution, I have shown enough. Prac-
tically, I believe, that this habit of transposition in tho printed

or written score is a mistake on the face of it, and of no more
practical use than was the medieval doctrine of Prolation, hy
which the semibrovo contained at one time two, or at another
timo three minims :is it?: ctjui s-silt-nt, nccm'ding as the prolation
w:i!j puvfeet or imperfect, and which ' perfect Or imperfect pro-
lation might also occur in perfect or imperfect time, that is, in

1 iirisi having three semibreves equal to the breve or two.' A very
protty state of things, and provocative of a terrible misappro-
priation of a line of Shakespeare : These notations

—

Aib deceivers over.

One foot in sea, and one on shore,

To ono thing constant never.
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DISCUSSION".

Mr. Chappell having Taoated the ohair, it was takeD by Mr,
Osborne.

The Chairman said he saw no reason why the clarinet part
shonld not always be written in tbo key of the composition ; but
if bd overtnro wore in tho key of C, the person who had to play
the clarinet invariably played it on a B flat clarinet. He wonld
be glad to hear some reason assigned why the C clarinet should
not be used when tho composition played waa in tho key of C
Some gentlemen present, who were in the habit of writing scores,

mijjht perhaps elucidate the sabject.

Mr. Maxns said he could slate why they wero compelled to

use different clarinets. It was simply on account of tho
mechanism of the instrument. Ho illustrated this by a bar or
two of music, showing the almost impossibility of tho fingers

keying the notes. As regarded notation, he said, to write always
for a C clarinet would cause an immense amount of laboor

;

and added that, from motives of economy, a clarinet player

often had Only two instead of threo instruments.

The Chairman repealed his inquiry, why a clarinet player
should take a clarinet in B flat when the composition was in

the key of 0 P

Mr. Masks replied that a player preferred to play on one
instrument as long as he could.

Mr. Stei'hksp remarked that Professor Monk bad not told

them tho keys of the pieces in which the clarinets referred to

were used. If the pieces were written in extreme keys, he would
liko to ask what indication there was at tho commenccmontoftho
score that tho orchestral parts were to be kept for clarinets of

a different pitch ; or was it left simply to tho skill of the per-

former P

Mr. Bosakquet read some observations which bad been for-

warded to him by Mr. Walter Parratt, Mns. Bae. Oion., who
was nnable to bo present, to the effect that if the question con.

cerned only conductors of orchestras, or even professional

musicians, there need be no attempt to disturb it, because fchey

ought to be able to read tho scores now in use with tolerable ease,

notwithstanding the rapid changes of an operatic full score.

But in view of i.iu: iiHcIli^or.l interest shown by many amateurs
in full scores, it became important to discover some means by
which the reading of them should be made somewhat more easy.

Greater clearness might be obtained by writing the real sounds

by transposing instruments, and filing the order in which they

should appear on the page. He suggested the employment of

different colours for the various families of instruments, as being

the most ready way of showing the place of each, and did not

think the difficulty and cost of printing need stand in the way.

Upon the point of colours, he had found a remarkable agreement
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amongst musicians ; and ho suggested Black for strings and
voices, Rod for brass aud drums, and Blue for wood.

Mr. H. C. Bakisteh said he understood Professor Monk to

speak against the nse of tho soprano clef with rogard io alto and
tenor voices, whereas he thought the Professor meant the treble

clef.

Professor Monk replied that when he spoke of the soprano

clef of the Best line he meant Do clef, but lie advocated tho

employment of the Do clef for the alto aud tenor voices of the

vocal qnartet. With regard to what Mr. Manns had said, he

would add that in his paper lie expressly stated that the actual

transposition in the use of the various kinds of clarinet was
perfectly indispensable, unless they made up their minds to do

with the notes which were only to lie produced on one of the

three clarinets, which was not to be conceived. All he advo-

cated was, that the clarinet part should always be written in

tho acoro as if it were for a 0 clarinet. Bnt he anticipated a

possible objection on the part of the performer, and replied that

ho would have the performer provided with his part exactly as

at prosent. He was afraid the en; pin; uieii; of tho (i clef for tliu

inner parts of tho vocal score had been of tho family of commer-
cial matters which cropped up occasionally amongst them. Ho
supposed the great incentive to the employment of tho G clef in

the inner and alto parts came from Dr. Clarke ; the thing was
perpetuated wheu Mr. Alfred Novollo commenced his cheap'

editions, and so it had gone on. He might mention that some
years ago Mr, Alfred rJovolk said to him, at the conclusion of a

lecturo he was delivering at the London Institution, that if ho

had to begin his series of Oratorios again, lie would use tho

proper clefs. With regard to the Do clef on tho Gist line, ho

agreed it was unnecessary, and it would be expedient to remove
it; and he had spoken of that in the language of doubt. His
own preference would lead him always to uso the Do clefs for

the alto and inner parts, if he had the opportunity of doing so.

Tho very gist of his idea had been that tbey ought actually to

see the note to bo produced represented at its proper piton,

whether producible by any voico of the vocal quartette or by any
instrument whatever. As to Chorubini' a indication of the scores,

everyone gave him credit for being able to uso tho three instru-

ments, and therefore using them when necessary.

Mr. STBPHBUS said it did not appear, from what Professor

Monk bad said, that Cherubini gave any indication.

Professor MtiNi; rqilicd that ho would not be expected to

write in tho bey of four sharps.

Tho Chairman said Professor Monk had really anticipated the

objections which had been made, and they were very much
indebted to Mr. Maims, for his practical illustration.

The meeting then closed.
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JOHN HULLAH, Esq., LL.D., Vics-Prisident, i» the Chaib.

ON STANDARDS OF MUSICAL PITCH.

By Dr. W. H. Stone, F.R.C.P., M.A.

Dk. Stoke said he did nut intend to go into the question of any
particular pitch, but rather to deal villi tin' diiliriiliics of leep-

ing to a pitch when it was obtained. This was a constant
source of difliculty, particularly in orchestras, where the wood
iiisiriiTnents were consi aiuly varying. In almost all cases the

pitch tended upwards. The process of ascertaining with exact-

ness the number of vibrations per second, either by means ofthe

taking the French pitch as a standard, there was this advantage,

and tuning forks bad been made in accordance ivith if which
varied very liltle. anil rniiM be produced in grr.it numbers with

considerable arearacy. Such forks, therefore, formed a good
practical standard for experimental use, becanse, if you set

two forks in vibration the beats were clearly perceptible. On
the other hand, they had disadvantages. In the first place, the

sonnd was very feeble and evanescent, and in tho noise of an
orchestra almost inaudible ; besides which the beats, on account

of tho pure and rather dull character of the tone, were very faint

at a distance : and after ail it was by means of beats that tuning

must bo accomplished. Temperature again affected these lurks

very much. He had on the table several common tr.ninf; fr.ri: :;,

fair. There was a slight amount of beating usually perceptible

body, the difference became greatly increased.* A tuning fork,

then, was not absolutely accurate. Their evanescent tone might
be made more permanent by exciting it with a fiddle bow ; but
with an ordinary lii<;h-pil died fork yon rapidly wore away the hair

of the bow wilbdii I pmibicin;; much L-thr.i
. There was no doubt a

better way which deserved to hi: tried, although lie had not been
able vet to carry it on), namely, io pin I hem in vi bra '..ion by means

* Porronet Thompson slrewod that :i fork giving treble c c or middle e at

liciiay ti jint ihttened by the third of a comma when dipped in boiling water.
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of galvanism. On passing an intermittent current through them
you might obtain a permanent tone ; hut it would require care to

bring it to pitch Helmholtz Imd succeeded in doing this, and it

was no doubt sufficient for the purposes of the physical cabinet,

hut for un orchestra, Or for tuning an Organ, it was hardly

practicable.

The next thing which Bnggested itself was the string, but

strings of coarse were eminently affected by temperature, even if

made of metal, and those of catgut were also very much affected

by moisture, so that they not only varied in conscquonce of heat,

bnt also in thickness, boing swelled by moisture, even that of a

damp hand. A violin string therefore could never bo for two
moments exactly of the EOme pitch, and this was fortunate in

one respect, because it compelled the player to depend entirely

on his cor, which thus had to bo cultivated very specially.

Ultimately no instrument gave so accurate intonation as the

violin. Ho would now repeat an experiment which ho brought
some time ago before the Physical Society of London, for showing
the difference in the tone of strings enused by variation in tem-

perature. It wns well kuown that when a current of electricity

passed througli an insufficient conductor, the latter became
heated according to definite laws: when a metal string was
heated it lengthened, and its elasticity also became to a certain

extent altered. On the table was a soniirneltT, with two strings

seen a iMaipaiai.ivily slight, variation in temperature. That
result was obtained with a brass string ; on repeating the expert-

mcnt with a steel string, heated by the electric current, it soon
sank far beyond an octave, a result which nsamnsician he should

(i jiriori nut have deemed possible. It would be recollected that

somo time ago Mr. Baillic-Hamilton, in a paper read before the

Society, described coiled springs which ho had invented, and
which appeared to possess very valuable properties, one being
that they varied very little in tune. Now by this method of ex-

periment that quality could be tested. This he would proceed to

do. The coiled Btring was found to vary very slightly in pitch,

sinking barely half a tone.

In wind instruments they bad a mncli more coin; :!, uk-l

problem to deal with, because in such instruments there was a
Kurt of compensating action under the influence of warmth and
climate. 'In the fust place, tbe material of flic iNsi.rnio.eiit, espe-

cially if it were metal, exuamleil with beat, and thus tbe whole
m-iiMiaeat. became flallc'ied ; in this way, when taken out to

hot climates, they were found to decline in pitch very much ; but
brass insl rumen is in this ciuntrv, where tin: climate was generally

cold, whilst they enlarged slightly by heat and thns flattened,

upon it of differ!

only .bolt on. p

nearly in unison, the beats being
, on pining « current of das.
tune immediately be^a.n fo alter,

The pitch varied very nearly

ail:i liav c.-qieeled fr> arise from

Dn:tiZ':a L'< Goo
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tho air passing through thorn, especially if it wore the haman
breath, became rnrefied, and tho tone in consequence was raised or

sharpened. In this country tho latteraction predominated. Not
long ago ho obtained conclusive ovidenco on this point. A fu!l

brass band was sent out to India, tho instruments being very
carefully tuned beforehand to orchestral pitch, by a competent
person. Whon they arrived in India an intelligent bandmaster,

who had the menus of iiseiTtiLinn:!: their pitch -, cry aijeurat^iy,

took charge of them, and ho found them far below tho proper

piteh. The fact was, the metal in that warm climate, which
ranges generally above 100", expanded, and there was no com-
pensatory iii'litiTi iM!!i;:; n:i a( <;i!, Lcc:m~o tho normal temperature

of the healthy human body does not vary much, being generally

about 98°. 4, whilst it seldom, oven in the hottest climates, rises

above 99°, so that there a cold player was blowing into a hot

instrument, instend of what occurred in England, a hat player

blowing into a cold lube. A French horn, for instance, was really

about 2ij feet in length, though ingeniously coiled up intoasmall
compass ; hence it sank very appreciably with heat, owing to the

expansion of the metal.

Jn speakingof organ pipes, ho should point ont that tho expan-

sion and rarefaction of tiio air caused considerable sharpening of

tone: not that they varied so much as orchestral instrumental,

because in ordinary cases they wero played with wind at ordinary

temperatures ; but still, as thoy all knew, they wero sometimes ex-

posed to extraordinary variations—sometimes falling as low as :li:
J

,

and at others as high as 80° ; tho differences in pitch wero ver}-

mnch greater than might have been expected. He had constructed

a simple apparatus for the purpose of illustrating this effect. It

consisted of a voicing bellows, the air from which passed through
two vessels, in each of which was a spiral pipe ; one of the vessels

contained ice and tho other boiling water, so that there was a

definite difference of temperature of 100° centigrade between the

two. The effect of thns cooling or heating the air on the resulting

tone in an organ pipe was very remarkable. It was shown in

t.be first instance by means of a flue pipe, which bein;; attached
to the orifice whence tho air at i!^ ' was issuing and tuned in

uuison with a wooden stopped pipe, was then transterred to tho hot

air tube, when the beats became very marked indeed. The same
experiment was next tried with a metal stopped pipe, which

underwent a slightly different coarse, taking rather longer for

the effect to be produced, but still it was quite as perceptible

ultimately. He attributed that to the fact thnt tho upper part

of tho pipe kept cooler than in tho open flue pipe. Metal and
wood of course differed decidedly in variation, because pine wood,

such as was used for organ pipc^wat verv little sensible to expan-

sion, and the whole effect was duo to the included air. The dif-

ference in pitch caused by rarefaction was also shown in another

way, by affixing a pipe to a receiver in which hydrogen gas was
collected, when a total change both in pitch and quality of lone

Digitized t>y Google
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was at once noticeable. Good organ tuners were perfectly aware
of thin effect of heat on pipes, and were always careful not to

li;i;ni!i; them irmeli in voici'ij;, fmdingthul if they were tuned when
wai-in they would not be in tune when cold. On the possibility of

tuning an Organ by means of temperature, he did not. think

enough use had been made. Mr. Lewis some years ago told him
that the very beautiful little organ which he put into the Hanover
Square rooms would not speak al. all until he opened a large

grating into I he open air at the back of tho riiosu, which veni.il;ited

the room and allowed the hot air from it to pass through tie

organ, warm in;; ;md drying it. lie suggested that the Samopro-
iv-s shmdd be applied to the large cumbrous, unwieldy organ at

Exeter Hall. Tho pipes there drew their supply of air from the

cold corridors at tho back, tho stono passages which made ono

almost shndder in passing through, and tho organ itself suffered

in its own way. He was accustomed to play a large baas reed in

tho orchestra thore, and found tho alterations considerable ; tho

organ at first was down very low indeed, but as tho air of the

hall became warm, at length oven the corridors got warm also,

and tho organ rose gradually in pitch, sharpening dnring the

wholo evening. It was shifting perpetually, which was very
trying to the instruments in tho orchestra. If, instead of drawing
air from tho back, it were drawn from tho roof by some kind of

wind-sail or tube, it would bo a great improvement.
Heed instruments followed a somewhat different course, he-

cause the vibrating reed, the dominance of which was so groat,

expanded appreciably, and therefore when in good condition they

ought not to vary much. As a matter of fact, the reeds in an
organ were known by every organist to be extremely unruly. He
believed, however, that much of the blame cast on the reeds as

to getting out of tune was really duo to tho fluo pipes altering;

reed pipes wer^ sensil ive to moisture more than Hue pipes, though
not so sensitive in keuf and cold, as ho would show by experiment,

blowing the reed pipe and a fine pipe in unison with hot and cold

air, and then transposing them. The influence of moisture or

vapour of any kind was v.tj !;reat on reeds. This ho had proved
by kilrodur-iiiij; inr.D one of those pipes a little chloroform, which
had a very heavy vapour, and caused tho pipe to sink in pitch.

That experiment, however, he must ask them to taka upon trust.

His next observation would be upon orchestral instruments ; he
would choose tho clarinet as the type, because ifc varied tho

moat. In cold woather an ordinary B? clarinet sank very
considerably. Ho went on ono occasion to Kingston with the

Wandering Minstrels during a sevore frost, having to sit outside

tho coach and currying his instrument. When he wont into the

orchestra for rehearsal the conductor accused him of having tho

A clarinot instead of the B? ; tho fact being that the cold air had
lowered the instrument a full semitone. But when it was put
before a warm fire it reeoverod its equanimity. This was shown
by sounding the note A on a cold clarinet in unison with a French
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pitch tuuing.fork ; and thou blowing hot- air through it, it wan
f.nnel 10 nrto onKnlorably.

Lastly, ho would refer to harmonium reeds, which wore
fonml to vary very little, and somewhat liiffirontly, According to

the material of which they weru mailt'. He had bud Homo
constructed of steal, ol brass, and of Uenrun Hilvor

;
the last ho

fonfid tn be least li i:>!» tn U niter tint, whils*. the s'jrcl worn worst

of tho tbrte. On Boundiug theni trst with cold air, and fit

with bot, they were found to change very ulightly, hut a great

advantage in their use as a standard of a pitch wuh tbat their

beats were bo very perceptible. Many persons might notice tbat

a tuning fork was very flat or sharp without the beats being

distinctly audible, but ho would defy the hardest headed fiddler

in existence to be out of tune if he liad an harmonium reed for

tuning to. It could also be kept constantly sounding. For
both reasons he believed it would prove the most effective

standard of pitch for tho orchestra.

Mr. de Pontiony said heat and moisture had a great effect

upon drums ; the heat of a warm room rendered tho skin drier,

and consequently sharpened the tone.

Mr. Bosanquet said bo had paid a great deal of attention to

tho Hubject Dr. Stone had so admirably brought before them,
especially with regard to organ pipes. Ho did not know whether
Dr. Stone had seen General Perronet Thompson's investigations

on tho change in pitch of organ pipes and tuning forks by
variations in temperature. Ho there directed particular atten-

tion to ono point which Dr. Stone had not alluded to, namely,
that the effect of temperature on pipes of a high pitch and a low
pitch was not tho same ; in fact, that tho pipes of high pitoh

separated in a body from the bass. Probably tho same thing

would apply to a smaller extent in tuning forks. He might
also mention that Genoral Thompson devised an ingenious

mechanism, consisting of bars put across the mouths of tho pipes,

by which this variation in tone was got rid of. Ho had noticed

in Dr. Stone's experiments that it was difficult to sepa-

rate the effect due to temperature from the effect of tho

bellows, and this was a difficulty which all acoustic experimenters

constantly encountered. He should like to know, therefore,

whether tho common inverted rib bellows was really found to be
sufficiently accurate for these experiments, or whether some
additional arrangement might not be desirable for the purpose.

He had constantly used harmonium reeds in questions of
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absolute pilch, and he thought they might be trusted for anything
eicept real physical accuracy. Their beats were very easily

heard, and they were easily manipulated. He hod a little tuning

machine in which he could put a number of reeds and hie them
to the, exact pitch required, with the greatest case. He had
hoped to hear a littte more about the determination of absolute

pitch, because, after all, they could not always got the French
standards, nor was it always easy to work from a French standard

tuning fork. It was very desirable, therefore, that they should
have some accurate and tolorably easy means of determining the

pitch of harmonium reeds, and anything which enabled them to

count the total number of beate between notes, constituting an
accurately tuned interval, would meet the difficulty. If you
tuned two notes to a major tone (C—D), by making them perfect

fourth and fifth to a third note (G), and then interpolated

between them so many other notes that you could count the beats

between each successive pair, and then added all the beatB

together, a .-irrir.le ;tvitli nidifa] rulo gave you the absolute

pitch of the C with considerable accuracy.* The only thing
required, then, was an instrument for observing the beats. ThiB
could be done to some extent with a pendulum arranged for the

purpose ; but he was constructing a metronome, which he

exhibited at the recent twrSe, though it was not yet quite

finished. He thought something of that kind must be the basis

upon which the ordinary observer must depend, and by its

means, with a few harmonium reeds, they could always secure an
absolute pitch.

Dr. Stone said he agreed with everything Mr. Bosauqnet
had stated ; but ho had not been able to go into the important
question of the separation of the bass from the treble in organ
pipes, because it would havo taken too long.

Mr. Stephens inquired in which direction the difierenco took
place. Was it to sliarpen or flatten the tono ? If it were the
latter, it might he accounted for by the greater weight of metal
in the larger pipes.

Mr. Bosanqukt said it was found the small pipes were most
affected, and became sharper. General Thompson proposed a
somewhat more workable method than the one he had himself
adopted for getting over the difficulty

;
namely, as the variation

in the pitch of the pipes, arising from the strength of tho wind,
followed very nearly the same law as that arising from variations

of temperature, it was possible tlmt the difference between the
trcblo and bass might be compensated by altering the weights of

the bellows, if tho pipes were so voiced as to sjieak under a
variable amount of wind.

Mr. Stephens asked if Mr. Bosanquet had formed any
hypothesis as to the physical reason for this change. Pre.

" The sum 0f all tbs !>eita that sould bj bsard in eight seconds ia the
vibration number of thB C.
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conceived notions wonld rather bare led one to suppose that the

change wonld have taken place in the larger pipes.

Mr. Bosakqitst said he thought in organ pipes the air was
the most material cause of the change in pitch. The whole
question was very complicated, and very little as yet had been
done to determine it.*

Dr. Stoke said that in his own experiments he had need a
moch largor reservoir of air than ho had been able to bring down
for the purposes of the present paper.

Mr. Chapfkll said that if wo start with thirty-two vibrations

for tie lower C, we can never have the F in perfect tune,

because the ratio of F in the scale of C will not allow it. This

is also an objection to the French pitch ; at the same time, it is

nearly right.

Mr. Stephens asked why thoy could not take the Fronch
pitch and reckon downwards.

Mr. Ciuppell said in that case we can neither have the lower
octaves nor the C in perfect tnnu.

Mr. Bosanquet did not quite understand the objection.

Mr. Chappell explained further that, in the scale of C, if

we start with 33 vibrations, tbooetave above will have Gt> ; then

have perfect scales for F and for C. Whatever variations wo
may make in the temperament of certain intervals, we Bhould
start with mathematical accuracy; und if the calculation were
made it would be fonnd, taking those tigurcs, that the A wonld
have 880 vibrations instead of the S7i;' (! f ik: [-'--iidi pireii. W'cciu
neither arrive at French pitch from C with A'J. nor W.i vibrations.

Again, if we take 870 lor the upper A, its octavo below will

have 435 vibrations. If halved again, tho note must bo out of

tune, becauso wo cannot halve a vibration.

Mr. BosiKQUET said the objection amounted to this, that the

French piteh did not coincide with cither of the theoretical

pitches proposed.

Mr. Ciiappbll said that ten vibrations in a high note was a
very small difference, but one whieh onght to be taken into

account by men of science in settling perfect intonation. This
was \<.-:y much insisted upon by French men of science at the
time the pitch was established in France. In a pamphlet, re-

printed from Concvrdia, he had included the two harmonic scales,

C and F, showing that C wonld have £28 vibrations, starting

will) ;!!!, thu pi-rninl pitch : ;i more complete Bcale of C would be
had by starting from 32 vibrations, but as long as we have F in

the scale, we cannot take any ratio which would exactly agree
with it. If wo tako 33 wo can make the F coincide.

* General Thompson refers this eflectto the increase of scale in tho smaller
pipes. He states that the effect of best varies iniereelj u the length, and
directly as tho diameter ; so that for pipes of constant scale the efface should
vanish. But this requires confirmation.
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Mr. BoBASQUE! said he had no fear of fractions in those

matters. What was required was practical convenience.

Mr. Chappell said it was Dot a question of fractions, bat of

sound ; fractions are divisible, bnt wo cannot split a vibration

into parts. The cycles will continue, and non-coincidence mnat

The Chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks to Dr. Stone,

said ho never heard a loctare on acoustics without being loft in a
state of absolute astonishment that there could be any music in

the world which was at all tolerable. When one considered the

vast difficulties there were in ascertaining what was in tune and
what was not, about which no two people seemed to agree, he
thought they could only rejoice that thoy got as near practical

perfection as they did.
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April 3, 187fi.

WILLIAM OHAPPELL, Esq., t'.S.A., in the Chair.

ON OUR PERCEPTION OF THE DIRECTION OF A
SOURCE OF SOUND.

By Lord Ratleigh, M.A., P.R.S.

Wuex Mr. Spottiawoodo asked mo aomo time since to take his

place in reading a paper before this Society, I called to mind
some aconatical experiments I made last anmmor, with aviowto
making out how we detect bo easily and generally the direction

of a source of sound, and hoped to be ablo to complete tho ex-

perimental to aomo oxtont, so that I might be able to present tho

matter in a little more complete form. Unfortunately, however,
ray health is not good enongh to allow of my making acoustic

experiments in the open air at thia time of the year, and therefore

I liave but little to add to what I discovered last summer.
In the case of the eye it is well known in what way we are

able to locate the eouree of the em ilation. The eye ia provided

with a lens, the effect of which is to concentrate on one point of

the retina all tho light which roaches tho eye from a luminous
point at a distance. If tho lena of the eye were removed, that

light would bo distributer! uniformly over tho retina, and tho

elloct produced would not depend to any considerable extent on
the sitnation of the mm ire from which it ravine. By means of the

lens, however, the effect produced depends with extreme nicety

on the exact sitnation of the aourco of excitation, ao that if tho

luminous point is moved from one position to another, the part of

tho retina which is excited will be altered, and that is a sign to

us that the source of light has been moved. There is no difficulty

in explaining exactly how this happens, but tho operation of a
lens depends on tho fact that its aperture is a great number of

times the wave length of the vibrations winch fall upon it. In
tho case of tho eye the diameter of tho pupil may bo about ono
quarter of an inch, whereas tho length of a wave of light is about

nr&vfl °f an inch, so that the diameter of the lens which con-

centrates the light is perhaps 10,000 times the length of the wave
of light which it concentrates. Under theao circumstances the
concentration is extremely perfect, and the result is that tho
effect produced in altered by the very smallest shifting of the
luminous point.

Now it is evident at once, that in the caso of the ear the aamo
kind of machinery is not applicable. When a man speaks, the
wave length of the sounds lie produces ia perhapa eight feet, and
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it is evident wo could not carry about with ns any kind of Iodh

which would bo manv mil It ijjli-s of oii.-hl feet : in Fact, the human
body is not big enough to do for Bound anything like the same-

tiling as tlie ill' does tor li^lit. One latisi. look therefore lor the

explanation of I hi! possibility of tcllini; in what direction, a sound
is, in an entirely different quarter. It has long been conjectured

that the explanation o£ the diflicitlty wan to be sought in the fact

that \vi' have two ears, and that we use the evidence derived from,

tli em to j'ivc -.is (lie requisite indications., but I am not aware that

much has been done hitherto to bring that view to the test of

exatit. experiment.

The first experiments I made wore with tho object of deter-

mining with how great accuracy this kind of judgment is really

effected. An observer with his eyes closed was placed in the

middle of a lawn, and several assistants moved round about him,
and, speaking at intervals, asked him to point out where they
wore. We found that this could be done, after a little practice,

with considerable accuracy, the error not being more than a fow
degrees in extent, from a siuglu word or ovoti a single vowel.

We found also that it toadc very little difference whether the

speaker was to the right or to the left, in front or behind the

bearer, who eould in every ease teil without any difficulty or
uncertainty, within a little, from what quarter the sound proceeded

.

But there was some difference when the voice was used in an
unnatural manner. A very forced squt nk or a mere grunt in the

throat, did not. fiivt: mi infallible an indication, and when a low
whisllc iv as tried it " lis found lhar, although when it Was to the

right or left its position could be told with accuracy, a doubt
would sometimes tiri.se whether it was in front or behind. This
tended to show that the possibility of detecting whether a source

of sound was in front or behind depended in the case of the

human voice upon the compound character of the sound, and it

was obviously the next step to inquire whether that same certainty

existed when a simple sound was used—that is, one not capable of

bring ;iiiiil>si':l i ! 1 1 o simpler components. When a Inning fork

mounted on a resonant box was tried, the observer could toll at

once whether it was in front or behind him by the noises which
accompanied the excitation of the fork ; so that, in order to get a
satisfactory result, it was necessary to modify the experiment.

Two exactly similar Inning forks were provided, and two resonant
cavities of the s^anie pitch i;s the fori..-, cainliic of rciuf'nrcin!: their

sound, were used. When a fork of this kind is set in vibration

by striking it, very little is heard at first, but when it is held

over a suitably tuned cavity, the soma! becomes audible. When
the cavity is in tune to the principal note of the fork, but is not

iu tune to any other notes which the fork might produce and
from which it is desired to purify it, the tone is ahoat the purest

wo know how to make. Two assistants, therefore, took the re-

sonators and forks, the observer being situated midway between
them, at equal distances. They were instructed at a given signal
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tosimult&neouslyexcitotho forks, and thon,inrosponso to a signal,

one only wag held over its resonator, so that the noise pro-

duced by the exciting of the fork could give no indication na to

which side tho sound came from. It was then fonnd that the

observer had no difficulty in detecting when the fork was on his

right or his left, bnt when ho turned a quarter round, so that one
was immediately in front and tho other immediately behind, ho
was quite at a loss, and could form no opinion as to whether tho

sound was in front or behind him. Tho difference was so striking,

that, whilst in the one caso you would have been willing to lay

almost any odds you wore correct, in the other case you would
not hack your opinion at all, and really felt that you wore only

guossing. The result was to soroo extent unexpected. I

had hoard of the experiment being tried with the human voice,

with tho result tha'.. it was easy in distinguish whether a friend

speaking was in front or behind, but wlitm one conies to think of
it, the difficulty is rather to explain how it is done in that case,

than why it is not done with the tuning-fork. When a simple

source of sound such as a tuning.fork is in front or behind, it

would seem there is scarcely any indication by which yon conld

tell from whence it comes. Tin; effect upon both ears mnst be

almost exactly the same in both cases, because the sound
of the tuning-fork is not capable of being altered in quality

when purified in this way. It can only be atfeclod in !o:idr.css,

and as you have no means of knowing what the original loudness

was, it would apm ar that vo:i can have no possible clue by which
to tell whether 'the orisrii of the sound is in front or behind.

As to tho explanation of how you tell it when tho voice is used, I

can hardly offer any conjecture. It is clear thai the fact of our
having two ears can boot' no great service, because both would be
affected alike; but I havt 'ik'.le doubt- it must d.'pend to Some ex-

tent o-i the familiarity which we have with the human voice, and
that wearofrequertly pcactisit;L"so :i • to est: mute fromwhat quarter

the sound comes, particularly in the ease of any one whose voice

wo know, so that we can detect with accuracy very slight altera-

tions in its quality. But even so it is not easy to understand how
sufficient alterations in the. utility could occur In account for llio

possibility of distinguishing whether the sound is in front or

behind.

In tho ease where one has to distinguish "hcthcr the sound
comes from the ri^lH or the left, ii is o-eiierall v supposed ihat the

explanation is simply that the ear nearest tho sound would
hear it much londer than the one farthest from it ; so that we
mi^lil fiuil mil which ear hoars the sound better, and conclude

from that which side it comes from ; but even that explanai ion is

not so easy to receive as it might- at iirsl appear. It is not diffi-

cult to try wiief her we can hear mneh hotter with the ear that is

presented to tho source of sound than with tho one which is

turned from it. The simplest, way is to slop otic car and listen

to a steadily sonndmy; p.insira! note, while you turn slowly round.
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The difference in the two positions in not very marked. I think

moat people who have tried it for mo agree thai they hear the

sound rather less when the open ear is turned from than when
it is turned towards the sound, bnt the difference in by no means
very marked. Sncli experiments are "'"'l capable ni great

accuracy, bnt theoretical considerations lead to tho samo con-

clusion. We mnst remember that tho hnman head is scarcely

a sufficiently large obstacle, with relation to tho length of

ordinary waves of sound, to throw anything like a complete

sound shadow. Somo two or three years ago I made some
calculations witli reference to this particular point. Of course,

in such matters one must select for calculation snch cases as aro

practicable, and those calculations referred to tho offect of a

rigid and filed sphere on a distant source of simple sound. It

is not everybody's head which can properly bo treated as being
n rigid and fixed sphere, and therefore tho calculations cannot

be strictly applicable to tho case of the head, but still they
ought to give sonic indications of the kind of thing which would
happon. If one calls the point of the sphere nearest the source

of sound the anterior pole, and the point farthest removed tho

posterior pole, and the circle midway between the two the

cqnntorial circle, il i< fn;iT::l that, the intensity at the two poles

depends on the relative n iti^rnl tin J L-.-i nf the radins of the sphere

and the wave length of the sound. Of course, when the sphere

is extremely large in comparison with (lie length of the wave,
ilit- space behind tin- sphere is lei't in a sort of sound shadow,
and at the posterior pole itself the sound would be very much
weakened. At the anterior [>o1l— immediately under the source

—the sound wonld be about doubly as intense as it would have
been hud there been no obstacle at tho same point ; but the ease

is quite diii'erent when the sphere is small. In that case nothing

which can properly he culled a shadow is formed at. all. It may
even happen there is very little difference of intensity at the

two poles, the air.otml of the vibral inn brim; nearly as great at

the point of the sphere farthest from the source of sound as at

the point nearest.

The first case to which my calculations refer was that in

which the circumference of tho spherical obstacle was twice the

length of the wave, and it was found in that case that tho in-

tensity at the anterior pole was til. 1
, at the opposite rule -ii. raid

in tho equatorial region do. the intensity at tho anterior polo

being abont double that at tho posterior one. If anything of

this kind happened in tho case of the head and the two ears, there

would he no i/real dil'.icuhy in undeiv.andine; the advai::a:je tin- ear

takes of the difference, hot thai estimate i.-i out of u!i proportion io

the actual facts of the case. If the circumference of the sphere

wire equal to the length of the wave, the intensity at the ante-

rior pole being 50, at the posterior it would be 28, and in the

equatorial region about 23. One point we must notice here is,

that in this ease, where the circumference of tho sphere is equal
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to the length of the wave of sound, the intensity immediately
in the rear of tho obstacle is greater than in the eqnatorial

region. That might be thought paradoxical, because if a sphere

is regarded as easting a shadow, ono would naturally cxpeet the

shadow to be moat intense in its middle region, whereas that was
not the case. When the circumference of the sphere is only half

the length of the wave, which approaches more nearly to the

case of the head, the intensity at the anterior pole was 29, at

the posterior 2o, and in the eqnatorial region 23, so that the

difference (between 29 and 2C) is only 10 per cent., and that

would hardly be supposed to be enough to found this very deli-

cate distinction upon ; but even that supposition exaggerates the
case of the head as applied to all ordinary musical notes. If (he

sphere were only half as big—that is to say, if tho circumfcrenco
were a quarter tho length of tho wave the difference in intensity

at tho two polos of tho sphere would then be only about ono per

cent. ; in fact, it would be so small that one could not suppose it

pu^ible for the difference to bo perceived in the case of tho two
ears. From what I have said, you will understand that tho case

depends to some extent on the pitch of the note, that, there would
ho more chaneo of tho differenco occurring in a very high note

than with a very grave one ; and I thought it worth while to

try whether tho faculty of <;:si injruishin!; whether :i sound is on
one's right or left had any iendenry In disappear when (he note
was grave. For that purpose I tried the experiment I have
described, only with forks in n eh graver than t hose I irs I used, making
only 1iS vibrations in a siroiid instead of 2BG. When held over
suitable resonators the sound was not very loud, and therefore

the experiment was not quite so satisfactory ; but we found there

was no great difficulty in distinguishing be',wen the right or

left. In fact, I camo to the conclusion that the difficulty there

was only such as might fairly be attributed to the diminished
loudness of the sound, so that it would appear tbat even with
waves of 8 feet, long, which was the length of those produced
by the forks in question, tho head being only about six inches

diameter, according to these calculations, which referred to the

case of a .ipheie, the difference in intensity at the two sides

would be so slight that it could hardly be enough to aoconnt for

tho fact that ono was able to toll, as one could, whether the fork
was on one's right or on one's loft.

I am obliged to leave tho question in rather an unsatisfactory

state, for my calculations are very far from explaining the facte :

in fact, they rather go to take away tho forco from what had
hitherto been supposed to bo tho explanation. At one time I

was almost inclined to suppose that we did not distinguishthrough
our ears at all, but in some other mysterious way. I suppose it

depends, in fact, on some very minute indications which, from
an apriori point of view, would bo thought quite inadequate, but
which long practice, and the great importance of boing able to
do so, has enabled us to avail ourselves of.
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DISCUSSION.
Dr. Stone said every one most see the interest of the calcula-

tions, because an actual definition of the amount of obstacle was
a thing entirely now. There was one other explanation of the

subject which he should like to ask Lord Rayleigh if ho had
investigated, namely, the function of the semicircular canals

which with the cochlea formed important parts of the internal

ear, and which it had boon generally supposed furnished the

moans by which the direction of sound was determined. He had
always fonod difficulty in explaining how they did so, but on tho

other hand there were reasons which made it appear as if they
woro intended for Home such purpose, particularly the fact that

they stood parallel with the three dimensions of a solid body :

one vertical, and the ethers in two directions at right angles, as

though eacli had the function to take cognisance of one element

iggi

Ho did not know on what ground physiologists had given them
that fnnction, but thoy had universally done so. That was only
speaking of one ear, but when you got to two the question was
different ; there was between them a parallax very similar to that

between tho two eyes, and it was really learning how that

parallax occasioned the amount of squinting necessary for any
near object, and tho amount of nervous force thrown into the

inn-des of [lie eyes to produco that motion by which wo were
onahled to judge of the distance of objects. Probably the ears

did tho same thing to a great extent. There was also another
mentis ]jn.isi'.<Ki!'! liy Hi!' fiii- w]iii;h Iho oyi: hail not, because there

would lie a slight difference of time at which the sound reached
the two ears, since the sound waves were so very much slower;

so that one impn:sfii,]i wmil.l In: slightly behind the other.

Sir. Sedley Taylor said the subject was quite new to him,
but he should like to ask whether Lo'rd Rayleigh bad made any
i'M;;ci-i in uiits with only one ear. It would be possible to stop one
ear and make tbu observation with thu other; nod if a person
wilh ouly or.e ear uisH ilirierrr.ine tbn din-ction of a sound, it

would almost do away with thu theory that doable hearing was
an iwMuntial point.

Lard RsiLtioii said tb;' was a natural qneatioTi, bat be cou'd

not givo it a very satisfactory answer. They had tried what
ciiuld bu dune with one ear, bnt had got very curious
results. Much more can U> done with ooe ear only than ono
could have cijinrttil if tho oso oi hj'.h ears was the priui';]:al

moans of determination, but yon conld not tell as well with one
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ear only as with. both. With tho pnro sound of a timing-fork

ono might easily be deceived as to whether the sound was at tho

right or tho left if ono oar were closed, bnt very rarely was that

tho case with tho human voice. It waa woll-known that you
could not closo the eara with anything like completeness, though
yon. conld mako ono car deaf relatively to tho other. It certainly

seemed to him that ono could do moro with one ear closed than

was at all easy to understand in accordance with tho views
hitherto held. With regard to Dr. Stone's observations he was
quite ignorant of the anatomy of tho car, bnt the fact that tho

ear passage was quite small in relation to tho length of wave
teemed sufficient to prevent its being possible for the direction of

sound to be determined by anything inside the ear, because,

whatever there might bo inside tho oar, it would be affected in

exactly the same way whether the sound came from one direction

or another. The only effect of sound was to produce in the

passage of tho ear certain alternate rarefactions and condensations

which tlie Hub.-wqui'iif apparatus had to take accannt of, and he

did not understand how the ear had any means of knowing what
was the origin ut' t.lu;t iiltwru.ie condensation and rarefaction.

Mr. Sedlei Tatlob asked if it were correct that a simple

sound was muck moro difficult of determination by a single ear

than a compound sound.

Lord Rayleigh: Yes.
Mr. Sedley Tatlob asked if it were not possible that a change

of position of the external framework of tho ear might cause a
similar diffraotive effect to be prodnced on the overtones so as to

alter the quality of the sound, so that when the ear was em ivuly

presented to it tho quality of the sound would bo different to

what it would bo when presented at an angle of 45 degrees.

Lord Rayleigh thought that was tho sole possible view to

take. It was very difficult to nnderstand how so comparatively

small a diffraction would produco sncli a great effect.

Mr. BuaAWjtJET said ho had taken several occasions in the

open air o£ observing tho sort of accuracy with which one could

determine tho source of sound. It was certainly possible to locate

sounds in a surprisingly esact manner, though it was hardly ne-

cessary to remark that in a closed place of any kind experiments

of this sort became perfectly nsnli-ss. It was familiar to any one
accustomed to play the oriMii, i.hiil ll often happened that a pane
of glass or something in the building would resound to one par-

ticular note and become a great nuisance
;
and he remembered on

one particular occasion he had to search over the whole frame of

the organand all round the hall, until heat last found the offending

object in a frame of glass in a case of stuffed birds at the other

end. In fact it was utterly impossible, until yon touched the

object, to tali in the least degree where the sound came from.

Wlnil Lord liu.yli.'igh said seemed to afford some foundation for a

theory on this subject. As he had said, you could only calculate

for certain things, but it mast be remembered that the head was
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not a sphere at all and preserved a very peculiar outline in front

and a very different outline at tho back, bo that no one could sup-

Cthat a wave of sound impinging on a man'a forehead would

lected in the same way as one falling on the hack of the

head. As to tho right and left direction, there oonld be little

doubt that the principal element in the ordinary perception must
be that the sound was heard a little later by the ear farthest from

the Bound. There was alsoan element whicb might possibly bring

in the semi-circular canals. If you took a tuning-fork and applied

it to the bono of the ear, you heard the tone much more clearly

than by any other means, and it was quite possible that somo
amount of sound might in the same way gut through the surface.

He did not know how far the air could communicato vibrations

to the bone of the head, but it was quite clear tho tnning-fork did

so ; and therefore the passage of the car was not by any means
the only source by which vibrations could get to tho interior

mechanism. It might bo of importance to know tho result of

these calculations with reference to the wave-lengths actually nsed

and the normal size of the bead, because there would be certain

limits of importance. There would be tho limit of Lord Rayleigh's

four cases as applied to any ordinary sized head, which would
give data, suitable for comparison with observation. The human
voice contained harmonics of great intensity and of a very high

pitch, which would furnish a foundation for an explanation of toe

much greater fiiuilily in detenu i
nii:g (hj ili rert i-ms of tho human

voice, than of such tones as the low-pitSTi tuning-fork employed in

these experiments.

Lord Raymhqh had no doubt that some of the higher elements
in :i liijriily compound sound, like I lie human voire, wonld be suf-

ficiently small in wave-length as to give a very different result as

regards an obstacle the si™ of tho head, from the graver notes of

which he bad spoken. But even tho grave notes were easily dis-

tinguished as right or left, wliieli was (ho point as (o which the
calculations mainly applied. Even with atone of eight feet wave-
length it was very rare to make a mistake, although there was
not the same feeling of certainty. It would bo interesting to

know what were tho other modes in which sound would reach
the organ of hearing beside the external car. It was well known
that you could not stop the car passage completely, and it would
be important to know whether tho sound penotratod in any other

The Chairman remarked that it penetrated through the
Eustachian tuhe into the mouth, as had been shown by Sir Charles
Wheatstone.

Dr. Stoke remarked that they had not heard anything about
the pinna, which was a very powerful guiding apparatus, as
they could see in (heir I'ridnk th.> iim:'krys, which were in the
habit of doing what mankind had lost the power of doing—they
appeared to orcot their cars instinctively, to distinguish where a
sound came from.

Mr. BosanqcbT remarked that it would be interesting to
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observe how far the perception was due to a tentative process,

and whether the action of moving the head did not accompany
the mental effort of determining the direction of the Bound.

Almost invariably, when he had thought of it, he had found him-
self moving liis head, and it seemed aa if one tried in which
direction a sound appeared to be strongest, in order to determine
where it carao from.

Lord IUtleigh said great pains had been taken in his expe-

riments that the head should not bo moved, but there was no
doubt a natural instinct to move the bead, and that a material

assistance conld be obtained in that way. When the question

was, whether tho sonud of the fork was in front or behind, yon
could not tell with the bead still, but it' it. were turned round
through a right angle yoa ruiiM discriminate il immediately. Tho
instinct iv i is to turn about until you did hear some ditl'er-ence,

and when you were in snob a position that the sound was on

yonr right or left, you know with certainty where it was.

Mr. de Pomh.w asked if some light might not be thrown

make the simud come apparently from any part they liki

the phenomenon, but (he explanation lie had read was that thcy

mainly depended on dcecivieg the imagination.

Dr. Stone said that was so. Ho bad watched a great many
celebrated ventriloquists, and found ilieir practice was to direct

the attention to a particular point from which the sound was
supposed to come, at the same time carrying on a mechanical

process, as in the case of a doll which opened and shut its

mouth. He was not aware, cither, whether they were ever able

to make the sound come from a great distance from themselves.

Thero was a Lieutenant Cole who was very clever in this sort

of (Ling, who had several wooden dolls whose months opened
and shut by mecbauical means, and he carried on a conversa-

tion with (liejn in sueii a way that the sound appeared to como
from them.

Mr. Bosano.ue'1 remembered seeing Kobert Houdin perform

a very clever trick with a glass bos swinging in the middle of '.he

room, and sounding as if thero were a lot of money in it, but at tho

time lie thought he made out the (rick—that he simply held

tho money in his hand belJind his hack, and chinked it to keep
time with the motion of the glass. .At the same time the illu-

sion was inosi perfect, and it was almost iuipiK.-ihle '.u delect it.

Dr. Stone observed tlmt all these tricks took place in a
closed room, where the power of delrrtuiiniig the direction of

sound was almost destroyed. He did not know that ventrilo-

<l
U

'j'f

eTer performed in the open air. ^ _

t
'

IT .h

to fasten a poker to a short piece of string and hold' the string

on the question by invest igal in;; the

quists deceived their audience. It

had
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between tlio teeth, whon a blow on the poker sounded like a
cathedral bell.

Professor Monk narrated an incident wMoh had occurred to

himself, qb showing the strength of the imagination in deceiving

the mind with regard to sound. On one occasion he was walk-
ing through a Welsh valley in a. district in which he had walked
soma time previously, and remarked to himself with painful re-

trospection that on this occasion the thousand rills which tiad

formerly assailed his sense of hearing were now entirely silent,

the faet being that there had been no rain for a long time, and
there was no water to fall. Every one knew the charming effect

of the dropping of water, and as he was thinking of this subject

all at once he thought lie heard the sounds
;

still, as the weather
waa no dry, ho immediately looked about to see where the water
could be falling from, and after a little observation he discovered

Unit tin: cause of what he had heard was this—some workmen
a little way off up the hiil-sidc hud tnnde a fire, and the Bound
which the twigs made in burning had appeared to him like

that of falling water.

Jlr. Bos.lNQurc r said he bad been making some experiments
with one of Kconig's largo tuning-forks, and he found the har-

monies of tlio ordinary scale were produced by thorn with an
intensity much greater than would be supposed. He did not
know how far such harmonics could be produced by the forks

employed by Lord Rayl eigl 1, but it might well bo the case that

a lar^-e fork p;!i iji^ li?'.1 vii>™l juns migbt have produced notes of

a higher tone to such an extent as to materially assist the de-
termination of the direction. It was admitted, he thought, that

it was much easier In determine (lie so-dire of sounds of a high
pitch than of low ones.

Lord Ejtleiqh said it. was difficult to be sure that yon had
entirely purified a touo from its harmonics, but the mode he had
employed was the most perfect, known.

Ho produced and showed to tiie audience a resonator, which
was about to be included in the Exhibition at South Kensington,
constructed for bearing overtones, the pitch of which might bo
altered from one harmonic to another by a movement of tho
fingers, so that when a single note was sounded on an instru-
ment giving a highly compound soond, the upper tones could bo
easily detected by shirting (W pilch of tho resonator.

Mr. ]3osANi,'i:Kr said his experiments had been performed with
stopped organ pipes, and he used a Kicniji's tuning-fork giving
]<Ki double vibrations. With a disc on the end of a fork you
could hear the first seven overtones quite distinctly;—up to tho
harmonic 7th. The tierce was very strong, quite sufficiently so
to produce a sensible offer t on (lie quality of tin: (one. Tho 12th
was not so strong An ordinary fork when struck gave to his ear
more the effect of the octave than of tho fundamental notes

Tho CiiAiHUis said Sir Charles Whealstone's resonating tube
produced two octaves in rapid succession by simply moving the
slide and striking tho jew's-hurp, or a tuning-fork, at the end.
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ALEXANDER JOHN ELLIS, Esq., B.A., F.E.S.. F.S.A.,

IN THE ChaIS.

ON THE MUSICAL INVENTIONS AND DISCOVERIES
OF THE LATE SIE CHARLES WHEATSTONE, F.R.S-

By Professor William Grills Adams, FVR.S.

The work of tho Into Sir Charles Whcatstono was very varied

in character, and was not limited to one, or even two, of tho

branches of physics, lie investigated the laws of sound, of ordi-

nary and polarised and ho greatly advanced our knowledge
of electricity and magnetism. Hut there is one characteristic, at

li.vi.-l, v.-liiuii ran- ilirmigli nti hi.s investigations : Ik' always Bought
to embody the results of bis study of the laws of nature in a

practical form, -Bo that they mifjlit be- beneiieiid to mankind.
Thus he made use of the polarisation of the light of the sky to

determine the correct solar lime by means of his solar clocks

;

and again, in his electric instruments, ho has enabled us to make
electric measurements, and also to interchange ideas with onr

fellow-creatures all over the globe.

In the short time which is at my disposal this afternoon, I can
only attempt to review a part of his work on sound, and its rela-

tion to music. I therefore vinipose to devote myself principal
ly

to one special branch of that work, in which he explained the

modes of vibration, and the resonance of tubes and columns of

air, and accounted for tho distinct qualities of tone of various

musical wind instruments.

If we tako a tuning-fork and hold it in front of tho opening

of an organ pipe, suitable to sound to it, tho sound produced by

hardly bo heard by itself, but when I bring it in front of a tube

of proper length, wo get a note very much reinforced by the pipe.

If I take a pipe which does not resound to that tuning-fork, I

shall not got that resonance. In this case we have an open pipe,

about two feet in length, and as the tuning-fork is middle C, the

two agree, and the pipe will reinforce the fork. If we take a

tube of half this length and close one end of it, we shall also get

resonance when we bring the same fork in front of the end of the

tube. Now, the state of vibration of air within this open tube

is this : the air in the middle is perfectly at rest, and at the two
ends the air is moving in opposite directions at the same time.

There is very great molion, compact ively, at the end ; as we go
down the tube there is less and less motion of the particles of air.
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and at the middle noii.i wind ever. So that, if we place in an
open pipe a dine in tho middle to form a separation between the

two parts, we shall form two such tubes as this one—closed at

the end—and we get the same note produced. The state of

vibration in a tube is represented on these diagrams : particles of

air moving from each end towards tho centre, so that when the

density in tho centre is greatest from an increase of pressure to*

wards tho centre, thon the particles move outwards again, and
there is a change of pressure and density in tho middle of the

tube greater than at any other part, but no change of density at

all at tho ends ; so that whoro wo have tho greatest motion wo
have no change of pressure, and where we have no motion what-
ever, there we got tho greatest change of density.

Thcro are sovoral ways of exciting vibrations of air in tubes

;

ono is by means of a sharp edge, as in tho caso of a diapason

organ pipe. The air comes out through a narrow slit against a
sharp edge, and the tone produced will depend on tho distance of

tho sharp edge from tho opening, as well as on tho length and
size of the pipe. The air may also bo set in vibration by means
of a reed, or vibrating tongue, as in a clarinet or rc-L-d uriran

pipca, or by the viln-dinji of the lips whoro the muscles of iho

lips sn-t Iho |;:iH of ing tongue, as in the trumpet and
horn. In the case of the oboe and bassoon, the reed resembles

the action of the lips. Only those vibrations aro excited which
the air in the tube is capable of maintaining ; that is, the tube
must, be such that in one vibration of the fork, from ils posit ion

of rest, the pulse would have travelled from one end of the open
tube to the other, or in the closed tube down it and back again

;

bo that in the complete vibration of the tuning-fork—that is,

going to its extreme limit on both sides, and returning to ils

position of rest again—the length of the wave which will have
hc.ru started at first from the tuning-fork will be twice the length

of this open tube, or four feet. From such a pipe no intermediate

sounds can be produced. If I take, iWr ir.stfiiu'n, i las pipe, there

is a certnin nnionnl of iTKiinnui'is from tlio air, lmt. there is no in-

crease when I bring the fork near to the end of the tube, because
it is too sharp to respond to it. But if I toko a pipe which cor-

responds to the fork, thon wo get the resonance as we did in tho

other case. Tho same may be shown with a closed organ pipe.

But from such a pipe we may get more than one sot of vibrations.

We can got tho fundamental note of tho pipe, and by altering

the rate at which tho air ontors tho pipe we can divide it up into

parts, which are represented on tho diagram, thus malting as it

wore two pipes each of half the length, and an opening may be
made in tho middlo without producing any change at that point

;

so that the octave of tho fundamental may thereby be produced.

In this case we get it by increasing the pressure, but we may also

divide it differently and have three divisions or nodal lines in-

stead of two, and, in fact, any number. We may increase by

1, 2, 3, or 4, and so get separate vibrations dividing the tube
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into lengths of one-half, one-third, one-fourth, one-fifth, Bud BO

on, and get notes with numbers of vibrations, Or in those ratios.

Suppose, for instance, wo take a pipe sounding CC, and divide

it into three par:.*, \\\: sb:dl ^i-i two notes related to one another,

the number of vibrations of the one being three times the num-
ber of the other in thu sanio time. There wo get the 12th, the

3rd in the harmonic series, and the donble octave where the

number of double vibrations are in the ratio of 4 to 1 of thefnn.

damental notes. We can see these are the divisions very readily

by means of an organ pipe, where, at the position of the node in

tho first case, wo have a gas jet, and at the position of the nodes
of the second position, when tho octavo is produced, we liave also

two gas jets. When those are lighted, you will see how the pres-

sure is altered according to the note which is sounded. When
the fundamental is produced there is very little alteration in the

pressure at tho two outside points, but the one in tho ccntro

would go out, whilst, when the octave is sounded, tho pressure

would be altered most at the two ends, and there would be no
alteration of pressure at the middle. Consequently, as the alte-

ration of prossuro will affect tho gas flamo when the octavo is

sounded, the gas flame will go out at the two ends, and in the

middle there will bo no alteration, and vice vend.
Sir Charles Wheatstono showed, by means of a circular tube,

that the air is moving from tho two ends towards the centre of the

tnbe at the same time, which had not been done experimentally

beforo. He did it by bringing the two ends of tho circular tnbe
uvura lib rutin:.- pl;ue, which, in vibrating, moved from one end
of the tube and towards the other afc the same time. Conse-

quently, tho air at one end would be compressed whilst the air

at the other end is expanded, and there would not be a travelling

of the air of the two ends towards the middle. In that case tho

two ends of the tube are over the same plate, but when it is

turned halfway round, so that only one end is over the vibrating

plate, then the tube will resound with the plate, just in tho same
way as one of these tubes j it corresponds to the treble C. It is

difficult to show this experiment, because the vibrating plate itself

would give out a note which is too powerful for the note- of the

tnbo to be heard distinctly a", ;my distance.

If we took a closed pipe of three-quarters tho length of tho

original, the v.titr. of tbiii would bo ono in which the vibrations

would bo at tho ratio of 4 to 3 of tho original ; and if wo divide

that so as to get tho first harmonic to it, then the division is pre-

cisely the same asthat for the octave in tho first case. Thus tho

octave of an open pipe from tho first harmonic and a closed pipe

of three-quarters of tho longth give the same note. Ton can

see readily from this that the harmonics from an open pipe are

very different from those obtained from a closed one. In fact,

the closed pipe can only give the odd harmonics 1, 3, 5, and 7.

This difference between the open and closed pipes shows the dif-

ference between the harmonics we get from the flute or open
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pipea, and from the clarinet or closed pipes of an organ, and
would acconnt in part for the difference in quality of tone pro-

duced from thoao stops. In the case of the clarinot, the vibra-

tions arc produced by means of a rood at the closed end of the

pipe. In such a case the tones produced are more powerful than
when the tone is produced in the same pipe from the open end,

and the same would be the caso in all reed instruments where the

reed is at the closed end of the pipe.

Vibrations may be excited in columns of air by means of gas.

This also was investigate! by Hh- Clinrles Wheatstone more than
40 years ago, and he found that, provided the flame were of suit-

able size, then the note of the tube could be produced when the

flame was quite at the end of the tube, if it was not too long;
and that aa the Hame is passed up the tube it could be more and
more easily excited until the position of Hie nodi; is reached. In
tho case of long tubes usually the note produced is not the fun-

damental, hut some harmonie. Here is an apparatus for pro-

ducing these tones, and if the gas flame could be watched in a
mirror, it would be seen that the gas almost goes out at each
vibration of tho nir. Sir Charles Wheatstone found that on re-

moving tho gas jet nearly to a node in tho tube, tho intensity of

tho note was increased, and it was also necessary to increase tho

size of tho flamo in order to produce it. Tho note was produced
with the smallest flamo at tho end of tho tube, and it could be
gradually enlarged in passing from tho end towards tho centre.

Ho used very short tubes, so as to avoid the harmonics which
are produced in tho long ones. An instrument was constructed

by Sir Charles Wheatstone of this description. There was a
succession of tubes of different lengths, and gas flames which
might be raised to tho proper point by means of keys like apiano
keyboard, so that each one might be sounded and the flames then
caused to fall down again, and so any succession of sounds might
be played by that instrument. Ho remarks that it is probable
that organs may be constructed in which columns of air excited

pipes now employed, and that instruments might be made pos-

sessing greater power in crescendos and diminuendos than any
we are at present acquainted with. About, three wreksago I saw
in the Times that there had heen a meeting of scientific men in

Pariswhohad heen invited to witness the qualities ofa musical

instrument which had been introduced ns a new invention,

where gas flames were made use of to excite the tubes.

If, instead of taking cylindrical tubes, we mako use of coni-

cal ones, then a note may also bo obtained from these, and tho

Succession of harmonics which may bo produced from such tubes

the same length. Those from tins cylindrical open pipe, and
this other closed cone, we get tho same note produced ; it

responds to the same tuning-fork. If wo take a cone which is

not complete, hut open at both ends, of tho same length, then

might be substituted for the organ

ill bo the th .dindrical tubes of
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also from that wo get the same note produced as from the cylin-

drical one. The resonance of the column of air is the same
whichever end of the tnbo we take, although the amount of air

set in vibration will not bo tho same ; so that there may be a
difference of intensity according to which end wo set the air in
vibration from. Thus, ifwo takea cone four feet in length, closed

at the end, the fundamental note of that cone will be an octave
below middle C. That will be the fundamental note when tho

whole of tho air in tho tube will bo moving in the samo direction

at the same time. The vibrations aro excited at the end, and tho
poise travels down to the Other end ; when it reaches tin; other

end all the particles of air begin to move backwards, so that
whether they are going in or out they arc all moving in tho same
direction at tho samo time. Wo saw that in the cylindrical pipo

that was not the case, and if wo took off the closed end of this

cone it would not be the case, because then tho pipo is open at

both ends, and wo then have a node between the two ends of the
pipe. If we cut this in half again wo shall have a note pro.

duced the octave of the original, the tube being just half tho
length. However wo subdivide i!-, wo shall t;et !L similar arrange-
ment, and whichever par I we lake wn go!, the same nolo enforced.

In such a conical pipo we may expect to got the siinie harmonica
as in the case of open cylindrical pipes.

Professor Adams then showed a number of conical pip.;* fit-

ting ono into the other, and the modo in which the vibrations
took place in snch pipes—whioh were illustrated by a diagram

—

pointing out particularly that as you approached the apes of the
pipes the nodal lino moved further and further from the ventral
section, until at the end tho nodal lino was found at the apes.
He then continnod as follows :—The greater the cilFercnco between
the diameters of the two ends of tho conical tubes, the greater
will bo tho difference between the notes produced, and tho note
of the highest pitch will b,; produced when tho open end is the
largest of the two. If tho open end is four times the diameter
of the smallest one, then tin- note produced is an octave below
the cylindrical closed pipe; so that from tho same tube it is pos-

sible to produce two octaves. Here are some of tho pipes made
use of by Sir Charles Wheatstono in his experiments on cones,

showing the different intervals between two notes. The produc-

tion of different harmonics of conical tubes mav bo illustrated

in a more pleasant way, as follows :—Dr. Stone has kindly con-
sented to illustrate this fact by giving the different harmonica
with tho samo lingering on the emu ra.fagotto. The one great
object in musical instruments generally is to avoid having a mix-
ture of note.-, a:nl ,

.

,

.-it:i the. clarinet LrVMmvilly it is run. possible M
produce li:i:':nr>!iii? =

.
With Ibis in.~truir.cnt, hewm-or. Dr. Stone,

aa yon hoar, is ablo to produce tho fundamental, tho octave, and
the twelfth from tho same -fingering, and in this cose the instru-

ment is a perfeot cone. It illustrates perfectly Sir Charles
Wheatstone's statement with regard to conical pipes, and shows
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that tho harmonics are the same as those obtained from a cylin-

drical tube.

There arc ono or two other points I should have liked to havo
touched upon, but time has gone very rapidly. Ono point I

must mention, namely, that, the resonance of a tnbe is such that

it will only give a noto when its length is such as to give one of

tho harmonics of tho fundamental sounding body. That may be
seen if wo take a tuning-fork and alter this length of tube, which
wo may do by moving the piston from ono point to another along

the inside of the tube. At the open end there is a jew's-harp,

which has tlus great advantage over a toning-fork—the sound of

the jaw's-harp itself is not loud enough to interfere witli the

sound of tho pipe. At present there is very little sound heard,

but if I alter the length of the tube so as to give a note which is

one of the harmonics of the jew's-harp, there will be a rein-

fbreeiui'iit of tho note. T lie number of vibrations of this instru-

ment, the futuknicnial nuto, would bo that of a closed pipe four

feet long, or two octaves below the present position of the piston,

iiuii Unit pnsitiiui being such, l.lm tubu will respond to the treble C.

Now, if I alter the position and place it at the position of the

3rd harmonic, we get a certain amount of reinforcement ; and
so with the higher harmouicH, though not so distinctly. In the

intervals between no note is sounded, though when the position

of the piston is near tho right point tho tone is sounded rather

weaker than when in its proper position.

There is ono other point which bears a closo relation to the

resonance of the column of air, and that is tho reinforcement or

transmission of sound along rods of wood, or other materials,

and it is well known that Sir Charles Wheatstone made many
Oiporimonts of that kind, connectinga musical instrument in ono
room with the sounding-board of another instrument in another

room ; iLud although the instruments might bo of different binds
—forinstance, a clarinet or harp attached io the sound-board of a
piano—if the clarinot or liarp were played the sound-board of the

piano would give out the quality of tone of tho instrument
played. One experiment of this kind I may make this afternoon,
showing tho transmission of sound through wlmt may be consi-

dered to correspond to various rooms. Here I take a musical
bos and wrap it up carefully in flannel, which will not conduct
sound readily. I place it inside one box and cover it up, and
then phec it in another, and no sound will bo heard until wo
establish a communication with it. As soon, however, as I ma&o
;i caniu'ttioti will; that musical box, by putting a rod of wood
attached to a sound-board through a holo in the enclosing bos,
so as to touch it, the sound is distinctly heard. That shows the
direct relation of the resonance produced in the air by moans of
a sounding-board such as this or other sounding instruments.

The CETMniiAN asked which in particular of the matters
spoken of by the lecturer were those brought forward by Sir
Charles Wheatstone.
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Professor Adams replied that the cylindrical pipes, the motion

of the air from the ends towards the middle, and at the same
time from, the middle towards the ends, and tho whole theory of

conical tubes, was entirely duo to Sir Oharles Wheatstono. In

fact, the whole theory of harmonics when applied to wind instru.

mcnts might be said to bo made ont by Sir Charles Wheatstono.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. R. H. M. BosASQDBT said this occasion was very important

for musicians in connection with certain points of musical theory.

The late Sir Charles Wheatstono formed certain opinions at an
early time of liis life, and illustrated them in the peculiarly clear

manner which was his own, but he never charged those opinions

oradraitted any modification which might afterwards come for.

ward. Of course, anything he continued to ;] l;i i
t' r fiiti had much

in its favour, and any ideas of his ought to be very seriously con-

sidered, and not lightly put aside, At the soirn of this Asso-
eini inn last summer he had the honour to be introduced to Sir

Charles Wiii.'alsjnrH'. when lie was astonished at several things

which fell from him. Amongst other things, he considered that

Heliuholtx was all wrong, and that the problem of the resonance
of tubes was to be solved on lln' principle which he discovered

years before, and described under the name of reciprocation. He
had some difficulty in finding the papers referred to by Sir

Charles Whealstone, they beinsj mostly in the journal of the

Royal Institution about the years 1828 and 1830, but ho had
since read thorn with great care, and felt that they required

a deal of consideration. This was a point which seemed to re-

quire an authoritative settlement very mnch, but of course ho
was not prepared to give one. Sir Charles Wheatstono believed

that when you had a simple pendulum vibration produced in air

by means of a tuning-fork, that was capablo, mechanically, of

reinforcing vibrations having multiple periods in pipes and
resonators of suitable length. Tho evidence brought forward
was that of the remarkable experiment which had just been
shown, on which ho must make ono observation—namely, that

tho sounding part was not a tuning-fork, but a jew's-harp, which
was a very different thliijr. Ko doubt it was analogous to a
tuning-fork, but had much larger vibrations, and the tongue was
enclosed between two jaws of metal, so that it was more like a
harmonium reed. It was quite clear there must be some devia-

tion from the simple law of motion of a vibrating plate nnder
these c irenmstances, and he believed it. was to this circumstance
to a great extent that the production of these harmonics was due.

they could vibrate in octaves and twelfths. As he had men-
tioned at the lust, meeting, lie had made some experiments with
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a large fork of Kcenig's, not subject to such conditions as these,

but simply by presenting it to the months of suitable organ
pipes, when In; had clearly heard the first seven harmonics beyond
tin; possibility of a doubt. The question was, what the pheno-
menon was due to ? Was it truo that the fork would so act

upon the resounding body ? Was it mechanically possible that

tho simple vibration of a resonant body could excite vibrations

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 times, and so on, per second of the vibrations

of the fork? That, was a question for mathematicians and
mechanician:;

| bat hitherto they had considered it impossible, and
riia" tin: solution must be sought from another source. He believed

it simply arose from the properties of the air, which did not admit
of its transmitting to any extent or distance simple pendulum
vibrations without trunsforming them, but really he could not

give any authoritative statement on the subject, and perhaps this

was not the place to attempt it. Still, this was one of the most
grave qnestions to be considered at the present time, especially

considering that Sir Charles Whealstone's opinion was, to say

the least, not on that side which was most generally taken by
theorists.

Mr. William Chappet,l remarked that Sir Charles Wheat-
stone, in his papers, said lliiii In' 1 1 fit 1 u lade ihr experiments wii li

a tuning-fork as well as with a jew's-harp. He had a perfect

ivrolleelioii <it' that, lieeaiisc Sic Charli'- h:ul ordered one to be

made for him which would bo shown at t he International lixhibi-

The Chaikman said he was rending Sir Charles Wbeatstone's
papers a fortnight hetore his death, and was struck by the seo-

t.eiav Mr. Chappcll interpreted to mean that he had tried the

experiment wit h a tuning-fork. After reading the sentence with
great care, he could not make np his mind as to whether ho
really meant to state that or not, and he wrote to Sir Charles
Wheat stone i' 1 inquire : unfortunately Sir Charles was in Paris at

the time and died before it was possible to answer the question,

so that he was afraid it remained at present ralher in doubt
whether he really did get these harmonica with a tnning-fork or

Professor Adams thought, from Sir Charles Whetstone's
paper, that he had tried the experiment with u tuning-fork, hut
it, would lie very easy to do so, although lie had not a fork with
biiti satii<;:eiitlv lur<_'e to try i he experiment properly, the lowest

lie had being a middle C, which was a long way above the tone
of the jew's-harp.

Mr. CiiAFrELL said Sir Charles U'healstone proposed to him
to try circular cards to make the sound more audible, and there-
fore ho presumed i: could be produced in any way. j ic himself
bad not had time or tho convenience for trying it, but be thought
that anything which would set tho air" in vibrations at the
mouth of the tube would produce the same effect.

Mr. Bosanqukt said there was no doubt the tone could be got.
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The way he had Bet to work was to take various organ pipes

corresponding to the pitch of the large fork he had spoken of out

of an organ, and lay thorn sido by sido on a tablo. He made tho

oSia^i-.-iilioii himself with Mr. Parratt, of Magdalen, and they
found that with this large fork and a disc of wood about four

inches in diameter fastened to it, so as to increase thi agitation

of the air, they could hear distinctly up to the seventh harmonic.
Tho tierce was exceedingly strong, and could bo heard plainly

without a disc.

Professor Adams said he had noticed in this sliding tnbe that

the odd harmonics were iimdi sd-ougi-r limit tin; even ones.

The Chairman naked what was the amplitude of vibration of

the fork used by Mr. Bosauquet V

Mr. Bosasqukt : About a third of an inch.

The Cnairman thought that miL'ht bnvc something to do with

it. Mr. W. W. Parkinson, in writing to him recently, stated

that he had got beats from two tuning.fork* ;i lif'th apart. He
did not know whether he had taken means to get rid of any
combinational tone, so that he could be quite snre there were two
simple tones. If you could produco so many harmonics as those

Mr. Bosanqnet mentioned, there would be no difficulty in getting

beats with the interval of a fifth. This was evidently a case

which required very strict examination,

Mr. Bosanquet said by far tho greatest series of experiments

in this direction were those recounted in a paper by Kcenig

in the last number of Poggendorf. He appeared to be fully satis-

fied that ho had obtained perfectly pure {ones, and if thai were so,

certainly the results wcremost startling and entirely contradicted.

Helmholtz's proposition as to the absence of beats. He thought,

however, there cimld be no doubt (he sounds were not pure, for

what investigations he had been able to make left no doubt on
his mind that it was quite impossible to produco a pure simple

toue in air.

Mr, Lea Soutkgate, referring to the singing flames, said

M, Kostner iiad made an instrument, to which lie gave tho name
of Pyrophone, by which musical notes could be obtained from a

key-board similar to a pianoforte.

The Chairman said this instrument was noticed in an appen-

dix to his translation of Helmlioltz. Tho peculiarity of it was
that the tone was produced and stopped. :iot by raising the flame,

bnt by a number of coinch'lMit 11a n:e;. which wen: made to come
together or separate. It was tried at the riocici.j nf Arts, but it

was found extremely difficult to get it in tunc, and the result

was not very satisfactory. It was also shown at tho Royal
Institution, but there there was n.;t snrlicient gas, and they could

not get any tone out of it at all.
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JOHN HULLAH, Esq., LL.D., is the Chaib.

ON MEDICAL SCIENCE IN RELATION TO THE VOICE

AS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.

By Lennox Browne, F.E.C.S. Edim,

Hon. Snrgeon and Anral Surgeon to the Royal Society of

Musicians, Surgeon to Her Majesty's Italian Opera, &c.

The Bnbject which I have chosen for the consideration of the

Musical Association presents to the most casual observer so many
obstacles in tho way of treatment that it will bo easily believed

I approach my task with feelings of diffidence. The largeness

of the fiuU for ;iiscr.ssion, the difficulty of treating the musical

or, to me, unfamiliar portion in a manner worthy of this Associa-

tion, and the fear lest the medical portion may be tediously or

too technically dwelt upon, have tended to render me distrustful

of success. Were I not well assured of the generous forbearance

shown by professional men to those who have real desire to con-

tribute to our common knowledge, I had many times turned back

from the plough-to which I have put my hand.

I shall, in consideration of the musical character of many of

my audience, probably treat my Subject most acceptably by Bug.

gesting rather than asserting points on which I venture to differ

from or to think unnoticed by those who have written on the

voice as a musical instrument ; while to those who may expect

some advice ;is to tile medical management of the voice, I shall

as far as possible tiii wt ntli-ntinii how to form and educate it so

as to perfect it in health
;
and 1 shall not at all attempt to dwell

on the treatment of the organs of voice, when from various

causes, whatever their nature, they may fall into a state of

disease.

This limitation of tho subject embraces, however, a sufficiently

wide ground, and I will therefore, without further preface,

proceed to consider, very briefly it must bo, some of tho principal

points offered for our notice. They are

—

1. The laws of musical sound bearing on the question to bo

2. The organs of human voice combining to form a musical
instrument, with the various functions of with organ.

3. The imiici^omcni of tho^e parts under control of the vocalist

which may perfect tin: voice, sir.i'l by inference,
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4. The defects occasioned by mismanagement.
Lastly, such directions of hygiene as may apply to all who

wish to exercise their voice as a musical instrument.

Musical sound is produced by communication to the auditory

nerve of sonorous shocks following each other at regular intervals

with a sufficient rapidity of succession, the regularity of tho

intervals distinguishing it from noise, which is an irregular suc-

cession of sonorous shocks.

The pitch of a musical note depends solely on the number of

vibrations concerned in its production, the more rapid tho vibra-

tion, the higher being the pitch,

Tho amount of motion communicated by a vibrating string

to the air is too small to bo perceived as sound, even at a small

distance from tho string. Hence, when strings aro employed as

of larger area, which take up tboir vibrations and transfer them
to the surrounding air—in other words, by a sound-board or box.

Tho timbre or quality of a sound dopends almost wholly on tho

quality and disposition of the sound-boards, as in the harp, tho

violin, the piano ;
and it may bo noted that these sound-boards

are not of variable size, but of equal capacity, whether for high

or low notes.

The laws of vibrations of stringed instruments hearing on
our subject are that the number of vibrations depends— firs!

,

on the power of lengthening or shock uiug o: :hc siring; secondly,

on the tension or relaxation of tho string
:
thirdly, on tho varia-

tions in the thickness of the string ; and lastly, on the density of

the string—that is to say, the shorter, the tighter, tho finer, and
tho lighter in weight is the string, the more rapid will be the

vibrations in a given time; in other words, tho higher will bo tho

pitch of the note produced.

When we come to reed instruments or reed pipes, the reed or

tongue takes the place of the string, so hir its the generation of

the sound is concerned ; but the length and calibre of the pipe

determine (lie jiitoli, and delcrniine it in its definite proportion as

is the case with stringed inKl ruments. It is not necessary to

trouble you with figures ; hut the bearing of these laws on our
subject will presently be made evident.

I have only enumerated as axioms a few laws of sound neces-

sary to be borne in mind in consideration of the present communi-
cation. I need not, however, say that there are many other I;uvs

of sound bearing on the question of the production of the human
voice of equal importance, but to which it is unnecessary on tho

present occasion to allude, seeing that I do not intend to mako
reference to facts based on them in this paper.

Before looking at tho structures concerned in tho production
of tho voice, let us define as clearly as wo can what is this voice.

Well, it is a sonorous vibration or series of vibrations produced
by air driven from a bellows along an elastic pipe across two
reeds or cords placed in that pipe j tho consequent musical
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sounds or voice issuing by certain canals and passages of varying

calibre and length.

Spw.h fir np.-ikon viiice is composed of the articulation or forma-

tion into letters and words of these sonorous vibrations: This

articulation is produced by parts in no way connected with the

production of sound, and by parts placed quite at the point of

exit of that sound; in fact, by tho lips, tongue, and soft palate,

tiie soft palate being the backward boundary of articulation.

8o«g or singing mice differs from speech only that it is a

higher development of tho same power. It consists in the varia-

tion and modulation of the emitted sounds. According to the

musician, it is tin.' iuculiy of producing by means of the voice all

the notes of the li O'i.
1 n ! ninsieal scales.

Beethoven frequently treated the voice as a musical in-

strument, irrespective of tho expression of words. This is

exemplified in his Choral Symphony and Fantasia. Rome
singers unconsciously treat, the voice i:i (be same way by entirely

neglecting or by slurring the articulation of their words; but in

general acceptation siiii;iii'_' implies expression of words uttered

on the various musical notes. It may be said that the power
of the artist is exhibited in proportion as the hearer is struck

•with the force and beauty of these words musically pronounced
by a singer. I may sav in passing that I am fullv aware that

the fM,-,. L,oin- lik,. nHntrarc d^linitinns, falls far short of indi-

cating cither the likenesses or differences between speech and
song. Musical intonation is as necessary to the former as the

latter, so much so that, as Professor Hullah well puts it in his

admirable lectures on the Spcn.l;i»g Voice, 'that which is effec-

tively and agreeably said must be (partially) sung.' Wo all

know this by experience when we say that such or such an
orator has a mnsicnl voice. Hignor Salvini is a striking example
of a man whose voice may be almost said to sin;; to bis hearers,

so beautifully true and flexible is it. Italian recitative is not
much more than impa/sioned perfect speaking.

For the complete development of the power of conveying
words and sent i incuts in soi.g many qua Iideations are necessary,

with only some of which can we now deal.

It is only with voice production that we are now concerned,

and it is om* object, to consider how these various musical notes

forming the voice may be so produced as to allow the singer to

retain to himself the power to express on them any emotion he

may will. For the right understanding of this matter we must
look at the formation of the parts concerned, and endeavour to

lind for each part its proper function. In other words, we must
know something of the anatomy and physiology of the vocal

The vocal apparatus may be conveniently divided into five

parts. They an; generally divided into only four :

—

1. The lungs or bellows.

2. The trachea or windpipe, carrying air to

—
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3. The larynx or voice-box, 'in which are situated the vocal
oords or reeds.

4 The variable cavity, being that portion above the voice-

box to the soft palate called the pharynx, as well as the nasal

passages, the latter common to some extent also to

—

it. The iirlieuliLiing cavity, comprising that portion from the

soft palate lo tho lips, whence the sound is emitted.

[Short anatomical description of the various parts omitted.

The reader may be referred for such information to Professor

Huxley's or any other Manual of Physiology.]
Voice is produced by vibration of the vocal cords caused by

the passage of air driven from the lnngs. Tho first desideratum,

therefore, for voice prodnction is to have a bellows full of air,

and then to know how best to economise that air. On this de-

pends the wholo art of voice production. Tho lnngs may be
expanded or inflated in throe different ways :

—

1. By pressing them downwards against tho lowor wall,

which ia purely muscular and elastic, and has on its opposite or

inferior side soft and yielding parts. In this method the shoul-

ders and chest wall or ribs remain unmoved.
2. By pressing the lungs outwards against the more or leas

elastic framework of the ribs. In this mothod also tho upper
part is not brought into movement.

3. By drawing tho lungs upwards with fhe collar-bone or

clavicle and shoulder-blades ; those parts which are fixed in tbe

first and second methods. The first way is called the abdominal
or diaphragmatic (after ilie muscles which regulate the move-
ment), the second is known as tho lateral, the third as the cla- i

vicular. All breath-taking in singing, as in speaking and in

ordinary liEe, should be abdominal. As tho abdominal breuiliing
|

is prolonged it becomes lateral, which in its turn may, if further

prolonged, become clavicular ; but clavicular breathing is a
method of respiration totally vicious, and to be avoided. It is a
method never exercised by nature in a state of health, but only

when from disease either the abdominal or chest muscles cannot
act, and it is the method least cllirat'iiius in (illicig, its it is the

one calculated most to fatigue the chest, for it compresses the

vessels and nerves of the throat, and this leads to engorgement
and spasmodic action of the muscles. The lateral method ia

more commonly exercised by women than by men, and nnder
some circumstances, is necessary to them; but it is an error to

enppose that the clavicular method is ever necessary to cither

Whilst the inspiration should bo as gradual and as impercep-
tible as possible, it should also be as full as possible, so that it

need not bo repeated more frequently than is absolutely neces-

sary. The c.\p:r,i(inn sluy.ild not be wasted, jerky, or in gasps,

hut steady and gradual ; for it is on the extension with regularity

of expiration that depends the intensity or force, the duration, and
the steadiness of vocal vibrations. And here it may be remarked
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that he is tho bust singer who cah bo control the expiration that

the least possible amount of air sufficient to cause vibration is

poured with continuous effect upon the vocal organs.* Hence,
as one so well knows, the greatest singers appear to have an in-

exhaustible supply of breath. The method of respiration I have
indicated as the natural, and therefore the best, was the one taught

by the Italian school of the last century. There is jnst as ainoh
teaching of what may bo called tho decorations of the voice in the

present day as then ; but the art of forming a solid basis of voice

by long exercise on a right method of breath-taking seems to bo

almost lost, or, if not lost, is overlooked. Forming the voice, or

placing the voice, means nothing more than practice of scales on
a right method. To attempt florid passages before snch practice

has been thoroughly carried out is as futile as to attempt to draw
from the life or to colour before one can make straight and curved
linos in black and white. It is astonishing how perseverance on
a right method will make an agreeable and effective voice out of

a naturally poor organ. I could mention the instance of two young
ladies who made their dihuls last year on the London Italian stage.

One, with bnt slight jihyeiqim and but few natural gifts, sings the

most difficult music with such rare precision and accuracy as to

give complete satisfaction; the other at once inspires her hearers

with only feelings of regret that a really charming natural voice

has not been made more flexible by the practice of simple scale

singing before opera was attempted. I venture to think that more
error has been promulgated in vocal instruction and more injury

done to voices Irom faulty methods of breath-taking than from
any other cause. As has just been said, the force, intensity, and
sustaining power of tho voice depend on a gooil method of breath-

taking and emission. When it is considered that the Conserva-
toire of Music of Parisf teaches that it is necessary to breathe

differently for singing than for speech, it is not to be wondered
at that the voices of Trench singers become so often trembling,

small, and early fatigued.J

* The direction of Signer Garcia for s singer to practise his voice with a,

lighted candle before the mouth is known to many. If the flame is extin-

guished, or even waTers, it is a sign that too much air is baing oipended.

t ' Quand on respire pour parler on pour renoutoler Bjmplemei]', 1'uir il-.s

pouraons, lo premier mouvemeut est eelui dc Inspiration, nlors to vontre se

faction de rospirorpour chanter, en aspirant il f-'Ut aplatir lo ventre ct le fairo

[t-riiiTilH - in-i.- ;ir..ni-[i[[: :n;f-,

:

l ;.- in:!;i-i; t-1 in:ui
:
;iu I:i roil rinu .'— .If!,'!, alf Js

Chant da, Contenatoire de Musinue.

t I cannot forbear mentioning tliat I have received a moat interesting

communication from a lady in Amsterdam, who, having road a translation of

I lie ljrii-f :il:-lr;ii'l rif my pii^f-r wlii.'ti rsrpiiiirvJ in daily
[
ri'ss, recounts how

and were the reauita to her vih.t l>: '.'a-- U' lcl.in^- in ;i origin C'oiir,.irv:Lt.:iiM

on the Continent; how that four years of rest and medical trcatraont did

nothing for her, but bow that Mona. Wartel, the able instructor of Mesdamss
Kilttti: :ind Trobelli, at onco recognised the cause of her loss of voice, and
placed her in the way of regaining it

1 in three mouths as strong as it ever was
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The air carried from the lungs by tha windpipo (which we
shall presently see is not a mere passive tube) impels against the

vocal cords, which act as reeded tongues, and divide the air into

a number of puffs or explosions. The series of musical notes thas

produced vary in pitch, according to most writers, solely as these

cords are tightened or relaxed, so as to vary the configuration of

the space between them, called the glottis, and thereby to modify
the character of the explosions.

Tho notes having been formed by vihration of the vocal cords,

are carried into a very variable cavity, tho pharynx. This vari-

able cavity is not only, as is generally taught, a simple resonant

box, bnt it plays, in my opinion, a very important part in the

actual alteration of pitch. Tho formation of notes into articulate

sounds commences only at tho fanecs and soft palate ; bnt tho

pharyngeal tube before that point possesses a power of lengthening
and shortening itself, of expansion and compression, that is qnito

independent of articulation, of resonance, or of Umbra or tone

quality. Without going further into the anatomy of the subject,

it may be stated that the peculiarity of all the parts connected

with the organs of voice is their extreme mobility and variable

capacity, and, it may be added, their mutual inter-dependence.

It is on true economy of the air in the lungs that depends the

intensity of the vibration of the vocal cords. It is in a great

measure on the power to stretch or relax those cords that the ex-

tent or pilch of the voice depends, ThiBmnchis admitted; but the

tube that carries the air from the lungs to the vocal cords has a

power to modify the voice, as has that portion of the tnbe above
the cords before it arrives at tho point whore articulation begins.

These are facts on which I wish particularly to dwell, because I

think they are not sufficiently considered by those occupied in

voice production. Pnpils ore generally told that tho whole varia-

tion ofpitch in the human voice—a variation of from two to three,

or even, as in tho rare instances of Sassi, Catalani, and ono or

two others, threo octavos and a half of voice—depends solely on
the variation of tension of two small membranous reeds, less than

an inch long, which, in tho case of a man, have a power of altera-

tion in length of only one-sixth of an inch between their highest

and lowest note, while in women they do not vary in length more
than one-eighth of an inch. Between these two cordB is a space—
the glottis—which, as it is taught, can be lengthened, shortened,

narrowed, or widened, by the tension, relaxation, the approach or

the separation of the vocal bands; and it is these different configu-

rations, formed, let it be borne in mind, by ends of extremely limited

power of tension and relaxation, which, say physiologists, deter-

mine the pitch of tho voice. Dr. Mandl, a physician devoting

befora.' This lady very sonaibly suggests that 'a kind of diaphragmatic ffym-
watiqja would not only enlarge the respiratory organs, ns doss singing with

good breath-taking, but that it wonld thus cause women who eta not lingers

to mike more healthy blood, and to gain mora strength in general.'
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himself to throat affections, and of high repute in Paris, and who is

Professor of Hygiene of llir Voire ;il tin; Conservatoire of Music—

a

postas yet unknown in the academies ofthin country—remarksthat,
because the larynx or voice-box can move in its totality, as in tho

act of swallowing, or in protruding and refracting the ton§ue, it is

proved that the position of the larynx is independent of the height

of tho sound. In the same way wc are told that because the wind-

pipe—that is, the portion between tho lungs and the voice-box

—

has but a limited power to shorten itself, therefore tbat portion

of the vocal apparatus plays also only the passivo part of an air-

conducting pipe. Ono might as well say tbat because the vocal

Cords separate in inspiration and approach in expiration, tbat is

all thoy have to do, or that because the tongue is the organ of taste,

it plays no part in the articulation of words. I have on more than

one occasion seen how very small an interference with the rhyth-

mical action, of tho windpipe will cause extreme disturbance of

breathing, in the same way tbat a very slight constriction of the

gullet will interfere with tno swallowing of a bolus much smaller

than tbo strictured orifice. With this disturbance of the breathing

from a very slight alteration of tho calibre of the windpipe ensues

an enfeeMoment of the voice out of all proportion to the interrup-

tion in tho current of air.

I must confess that I have not seen that variation in the shapo

of the glottic orifice during vocalisation that has been dwelt upon
by various writers since tbo discovery of tho laryngoscope

;
and,

as it has been my practice to make drawings of the laryngeal con-

dition of almost every patient presenting abnormal iippuiirauci-H,

as well^as^the larynx of many hundred persons presenting no ab-

accurflte by the mere act of delineating what one sees. Nor can

I think of any provision of nature by which the vocal cords are

stopped so as to produce all the varied notes in tho vocal scale.*

"We must look, therefore, for something more to account for the

causation of variation of vocal pitch ; and this something is to

be found, 1 suggest, in the conditions of the vocal pipe, by which
I mean that portion leading from the lungs to the vocal cords as

well as tbat portion which is above them.

* I do not f.rLTtt in nci'iim- Ibis s.:l'l:'!i. il". it,;it. I liirri;!, ;! i.> oi'ih-

krly .jrniM]J,:iiti'j:i L j liio li -w..\ Hm.;:v ; : I'r dLj:p«. V: I. v-i. _\",,.

1.1, 1 S.j.'.). [;.], H. tc-lhl) .Mnin-hm 'hilt. I Ml' r,-o;i|-i;ll;],: rr; LI Item ..Jit. of til"

fibros (of tho intrinsic mutch's of tlio.lartnx— i.e. tWe acting on thr vivnl

cords them salves) enables .it In ^j.b.iii tin. election of Ilia voice'
;
nor iln I

for a moment venture to dispute his fnets ; but I think that he and nil other
tracli.T!. i : i

!>' him, fnlWins i-i inn «;,ka, jU'c^jiI nrove inure 1 1ljs.ii c;l:i In'

]-rrjv.'il iron; th,; r.cti'jn r.i th': vo;^; i"nb; :
'.t.-u-v He juiiuil-s tbi; tho tr:i,-h. :-.

Iiiiij r:.v.v.\\'y <:: of l':ir .lie from Llio hnurs, siriil L:i:ii t!i? phiinus in.i'lilici

tl..: y'/ctV'j ;.t llli' ruiiv. My s.l

U

:a I.-, t'l./ j-.itch iLI,d"i[li:iii!i- lire !>'jlll

modified by these causes.
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The nta of Savart

be made to p

t long1 ago proved

prodnco a great r

d that a tnbo of con-

range of Bounds bj
making- it of elastic sides susceptible of variations in tension.

The analogy between Bach a tnbo and the trachea is perfect. The
windpipe ciuinuu sinn-ieii nr lengthen to any very great extent,

but it can bo increased in tension by two sonrces, one the action

of the transverse muscular fibres which bind the ends of the car-

tilages together, tho second the elevation of the larynx which
accompanies to so remarkable an extent the elevation of the pitch

of tho voice, a movement which Dr. Mnndl would have us believo

ia totally independent of tho alteration in pitch. Sir Charles
Wheatstono * mora than forty years ago draw attention to this

relation of the variation in tension of a tube to a free reed, and
illustrated it by tho instrument known as the jew's-harp, in

which the reed being once set in motion by air from the mouth
prodnces one sternly Imss sound. The variation of sounds is- pro-

duced wholly in proportion as the skill and will of tho performer
varies tho cavity of the month so as to present a succession of
volumes or air calculated io vibrate the different multiples of the

primary bass sonnd. This influence of tho tube is by experiment
found to bo the same, whether the tube is placed after the reed,

as in several wind instrument-*, or before (and after) it, as in the

vocal organs. By my observations a very similar thing takes

place above the larynx as below it. When ono looks at tho

vocal organ by means of tho laryngoscope, the note ' ah ' being
sonnded, tho vocal cords are seen to approximate, and the larynx
or voice.box is not moved. On the low note ' o ' or ' oo ' being

sounded down goes tho larynx, drawing with it the epiglottis

;

tho tnbeabovotho vocal cords is lengthened. Then let the person
under examination sound ' a,' ' o,' or ' i,' all high rowel sounds

;

np goes the voice-box, often so close to the touguo as to get

almost ont of sight. The tube is shortened with tho olevation of

pitch. But also the soft palate is pressed back against tho back
wall of the pharynx, so that the tube is diminished still further

by the cutting off the nasal portion of the canal, and the actual

cah'bro of tho pharyngeal tube is enhu^ed or diminished (as we
have seen to be the case with the windpipe) by the action of the

constrictor muscles of the pharynx and the pillars of thr fituce.J.

Nothing so destroys tho high notes of (lie voloi' in enlarged ton-

sils. Dr. Bennati, who wrote some forty years ago a work, Siir

la m&cani&me ih la em's lutma\nt, mentions as an unexpected effect

of removing the tonsils that he found the operation to be followed

by the raising of the voice' half an octave. This I can readily

believe, because the presence of these enlarged glands so very

much diminishes the power of the pharynx to modify tho higher

notes. For tho consolation of those who Bnffor from enlarged

tonsils, and are deterred from having them romoved by fear of

* Sou tho interesting paper of Professor Grylla Adama in tho pre»nt
volume, pp. 84 tt seq.
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the voice being injured, it may bo mentioned that many of our
greatest singcm, from Madame Patti downwards, have undergone
the operation with the greatest comfort to themselves and with
the result of increasing rather than of diminishing the range of

the voice.

I am well aware that I havo loft altogether untouched many
points of great importance in voice production, as, for example,
the resisting power of the inspiratory muscles to control the

erit of the air from the lnngs, and the influence of the ven-

tricles of the larynx in controlling both the entrance and exit of

air in the glottis. I have been obliged to pass over interesting

points, as the difference between male and female voices, as well

as the varieties of voice known as tenor, baritone, and bass,

soprano, mezzo-soprano, and contralto. A matter on which more
knowledge ia greatly wanted is the cause of the power to pass

from one register, as it is called, to another without a break. One
of the most noteworthy facts concerning the human voice as a

musical instrument is the marvellous power which it possesses to

sound the very smallest musical intervals, a faculty strikingly

evidenced in the voices ofthe Orientals* and tbe New Zealanders.

I should havo wished also to have dwelt for a little on the pro-

duction of the falsetto, a problem fall of interest and never yet

satisfactorily solved. Signor Garcia thinks that ' too lips of the

glottis (vocal cords) come in contact by their edges alone, and
offer little resistance to tho air; hence arisos the great loss of

this agent and the general weakness of tho sounds produced here.'

He places it as between tho chest and head registers. I am not

able to give mach information as the result of my own observa-

tion concerning tho production of tho falsetto for two reasons.

One is that the epiglottis always rises as soon as formation of

such notes is attempted, drawing np with it the larynx, so as to

very frequently obscure the image in the laryngeal mirror. My
observation on this point is exactly contrary to that of Signor

Garcia, who says that ' every time the epiglottis lowers itself, and
nearly closes the orifice of the larynx, the voice gains in brilliancy,

and when, on the other hand, it is drawn up tbe voice becomes
immediately veiled. Another reason why it is difficult to see in

the mirror the exact appearance of tho organs when falsetto notes

are produced is the fact that the pressnre of the mirror against

the soft palate necessary to see the larynx appears to interfere

with that perfect tension of this part inseparable from the pro-

duction of these notes. I have not been able, by actual observa-

tion, to confirm or, indeed, to contradict Signor Garcia's theory.

In those few cases in which I havo well seen ihi; larynx I havo
failed to discover any appreciable difference in the opposing edges
of the vooal cords.

[It may bo interesting to qnote somo remarks on this subject

* This auljcet is lefoired to by the Err. Sir Gore OuBslcj ia hie com-
munication in the present Tolurnr, page 31.
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of Mr Sims llceves, in a lotwr be did mo the honour to write

since Ibis UU1K.T wan rtad, Ho suggests ' that the Falsetto is

hkeafalsu note made by flute playors, it is, as it wpre, outside

the tone. The snm>r w:t:i vii)bn:nu wh(rc l.'ny n;.i<ti' i'.v har-

monic sounds,']

I have been asked to say something of thn conm ction of the

throat and oar in music- This nnirstum is based un a wrong
understanding of the connection of these parls. In cases of so-

i t!i;> ,i- mul'isr-i-; 'ii •
: I -i; lrn:ri t!.<- baric of tl.t

rhrml (;«)Btorior nustnls) to tbe our may be obslru<"ted ur.d

thickened, and so the intonation and articulation will bo more or
impaired ; hut the fact of a person singing true or falsa do-

pt'ids un cimsi' luilt pcrtii::i! uf :i-iy m:i:''i i -uTii!"ciinu. In tbo6U

cases where it is not due to wrong voice production, it may bo
caused by what may bo called sympathetic disturbances, as ner-

vousness, indigestion, and general malaise. The singer almost
always knows in such a case when be is out of fcuno. The instances

in which tbe auditory nervo is impaired so that the subject of it

is not aware of his faulty intonation are fortunately rare, and
are, of course, hopeless. Song practice on a right method of

voice producti cm i sun! li-n-iiiti; to |>!;lv a iiin.-iLciil instrument are

probably the best means for bringing the voice into accord with

the ear.

My object has been to draw attention to the fact that, valuable

as has been the laryngoscope in a physiological, as it is undoubt.
edly in a medical sense, it has been the means of making all

theories of production of voice too dependent on the vocal cords,

and that the importance of the other parts of the vocal apparatus

in their actual influence on the pitch has been overlooked. It is

therefore impossible (o say that the voice is this musical instru-

ment or that. It has been at -various times treated aa a wind
instrument, a reed instrument, a string instrument, and as a Ante

instrument. Efforts to make an artificial human voice on any one
separate principle have signally failed; witness the so-called not

humana Btop of the organ, or the attempts of lliillcr and Helm-
holtz to imitate the voice by means of bands of india-rubber

placed in apposition at ono end of a glass tube. Many vocal notes

strongly resemble those of tbe clarinet, others those of the vio-

loncello
;
while, in the higher register, tho instrument which

appears to me to act most perfectly in musical unison with the

human voice is the Ante. One lias only to listen to Madame
Patti in the song with double flute accompaniment in the

last act of L'EtmU du Nord, Or to Sir Julius Benedict's lovely

composition, ' The bird that came in spring,' with similar accom-
paniment, to appreciate what 1 mean. Not that I would imply
that the vocal organ is a flute instrument, or indeed any of the

other instruments to which it has been likened. It is probably a
combination of all. To quote again Professor Hullah :

' The vox

hnmana of the Divine artificer is an incomparably more complex
as it is an incomparably more beautiful instrument than any of
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its compeers. Foarfully and wonderfully is it made. Not only

is its mechanism more intricate, not only arc its constituent parts

jnoro numerous and delicate than those of any artificial organ,

bnt the action of these is complicated by conditions from which
every other instrnmont is free.' In studying its nature we must
not look at one part or two, bnt at all parts us units of a whole.

Dr. Maroot relates a ease in which a man regained his (speaking)

voice, having lost by diseaso his vocal cords ; and an American
physician has published how he artificially constructed a vocal

curd lost by disease. One sees daily amongst the common causes

of loss of voice a too feeble current of air to cause sonorous

vibration of the cords, inflammatory conditions of the cords pre.

venting their approximation or elasticity, a disordered state of

the secretory membranos and glands of the air passages destroying

their whole tone, or conditions which may interfere with rrawi't

ariic ulation. These are only enumerated to givo a few instances

of the many causes of disease which may act separately or in

combination to destroy or weaken the voice
;
bnt, setting disease

aside, I venture to say that three-fonrths at lenst of the profes-

sional voice-using people, clergymen, barristers, vocalists, and
actors, who suffer from fatigue of the voice, are victims to vicious

voice production, and that many of the most common of the

diseased conditions are due to this cause. Although it is most
desirable in any given case of cnfeeblement of the voice to examino
the voice-box, it is simply astonishing how seldom is the canse

to be found in the vocal cords
;

or, to put it another way, how
Seldom it is necessary or cvtoi Jmiicioi:* to nral the iliseaso Ocly
or at all locally. In offering, therefore, a few suggestions as to

the hygienic management of the voice, it is necessary to direct

attention to matters which apparently are entirely outside the

question. Ono hoars of this lozenge or that gargle or symp as

a universal panacea for all the troubles to which vocalists aro

subject. I am sorry to say that singing mastersnot nnfrequently
err in this respect, and prescribe for their pupils remedies of

which they know nothing, except that they may have boon ser-

viceable to themselves or their friends, probably for totally dif-

ferent diseased conditions." I shall not bo surprised if singing

miiHii'rs retort th;.t. I iiiivn taken my revenge in the present com-
munication by trenching on their gronnd. If, however, I tell of

no universal medicine to remunerate a lost voice, or to cause one
to form on barren soil, it is simply because I know of none.

Remarks on the general medical management of the voice

must be brief for two reasons: first, for want of spate
;
and,

" 1 have had analyses mado of, I think, every variety of patent voice

InzniiijiiS. Theru is tint, urn: llu", uV-j nut rutiuiin mum or 1,-ss C.iv.'ii!lh i.>-[>jii'r

or some like irril:in1
, :iu'i tknr i:i n< t .'ri!:sii|KL!:l[y h.irmr'ri]. I tit];.: t:ii :

. upr'n--

timity uf ilisinwijif- uliv cunntrl ion will] surur icm-n^uH ls'iiritii' tLi.' s;imt;

name as my own, Hownvor useful they tuny l.c us 1 Bronchial troches,' they
aro totally unsuiteil fur voice lozoogps.
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secondly, because there is so little to be said that can be applied

generally. The best advice I can offer is that the voice should

bo treated by its possessor as a mnsica] instrument. No one wonld
oxpose his piano to all changes of weather or temperature, nor
would ho leave his violin ont in open air all right. On the other

hand, it is not necessary that the ono should bo kopt in a room of

specially prepared even temperature nor that the other should bo
constantly swathed in flannel. Ono hears a great deal of the in-

jurious effects of climate on the voice, especially of tho climate of

this country and of America. Presupposing a naturally healthy
constitution—and it is worth noting what good general health

the best singers onjoy—I do not boliovo that climate is nearly

as much to blame as is generally supposed. Sopranos who
havo never learnt to produce the voice properly, and foreign

tenors who have used up all tho voice they ever had before

they come hero, may complain of -
i-o i:iia.\ii cU-maf,' but when

wo consider that Madame Patti can sing equally well in such
varying climates as those of a winter in Moscow or St. Peters-

burg, a spring in Vienna or Bnda-Pesth, then in Paris, Brussels,

or London, with an antumn tour through the English provinces,

and with often no longer interval of time between two engage-
ments, say from Vienna to London, than is occupied in the jour-

ney ; wbeu one finds that Mr. Santley and Mdlle. Albani have
both returned from long tours ibrnii.'li Ami.Tiea v/illn.ut i'!H;:i_'

one iota of the quality of their voici>, and that Mdlle. Tietjens has
actually como buck Irani the same country with renewed vocal

beauty and strength, it will be agreed that the cause of frequent

non-appearances is not always truly, however conveniently, ex-

plained by the state of the barometer.

All who use their voioo should, then, guard carefully their

gencrul health on rational hut not exaggerated principles.

While Ljood ]:<;:iltli is css.:ii I inlly necessary to good voice, it may
be said that, as a simple irmti c\- c:f lijyiene, practice of the respi-

ratory muscles, on a right method, lie it always remembered,
such as singing implies, is often of tho greatest service in im-
proving the health of the lungs.

The singer should not bo afraid of air, bat he should avoid
sudden changes of atmosphere, and also dust. His diet should be
liberal, but always of food most easily digested and free from all

irritating ingredients. Abovo all, he should never foster the idea
that alcoholio stimulant of any kind is necessary to the oxcrcisc

of his art any more than it is to that of the painter or the author.1

* It is impossible to say how mnch mischief hut been done hy the absurd

Hi

Musical
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Remembering how ranch the abdominal muscles have to do
with voice productions, lie should sing when the food is digested

and the stomach is of least capacity, and therefore least likely to

interfere with that of the chest. I would say that an honr and a
half to two hoars is necessary to elapse after food for singing in

public or company, and an interval of at least an honr should

occur before practice. In like manner the garments of both male
and female singers should be free, especially should they be so

about the waist and at the neck.

The voice should be always eiercised On notes well within the

range of the singer
;
indeed, it might be said on all grounds that,

except on the rarest occasions, the extreme limit of the voice

should never be attempted, for it is certain that, not only is it

most injurious medically to sing always at full voice, bnt that the

greatest pleasure is given by those voices which seem to have a

reserve of power, or, to put it another way, those voices in which
the bearer never feels that the mechanism is going to fail. It in

for this reason that, as a rule, although tenor and soprano voices

elicit most admiration, it is the deeper voices that engender most
sympathy.*

It is the musician's rather than the doctor's duty to point out

how important a part the brain and bcart must play in develop-

ing perfect singing. There must be ability to interpret senti-

ments as to express them ; there must ho conscience in study as

well as talent ; there must be power to recognise defects, and
perseverance to overcome them. Without such qualification s,

howovor marvellous the natural beauty of the organ, its possessor

will bo unable to prevent his hearers from feeling that there is

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman said he should bo glad to know whether the

case quoted from Dr. Marcet referred to the retention of the

speaking or of the singing voice, after the loss of the vocal cords.

He could not conceive how the singing voice could exist under
such circumstances.

AsM«:inli'ii! with rmnrJ tn I'm lift of Mitimliiiitfi. l'v lung uijainxt I lint! it

mueh better to do without them entire])-. A plycerino lozenge is [-.refer:] Ui :

on very niro occiisirms il small r|im>itily ui' ciiirit .mil wilier l]]iij lie necessary,

nl ill nlmliolic -.liruuhi-'l- :m riniontnl. I formerly, anil lor many war's,

used beef tea, hut thru was too henry. If one could limit ouijse.f to V. tible-

i;[:(iorifii! kL :i li th" l.iUi'r [i:ij;h:. In- fri.] li,:s[
; I. in. ,1 lurjii- Jiv.u,;]:!. riii^-i. :!u.

throat, and produces more saliva than is uocesaary, and induces, the desire to

swallow often,'

* I regret to say that I have seen not a few instances of good bnr:i!.nc r-.n.!

msno -soprano voices utterly ruined by tho endeavours of mantera to convert

them intfl tenors and soprani.
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Mr. Lennox Beowne said he belieTed.it was the speaking voice.

He had never seen such a case himself.

Mr. Salamah said about thirty years since lie know a ease

of a lady who, in consequence of a sudden fright, had been de-

prived of her voice for nearly a year. Galvanism, was medically

recommended as a means to recover it, but was not adopted. It

ao happened that the lady required to have a decayed tooth

stopped with metal. Almost immediately after its application to

the cavity of tho tooth the lady's voice returned. It was at the

time suggested that galvanism had been sat up by the contact

of the metal with tho saliva, and the recovery of the voice was
attributed to its action.

Dr. Verrinder said ha should be very glad if Mr. Browne
could throw some light on the way in which the falsetto and the

natural voice blended. It was a matter of great difficulty to

blend these two voices.

The Chaibman said he thought the great difficulty arose from

the impossibility of seeing the parts in operation, as had been
mentioned by Mr. Browne, and the slight changes in the position

of the vocal apparatus daring the two modes of production.

Professor Monk said be understood from Mr. Browne that

the pressnre of the mirror of the laryngoscope against part of the

throaf p:v!ve!irnd Hie pvorlni'tior of t-Ih; fulsiitto voice.

The Chairman said there wore really three varieties of voice
;

there being one between what was commonly called the ' chest

voice ' and the 'falsetto.' Tho French rocognise this in speaking

oftho first, second, and third registers, not so ranch with reference

to the compass as to the mode in which the notes were produced.

Some identical notes might be produced in three different ways.

Mr. Wilkinson said he supposed the falsetto voice must bo

considered entirely unnatural.

Mr. Cooper asked if it were not possible that the falsetto was
produced by the epiglottis falling, because there was so much less

effort in producing a falsetto note.

The Chairman thought the falsetto was not always introduced

with less effort than the other registers. It might be in some
cases ; but in counter-tenor singers it was, to a great extent, the

result of practice. A counter-tenor, generally speaking, wonld
be an indifferent bass who had cultivated the falsetto register

almost exclusively.

Mr. Wilkinson said a treble voice might be practised at the

time the voice broke and continue to retain the high notes, so as,

in coarse of time, to produce an alto voice. *V

The Chairman said he had known a boy who retained his treble

voico up to G, or even A, and of good quality, until his virile voice

was tolerably well formed. Thus he could eiug down to the F
below the bass stave, and up lo A above the treble, though, o£

course, tho notes varied very much in quality.

Mr. Wilkinson asked bow it was that, when a boy's voico

broke, sometimes in tho course of two months he would develop
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a tolerably good baritone voice, whereas, in another case, lie might
have to wait two years before his voice settled.

Mr. Coom: suggested that this must be, to a great extent, a
question of health and constitution.

Mr. Wilkin.- i tx said he b;id known choir hoys who had stepped

immediately from the treble into the alto row when their voices

broke, and remained there for the rest of their lives.

Mr. Cooper siiid there were Borne counter-tenors who had high

The Chaikhan said this was another illustration of the defec-

tivoness of our musical nomenclature. There onght to be a dis-

tinoiion ilvav.'ii hi ! wern v.- liar was really a high tenor, which was
the voice for which Tullis and the old masters really wrote (in

the alto clef) and the falsetto voice, which was totally different.

The modern alto voice or connter-tonor was, ho believed, never
heard in England until after the Restoration.

Mr. Osborne said there were no such voices on the Continent,

only high tenors.

The CitiiiiMAN thought the modern English alto voice was an
imitation of a class of voice which was now oxtinct—a voice

artificially produced.

Mr. Osborne asked if it would be possiblo for a singer exer-

cising before a looking-glass to so observe the action of the parts

employed in vocalisation as to improve his mothod.
The CnAiiiMAN said he could only watch the action of the

1 variable cavity.'

Captain HuttOn said, by keeping the larynx well down, by
;-llowii)^ the tongue to fall back whilst singing the scale, the voice

was made fuller.

Mr. Salaman said, in the account given by Dr. Burney of the
Handel Commemoration there was a list of voices iu which there

were very few contraltos mentioned ; the altos were nearly all

men. The contralto seemed t > he comparatively a modern voice.

The ChaiiimaN said Handel wrote his alto parts for the voices

he found in rhiL'hmd, and Uiey were mainly mate eooidev-tenors.

Dr. Vkkkin;ii:k thought die iiilvoduclhm of the counter-tenor

voice was owine; to this: that in cathedral* ladies were not
allowed to sing, because they could not be put into surplices, and
therefore it was necessary to have artificial voices of the counter-

tenor for the contralto part.

The Chairiiak said, np to the time of Orlando Gibbons what

known. He should bo very glad if anyone could produce a bar
written before that time, written for such a voice. The highest
part then written for male voices was a high tenor written on
the alto stave ; but at the Restoration, when Charles II. came
back, he wanted to hear the species of male voice he had been
accustomed to on tho Continent. As this could not be, the
ne.ircst imitation of this voice that was netvHsihlc nn? iut rodneed
at the Chapel liojal ; and from that time dated those great solos
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written for the male counter-tenor, going up to C, which were
found in the anthems of Purcell, Blow, and the composers of that

and later times.

Mr. Coopeb asked if it were likely that any of these singers

were brought over by Charles II.

Tho Chaibman thought not. Thero wore falsetto counter-

tenors in Spain iu the sixteenth century, but not in England, and
there was no cathedral music written for them. Tho female
contralto was a sort of discovery—not even yet made all over tho

world. Thero were fpw German contraltos and fewer French

;

and thus it was there wero no contralto parts in the French
operas of Meyerbeer and his contemporaries. Certain parts in

those operas had been sung by contraltos, but thoy had first been
modified and adapted.

Mr. Salaman asked in what country contraltos were dis-

covered.

The Chairman said in Italy. Gluek wrote his Orpheus for

a female contralto.

Mr. Coopbh said there must always have been contralto voices,

whether used or not.

The Chairman said, Yes. One reason why women lost their

voices so much sooner than men was because tliev would all sing

soprano. TIib sireatrM. diiliciilh- was l'ir.inil in Training Colleges

to keep students to their proper parts in that respect.

Professor Monk said Mr. Salaman had referred to the absence
of contralto voices from a chorus, but he thought lie would baold
enough to remember when even the contralto solos in Handel's
oratorios had been sung by men.

Mr. Osborne asked if there were any other instances, besides

those already mentioned, of persons losing their voices by sudden

Captain HuriON mentioned a case which he knew of.

Dr. Stone also mentioned one in which a young lady many
years ago had lost her voice, and although she regained it after a
time, she was liable at anytime to lose it for two or three days if

she were slightly tapped between tho shoulders.

Tho ClliiEMAH said ho was very glad to hear Mr. Browne's
CiiitiLom rialbn all i|inc": te;ucdiei fur the voice.

Mr. A. J. Elus, I'.R.S., said ho was not a singer, but some-
times had to speak for a oonplo of hoars, and ho found that
drinking a glass of water, which, some recommended, was a great
snare. He found the best thing for keeping the voice moist was
a little piece cf ^pai:isu juice held in the mouth.

Mr. Cooper asked if Mr. Browne could give any instruction:!

for acquiring the vibrato, which was now so fashionable.

Mr. Lmmos Browne said simply to learn music by the French

He had already' stated the difficulty there was in observmgThe
physiological cause for the production of the falsetto. He conld
not say bow it was produced, but thought hi mi' <lj iete was a
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better term for it, the falsetto being, in his opinion, entirely- a

head note, and not, as Signor Garcia seemed to think, coming
between, the cheat and head voico. Tho epiglottis did not go
down in tho falsetto ; it was joined by eertain folds to the carti-

lages, by which it was lifted according to the action, of tho

vocal cords. In the production of high notes those folds were
tightened, not relaxed, and therefore tho epiglottis rose ; in tho

lower notes they wore relaxed. His eiperionce was that tho

epiglottis went down with the low notes and rose with the high
ones. With regard to nervona loss of voice, it waa very frequent,

and occurred from a number of causes, as from stage fright, for

instance. He doubted whether, in tho case mentioned by Mr.
Salaman, the recovery was due to any galvanic action. In cases

of nervous loss of voice, the effect of galvanism was to produce a
shock on the nerves and bo restore the action of Iho paralysed

muscles acting on the vocal cords. Willi reference to holding
anything in the month, several singers of his acquaintance were
in the habit of singing continnally with something in the month
to stimulate moisture, holding it between teeth and cheeks like a
sailor's qnid of tobacco. He was glad to have heard what the

Chairman said with regard to contralto and soprano voices, and
he was thus emboldened to say how often he noticed that ladies

wished to be sopranos, and the evil was intensified by the desire

of teachers to produce sopranos.
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